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ABSTRACT 
This thesis addresses the problem of the unanswered questions on the historical context of 
the Septuagint version of the book of Proverbs. In other words, it seeks to increase our 
knowledge on where, when and by whom the Greek translation of Proverbs was made. 
Our knowledge on Septuagint Proverbs is very limited in this respect, with little 
consensus amongst scholars on these specific questions. Previous research on Septuagint 
Proverbs has shown that the translation represents one of the most freely translated units 
in the LXX corpus. Not only does the Greek version contain several pluses, but the 
choices made by the translator(s) - on a lexical, semantical and syntactical level - also 
indicate that the translator adopted a very paraphrastic translation technique. 
Understanding his translation technique is of crucial importance to us in our efforts to 
form a comprehensive 'picture' ofthe translator and the worldview he represents. 
Through an analysis of his translation technique, I intend to illustrate that the translator 
was someone who had a marked respect for the Jewish law and the covenant that existed 
between the God of Israel and his people. Indeed, there is a greater emphasis in the Greek 
version on these themes than in the Hebrew. 
The translator uses the Greek noun VOl-lOS' in several passages as a translation for the 
Hebrew word i11iri. In certain contexts the translator uses other Greek words as equivalent 
for i111r1, which indicates that vOIlOS' had a specific and limited meaning for him. I argue 
that he uses the singular VOIlOS' as a technical term for the Mosaic Law. The effect is that 
in a number of passages the Greek version (with vOIlOS') refers to the Law of Moses where 
the Hebrew verses (with i111r1) refer to the teaching ofthe father/teacher. .. 
In addition to that there occur several passages in LXX Proverbs in which the translator 
added stichs containing the noun vo IlOS' , with the result that LXX Proverbs has a 
completely different sense than the corresponding Hebrew parent text. The consequence 
of this is that LXX Proverbs places a greater emphasis on the Mosaic Law than MT does. 
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This obviously mirrors something of the attitude of the translator and the context in 
which he operated. 
In both the Hebrew and Greek versions of Proverbs we encounter the 'wise man'. In 
several passages there are references to his teaching, his law and so forth. It is my opinion 
that the wise man who features in LXX Proverbs differs from the wise man of MT 
Proverbs. From the Wisdom of Sirach we learn that by the middle of the second century 
BCE there existed schools in Palestine and that the teachers in these schools were very 
similar to the wise men. An important difference is that by then the corpus of the 
Pentateuch was almost certainly already fixed and that the teachers, who were also 
scribes, most probably taught the Law of Moses in such schools. So, whereas the wise 
man of MT Proverbs was not (immediately) concerned with the Law, the wise man of 
LXX Proverbs certainly was. 
This is not the only aspect that LXX Proverbs and the Greek translation of the Wisdom of 
Sirach have in common. The translators of these works also share traditional Jewish 
themes such as the fear of the Lord, Wisdom and the Law, and the covenant. Although 
LXX Proverbs is not a de novo composition, it shares the same conservative theological 
language as Sirach and the first book of Maccabees. Chapter 2 in LXX Proverbs is a clear 
example of how the translator interpreted the Hebrew parent text in order to stress the 
importance of the covenant and to warn against foreign Hellenistic influences. If we place 
the translator in a context in which traditional Jewish theology was under threat from 
Hellenism, we can understand the renewed emphasis placed in the Greek version on the 
Law of Moses, the covenant, and the warning against Greek influences. It is therefore my 
hypothesis that the translator was a conservative Jew who translated the book of Proverbs 
subsequent to the Maccabean revolts, with a renewed emphasis on the Law of Moses. 
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OPSOMMING 
Hierdie tesis poog om die onbeantwoorde vrae rondom die historiese konteks van die 
Septuaginta weergawe van die boek Spreuke aan te spreek. In ander woorde, dit poog om 
ons kennis oor waar, wanneer en deur wie die Griekse vertaling gemaak is, te vermeerder. 
Ons kennis ten opsigte van hierdie vrae is baie beperk en daar bestaan min konsensus 
tussen geleerdes hieroor. Vorige navorsing wat oor Septuaginta Spreuke gedoen is, het 
aangetoon dat dit een van die mees vry vertaalde eenhede in die LXX korpus 
verteenwoordig. Nie aIleen is daar verskeie plusse in the Griekse teks nie, maar die 
leksikale, semantiese en sintaktiese keuses wat deur die vertaler uitgeoefen is, dui daarop 
dat die vertaler In baie parafrastiese vertalingstegniek gevolg het. Dit is daarom belangrik 
·om hierdie vertalingstegniek te verstaan sodat ons In omvattende 'beeld' van die vertaler 
en die wereld wat hy verteenwoordig, kan vorm. 
Deur middel van In analise van sy vertalingstegniek, dui ek aan dat die vertaler In diep 
respek vir die Joodse wet en die verbond tussen God en Israel aan die dag Ie. Daar is 
inderdaad In groter klem in die Griekse weergawe op hierdie temas as in die Hebreeuse. 
In verskeie instansies gebruik die vertaler die Griekse woord VO[1oS' as vertaling vir die 
Hebreeuse woord inm. In sekere kontekste gebruik die vertaler ander Griekse woorde as 
ekwivalent vir inm, wat aantoon dat die vertaler In spesifieke en beperkte betekenis aan 
vO[1oS' gekoppel het. Ek argumenteer dat die vertaler die enkelvoudige vO[1oS' gebruik as 
tegniese term vir die MosaYse Wet. Die effek is dat in verskeie passasies die Griekse teks 
(met vO[1oS') na die Wet van Moses verwys, terwyl die Hebreeuse teks (met i1."n) na die 
onderwysing van die vader/leraar verwys. 
Verder kom daar verskeie verse in Septuaginta Spreuke voor waar die vertaler In plus met 
die woord vO[1oS' daarin ingewerk het, met die gevolg dat die Griekse betekenis van die 
passasie soms heeltemal anders is as die ooreenstemmende Hebreeuse teks. Dit het tot 
gevolg dat die Griekse weergawe In groter klem op die Wet van Moses plaas as wat met 
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die Hebreeus die geval is. Dit weerspieel ook tot In sekere mate die gesindheid van die 
vertaler en die wereld waarin hy geopereer het. 
In beide die Griekse en die Hebreeuse weergawes van die boek Spreuke vind ·ons die 
.. 
sogenaamde "wyse man". Verskeie gedeeltes handel oor sy instruksie, sy wet, ensovoorts. 
Dit is my opinie dat die wyse man van Septuaginta Spreuke verskil van die wyse man van 
MT Spreuke. Uit die Wysheid van Sirag kan ~ns aflei dat daar reeds teen die middel van 
die 2de eeu v.C. skole in Palestina bestaan het en dat die leraars van daardie skole baie 
dieselfde was as die wyse manne. Een belangrike verskil is dat die Pentateug as korpus 
teen daardie tyd sekerlik al gefinaliseer was en dat die I eraars , wat ook skrifgeleerdes 
was, sekerlik die Wet van Moses in hierdie skole onderrig het. So, terwyl die wyse man 
van MT Spreuke geen (onmiddellike) verbindtenis met die Wet gehad het nie, was die 
wyse man van LXX Spreuke beslis daarmee gemoeid. 
Hierdie is egter nie die enigste aspek wat LXX Spreuke en die Griekse vertaling van die 
. . 
Wysheid van Sirag in gemeen het nie. Beide boeke deel ook in tradisionele loodse temas 
soos die Wet, vrees van die Here, Wysheid en Wet en die verbond. Nieteenstaande die 
feit dat LXX Spreuke nie In de novo komposisie is nie, dee I dit met Sirag en die eerste 
boek van Makkabeers in dieselfde konserwatiewe teologiese taal. 
LXX Spreuke hoofstuk 2 is ook In duidelike voorbeeld van hoe die vertaler die Hebreeuse 
grondteks geYnterpreteer het om sodoende die belangrikheid van die verbond te 
beklemtoon en om mense te waarsku teen vreemde Hellenistiese invloede. As ons die 
vertaler in In konteks plaas waar die tradisionele loodse teologie bedreig was deur 
Hellenisme, kan ons die hemude klem in LXX Spreuke op die Wet van Moses, die 
verbond en die waarskuwings teen Griekse invloede, beter verstaan. Dit is my hipotese 
dat die vertaler In konserwatiewe load was wat na die Makkabese opstande die boek 
Spreuke vertaal het met In hemude klem op die Wet van Moses. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Foreword 
There is a renewed interest among scholars in the Septuagint version of the Bible. There 
are a number of reasons for this, one of which is the current tendency to view the 
Septuagint as a document and literary work in its own right. Previous studies on the 
Septuagint usually regarded the Greek version only as a tool in textual criticism of the 
Hebrew Bible, and therefore as a secondary text next to the Hebrew Bible (Jellicoe 
1968:352). Furthermore, the publication of the Old Greek (OG) of parts of the Septuagint 
in the Gottingen series and the greater availability of the texts from Qumran are 
extremely important factors in the new stimulus that Septuagint studies are experiencing 
(see papers on Dead Sea Scrolls and Qumran in Brooke & Lindars 1992). 
Notwithstanding this growth in the Septuagint as a field of study, certain areas of our 
knowledge remain very limited. These gaps in our knowledge frequently centre on the 
historical contexts in which the translations were made - in other words, when, where and 
by whom the translations were made. The question of the historical context is of course 
also important in the evaluation of the LXX in textual criticism. The degree of consensus 
on the historical contexts of the books of the Septuagint varies from book to book. 
Septuagint scholars have reached some form of consensus on the historical context in 
which, for instance, the Pentateuch was translated, but the lack of research on Proverbs, 
for example, means that there is no general consensus among scholars on the historical 
context of the Septuagint version of Proverbs (Cook 1993:25). 
The aim of this study, therefore, is to contribute to the debate surrounding the historical 
context in which the Septuagint Proverbs (LXX Proverbs) was translated. By 
investigating certain themes in the Greek version, and by comparing the Greek and 
Hebrew in order to establish a 'picture' of the translator, I intend to contribute to our 
knowledge of the social world to which the translator belonged. Before engaging with the 
issue of methodology, I shall review some of the previous research that has been done on 
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LXX Proverbs, especially that which has a direct bearing on my own research. Following 
the discussion on the research done by other scholars and their respective views on LXX 
Proverbs, I will deal with the issue of methodology and set out my plan of research. 
1.2 Previous research 
As I stated in my foreword, it is a recent development in Septuagint studies that the 
Greek version of the Bible has come to be seen as a document in its own right. 
Consequently, most of the previous research on LXX Proverbs were conducted on the 
basis that the Greek version is primarily a witness to the Hebrew text and it was therefore 
usually dealt with in conjunction with the Hebrew text (usually MT). Not many scholars 
deemed it necessary to study the LXX as a text in its own right and to work towards 
establishing the historical contexts of the different translation units. 
There seem to be two opposing views in the scholarly world on the issue of the historical 
context of LXX Proverbs, and I will therefore review the previous research in the light of 
these tw~ groupings. On the one hand, there is the hypothesis that the Greek translation 
must be seen as primarily a Hellenistic document, since it does_ exhibit certain Greek 
influences not present in the Hebrew version. The other view advocates exactly the 
opposite notion: the Greek version must be regarded as a Jewish document, since it 
reflects certain views and underlying themes which can only be linked to a translator who 
was fundamentally Jewish. Although the very same Greek version led scholars to these 
diametrically opposed views, both views have the shared underlying assumption that the 
Greek translator approached his Hebrew parent text creatively and interpreted the text in 
such a way that his own intentions and exegesis are clear in the source text (LXX). 
One of the landmark studies on the LXX Proverbs is the one by Gilles Gerleman, which 
was published in 1956. In this study he advocated the view that the LXX Proverbs must 
be seen primarily as a Hellenistic document (Gerleman 1956:51). He formed this 
conclusion after establishing that the translator was very competent in the Greek 
language. Not only was he competent in the language, but his Greek background is 
2 
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reflected in the introduction - sometimes explicitly, sometimes implicitly - of Greek 
aspects to his translation on the levels of content, style and ideas (Gerleman 1956: 51). 
These influences, which Gerleman linked to the post-Aristotelian schools such as 
Stoicism, affected the translator and his translation as a work of interpretation (Gerleman 
1956:53). Previous studies by Bertram and Baumgartner led Gerleman to address the 
question of religion and ethics in LXX Proverbs (Cook 1997:8). On these issues he found 
that there are no grounds for supporting the hypothesis regarding influences in the LXX 
Proverbs of Jewish midrash (Baumgartner) and Jewish legalism (Bertram). Rather, LXX 
Proverbs seems to be markedly unfamiliar with the "distinctive Jewish traits of religion 
and ethics ... all these things do not lead up to Judaism, but to the Greek world" 
(Gerleman 1956:7). 
He also found that the many differences between the Greek and Hebrew texts can 
frequently be explained as originating from the free approach of the translator (1956: 1 0). 
Furthermore, he found· that there is no trace whatever in LXX Proverbs of any 
identification between Wisdom and the Torah (1956:42). Another aspect that he 
investigated was the translator's attitude towards the Law. He noted, for instance, the 
"great freedom" with which the translator rendered the word inm. Gerleman (1956:45) 
observes that the LXX translator always rendered the word iTim with V6~1OS" in the Psalms 
and likewise so in most of the Pentateuch and the Prophets. The translator of LXX 
Proverbs, however, "failed to take the word iTi1r1 as a technical term". Thus he concludes 
that this "unique position held by the LXX Proverbs with regard to ethical vocabulary 
militates against the view that the translator would be a mouthpiece of Jewish legalism" 
(1956:45). 
As I mentioned, both Bertram and Baumgartner concluded before Gerleman, that there is 
a strong case to be made that LXX Proverbs originated in a Jewish environment. 
Baumgartner (Cook 1997a:211) concluded that the LXX Proverbs has a strong Jewish 
midrashic basis. It is also his view that the Hebrew text of the LXX was very similar to 
MT and that the differences between these two were the result of the translational 
approach of the translator (which Gerleman also accepted in his later study). Bertram's 
3 
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study on the wisdom theme in LXX Proverbs found that the doctrine of retribution has a 
stronger emphasis in LXX Proverbs than in the Hebrew text. This led him to postulate 
that the Greek version of Proverbs exhibits signs of some strong views on the part of the 
translator who imparted his own Jewish legalistic spirit into the translated text (Cook 
1997:5). 
A number of studies followed on the works of Bertram, Baumgartner and Gerleman. 
These were mostly divided on the issue of LXX Proverbs according to the lines of the 
earlier noted research. Most of these studies were also done with the aim of improving 
our understanding of how the translator dealt with his Hebrew parent text, which 
indicated that most saw the translator as someone who was not afraid to approach his 
parent text creatively. 
Some of these studies are also of great importance to my own investigation, and I will 
therefore shortly discuss some of them. J.G. Gainmie made a study of the Greek versions· 
of Job and Proverbs in which he was critical of the position taken by Gerleman. 
According to Cook (1997:10) the study made by M.B. Dick concluded that the LXX 
Proverbs has no Torah-based ethics and that the Law of Moses plays no role in it. Dick 
further argues that LXX Proverbs is devoid of the characteristic Hellenistic Jewish ethical 
features, since the translation was made in Palestine before the Maccabean revolt. 
Most recently strong arguments have been presented by Cook in support of the 
hypothesis that the LXX Proverbs is a Jewish document and the product of a translator 
who was "fundamentally Jewish" in his approach to his subject matter. In his recent 
monograph on LXX Proverbs, Cook (1997:316-327) argues that the translator of 
Proverbs rendered his parent text creatively. Cook analyses several chapters of LXX 
Proverbs in comparison to MT and also as a text that functioned in its own right. He 
describes the translation technique that was followed by the translator and treats the 
differences between them as possible instances of ideological exegesis by the translator. 
Cook (1997:316-7) concludes that the translator had a unique approach towards his 
4 
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parent text and that his translation technique can be described as a free rendering of the 
Hebrew (cf. also Gerleman and Baumgartner). This approach was followed by the 
translator because he had specific intentions in mind to impart his own religious 
perspectives to the text. These religious perspectives were not so much Greek 
philosophical notions, as Gerleman argued, but they were fundamentally Jewish (Cook 
1997:318). Therefore LXX Proverbs should not be seen as a Hellenistic document or 
even as a Hellenistic-Jewish document, but rather as a Jewish-Hellenistic document. 
Together with these conclusions he also advocates the hypothesis that Proverbs was not 
necessarily translated in Alexandria, and that we should also look to Palestine as possible 
place of origin (Cook 1997:3126-7; 1993:25-39). 
There are some aspects of the Greek translator and the translation of Proverbs on which 
there is some degree of consensus. It is usually accepted that the Greek book of Proverbs 
is one of the most freely translated units in the LXX (Thackeray 1909:13). It is also clear 
that LXX Proverbs contains a multitude of doublets and later Hexaplaric additions, such 
as in 1:7 and 14:18 (Cook 1997:13-14; Tov 1990:46). Both Cook (1997:317) and 
Gerleman (1965:15) demonstrated that the Greek translator was extremely competent in 
the Greek language and most probably had an excellent training. Cook (1997:54) also 
showed that one of the characteristics of the Greek translator of Proverbs is that he 
contrasts specific entities, even more so than is the case in the Hebrew (so also 
Gerleman). These are all aspects that I will use in my study and which will influence my 
own 'picture' of the translator. 
1.3 Methodology 
The question of methodology is always a very important one and not the least so in 
Septuagint studies. The development that the Septuagint must be studied as a literary 
work in its own right has also contributed greatly to the methodological debate in 
Septuagint studies. 
Now, more than ever before, questions such as how the Septuagint must be studied, how 
5 , 
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to research the translation techniques, and how these translation units must be interpreted, 
are more frequently addressed. The understanding of the importance of sound 
methodology is illustrated in a publication by Vander Kooij in which he surveys recent 
publications on the LXX of Daniel and Psalms and in which he shows to what extent "the 
study of interpretation in the LXX is related to the question of method of analysis" 
(1998:6-7). 
The issue of methodology in this paper centres on the issue of the way I want to 
investigate or address the research problem. How do I intend to fill the gaps in our 
knowledge on the historical context of LXX Proverbs? What are the sources that I am 
going to use and how will these be used/interpreted? 
1.3.1 The Greek and Hebrew texts of Proverbs 
As I already stated, my research focuses on the historical context of the LXX Proverbs, 
and therefore I will take the Greek text of the Proverbs as the major source and aim of my 
research. 
In order to show how the translator of the Greek version dealt with certain contentious 
issues, and to establish a 'picture' of the translator, we must be able to compare his 
translated (source) text with the parent text. This poses a methodological problem since 
the Hebrew parent text of the Old Greek (OG) of Proverbs is not extant. For the purposes 
of this study I will use the Masoretic text (MT) as published in the Biblica Hebraica 
Stuttgartensia (BHS) as the text against which I will compare the OG (see Aejmelaeus 
1993:79). 
Another important issue is the fact that we do not have in our possession the OG of 
Proverbs and unfortunately the Gottingen Project has not yet published a new critical 
edition of the OG of Proverbs. I will therefore take the 1935 edition of Rahlfs's 
Septuaginta: Id est Vetus Testamentum graece iuxta LXX interpretes as the basis for the 
OG (see Aejmelaeus 1993:81). Although I will take text critical issues into account when 
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dealing with the Greek text of Proverbs, the scope of this study does not permit me to 
deal at great length with the issue of textual criticism of the LXX. 
1.3.2 The Septuagint as collection and as translation 
Before addressing the specifics of the way I intend to go about my research, I want to 
highlight some important aspects concerning the nature of the LXX that have direct 
implications for the choice of methodology. Firstly, it is important to view the LXX as a 
collection of individual translation units (books/chapters). Since the translator of the book 
of Proverbs most probably did his translation work at a different time and place than, for 
instance, the translator of Genesis, my approach to the study of LXX Proverbs would 
differ from another scholar's study of, for example, Genesis. The different aspects of the 
heterogeneity of the LXX must also be noted, since as a collection it includes different 
gemes, old and early translations, different types of translations, etc. 
This has serious implications for establishing a methodology for a study of the 
Septuagint, since it is very difficult to work towards an (appropriate) methodology for the 
interpretation of the LXX as a whole. Rather, each individual book or unit must be 
studied and treated separately, using a specific methodology for that unit (see Jellicoe 
1968:315; Aejmelaeus 1993:82). This is indeed the view of Van der Kooij (1998:8) 
regarding his study on LXX Isaiah 23: 
In view of the diversity within the LXX the method of analysis proposed here is not to be 
understood as the method for every book of the LXX, but as the method to be applied in this study 
to the book of LXX Isaiah. 
The second important methodological note that I want to draw attention to pertains to the 
nature of LXX Proverbs as a translation. It has been stated often that no translation is 
simply a translation alone - there is always some degree of interpretation involved in the 
process of translation. A translator must choose word equivalents, how to translate 
difficult and contentious concepts, whether to give a literal translation or whether to try 
and give the sense of the parent text. Coupled with this is the process of translation in 
which misreadings and misunderstandings do occur. Then there is also the intricate issue 
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of the textual history of such a translation unit, as Cook (1995:50) highlights with regards 
to LXX Proverbs: 
The problem, however, remains that in a translation unit as freely rendered as Proverbs, it is not 
easy to distinguish between the work of the translator and possible later hands. 
As a translation LXX Proverbs is regarded as one of the most freely translated units in the 
LXX. In several passages there are remarkable differences between the Greek and 
Hebrew versions, including several pluses in the Greek text. In general the differences 
between MT and LXX are due to several possible factors, such as a different Vorlage, 
mistranslations and misreadings, a lack of understanding of the Hebrew text, and exegesis 
(Vander Kooij 1998: 1). It is especially the last factor which, methodologically speaking, 
is the most important for my thesis (see also Aejmelaeus 1993:65-76). As I emphasised in 
my discussion on previous research, the one element that most of the scholars agree on is 
that the translator was responsible for some, if not most, differences between MT and 
LXX. And most of them attributed these differences to the specific exegetical approach 
that the translator followed. 
Tov (1997:45-50) distinguishes between two different types of exegesis that occur in the 
LXX, namely "linguistic exegesis" and "contextual exegesis". Linguistic exegesis 
operates at the level of word equivalents and the lexical, while contextual exegesis is 
most evident in harrnonisations and "tendentious theological exegesis". In my study I will 
also be looking at the ways in which the translator dealt with certain themes and how 
these are to be interpreted in comparison with MT. This is a common notion: the LXX, as 
oldest translation, represents the earliest interpretation of MT. 
1.3.3 Translation technique 
It is an established view that fruitful textual criticism and exegesis can only occur if the 
text is considered with regard to the context in which it was written, or, as in this case, 
translated. Also, a translation contains many hints on the historical context in which it 
was translated, and that context certainly includes the person of the translator. 
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Our view of the person of the translator consciously or unconsciously influences the 
" methodology and sources we use: 
Officially, we know nothing about what went on in the translators' minds. But every one of us has 
created in his or her mind a picture of the translators, how they worked, what they aimed at, what 
was their attitude towards the text, what they were or were not capable of doing, etc. This image 
that we have in our minds greatly affects our decisions, particularly in questions dealing with 
textual criticism (Aejmelaeus 1993 :66). 
For Aejmelaeus (1993:1-3) translation technique is a "question of the method followed in 
the study of linguistic phenomena in the translation". But, it is also important to 
remember, as Aejmelaeus (1993:2) says, that "(they had no) translation technique in the 
sense of a conscious method to be employed consistently. It was more of a human 
process of intuitive trial and error and of finding ways to express in the target language -
usually their mother tongue - what was understood to be the meaning in the source text". 
She agrees, therefore, with the notion that the Septuagint translators followed a certain 
" intuitive method of translation and that this method can be described, at least to some 
extent. With the use of this method, the translator arid the various factors at work during 
the process of translation can be taken into account to understand the translators and the 
problems they faced. This method plays an important role in establishing the origin of 
deviations, such as translation errors, exegesis, etc. 
Cook (1997:30) broadens the idea of translation technique in that he sees it not just as the 
study of language: 
Translation technique, the way the translator actually rendered his parent text, has to do with more 
than just linguistic analysis, even though this analysis forms the basis for interpretation. 
He employs this broadening of the concept in his analysis and demonstrates that in many 
instances the translator made specific linguistic choices for the purpose or because of 
religious considerations. This is indeed also a crucial aspect of my own methodology for 
this study. Not only are linguistic choices very important, but syntactical and semantical 
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issues also help us to form a picture of the translator. 
1.4 Research plan and method 
I will start my investigation with an analysis of Proverbs 4:1-9. I chose this section 
because it contains some important word equivalents, a significant minus and because 
Cook did not deal with chapter 4 in his recent monograph. This passage will bring to the 
surface certain crucial questions regarding the context in which the Greek text 
functioned. In order for us to make a fruitful interpretation of the LXX; and in order to 
evaluate the LXX as a tool in textual criticism, we must have a better idea of the 
historical context in which the Greek book of Proverbs was translated and used. This 
passage in Proverbs 4 will serve as an introduction in addressing these burning questions. 
My analysis of the passage in Proverbs' 4 will be executed on several levels. I will firstly 
deal with the Hebrew text, giving a translation and discussing it within the structure of 
the chapter. The same method will be followed in analysing the Greek text, after which a 
preliminary interpretation of the Greek will be given. Then I will make an extensive 
comparison of the Greek and Hebrew texts, analysing these on the level of word 
equivalents, syntax and semantics. In this I will focus primarily on the Greek text, but 
also comparing it to the Hebrew (see Van der Kooij's "method of analysis on several 
levels" 1986:72; 1998:15-16; Cook 1997:41-43). I will deal with these differences 
between MT and LXX within their own immediate context of the chapter and also within 
the wider context of the LXX Proverbs and the LXX as a whole. Some questions on these 
differences will act as guidelines. Are these differences related to each other? Do they 
cohere in some way or contradict one another? How will such coherence or contradiction 
contribute to our understanding ofthe translator and the world in which he lived? 
After this I will deal with aspects of the translation technique of this passage, using the 
analysis of the Greek text in comparison to MT, but also within the context of LXX 
Proverbs and the LXX as a whole. I will look at the way in which the translator rendered 
certain words in this passage in relation to their treatment elsewhere in Proverbs. I will 
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also illustrate that the translator followed a creative approach in his translation in that he 
made suggestive changes in the word order, syntax and meaning of his source text. 
My analysis of the translation technique of the translator will also come into play at the 
level of word equivalents when I investigate how the translator dealt with the Hebrew 
word ilim. This I will analyse in order to establish his views on the Law. Is there a 
change of meaning between the use of ilim in MT Proverbs and the use of the Greek 
equivalents in LXX Proverbs? Gerleman concluded that there is no sign whatever of any 
importance of the Law in LXX Proverbs - is that indeed the case? Or did the translator, 
as a conservative Jew, place a renewed emphasis on the Law? 
Themes related to the Law, such as the covenant and the identification between the Torah 
and Wisdom, will also be looked at. The chapter on Proverbs 2 will illustrate to what 
extent the translator rendered his text, both on syntactical and structural levels, for 
. theological reasons. The importance of the covenant in this passage will also reveal some 
of the important theological views ofthe translator. 
In the passage in Proverbs 4' it is generally assumed that the teacher plays an important 
role, as he does in the rest of Proverbs as well. This passage, as an Instruction, most 
probably functioned in some sort of educational context. How did this context differ in 
the two versions? Who were the 'teachers' that LXX Proverbs refer to and what was it 
that they taught? How were they related to the scribes and the wise men and in what way 
were these persons connected to the teaching of the Law? In Chapter 5 I will engage with 
these issues in order to improve our understanding of the social world in which the Greek 
text functioned. In this I will follow a cultural-contextual approach in order to place the 
Greek text and what we can learn from it in a certain historical and social context (see 
Cook 1997:41). 
Chapter 6 consists of a cursory analysis of the passages in LXX Proverbs that touch upon 
the relationship between Wisdom and Torah. I will argue that the statement by Gerleman 
(1956:42), that there is no trace whatever in L~ Proverbs of any identification between 
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Wisdom and Torah, must be investigated further. I think the theme of the fear of the Lord 
must also be dealt with more comprehensively, as well as it's relation to the Law. 
In my final chapter I will bring together these different themes in order to demonstrate 
that the particular intentions of the translator of LXX Proverbs are quite clear. These 
intentions reflect on him as person and the specific historical context in which I think the 
translation was made. 
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CHAPTER 2: LXX PROVERBS 4:1-9 
2.1 MT Proverbs 4:1-9 
2.1.1 The Hebrew text (MT) with translation 
:i1rJ rw'J? 1::l'~PiJl ::l~ i010 Cn:t 11'9~ J 
:1::lT~tT?~ '~~in D~? 'r:1D~ ::lit!) nj?? '~ 2 
:'O~ '~~'? "n:l 1'J ':;l~7 '~"i) p-'~ 3 
~~'? 'J:t·rlQ~' ''? i9~';] 'D';] 4 
i1t:;l mp i1Q:;>D mp 5 :i1?J:11 'Di¥O ibtq 
'~-'J9~O t!)~T?~! n~~m-?~ 
::r)¥~l i)~i)~ :r)9tq~! i)~\-PD-?~ 6 
:ilt:;l i1~p ~~:~P-?~~1 ilQ:;>D i1~p ilQ:;>D n'~~) 7 
:i1¥P~IJ~ '~ ~_~~:;?t;1 19Pii~1 i)?970 8 
:1~~0t;1 n)~~r:1 n')~~ 1D-n~!'? ~i9~"'7 l(ln 9 
'4: 1 Hear, 0 sons, the instruction of a father, and be attentive, that you may know 
understanding. 
4:2 For I give you good precepts; do not forsake my teaching. 
4:3 For I was a son with my father, tender, and an only one in the sight of my mother, 
4:4 He taught me, and said to me, Let your heart hold fast my words; keep my 
commandments, and live; 
4:5 Get wisdom; get understanding. Do not forget, and do not turn away from the words 
of my mouth. 
4:6 Do not forsake her, and she will keep you; love her, and she will guard you. 
4:7 The beginning of wisdom is: Get wisdom, and in all your substance get 
understanding. 
4:8 Exalt her, and she will lift you up; she will honour you if you embrace her. 
4:9 She will place on your head a fair ornament; she will bestow on you a beautiful 
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crown.' 
2.1.2 Structure and content of MT 
Proverbs 4:1-9 form part of what is usually regarded as the fifth Instruction in the book of 
Proverbs. The theme of this Instruction can be described as the excellence and beneficent 
power of wisdom (Wisdom). We can structure the passage in the following manner: 
i) Vv. 1-2: Introduction to the Instruction 
ii) Vv. 3-S: A recommendation by the teacher of his teaching and backed up by a 
reminiscence of his own education. 
iii) Vv. 6-9: This section commends the acquisition of a personified Wisdom. 
Verses 1-2 form the introduction to the Instruction and as in the similar introductions of 
1:8 and 3:1-2, this one also begins with an address to the pupil, although it uses the plural 
"sons" instead of the normal singular. As with other introductions to Instructions, there is 
also a plea for attentiveness ("Hear, 0 sons"). The main section of the Instruction consists 
of vv. 3-4 and Sb, while the last word of v. 4 "and live" and Sa is usually regarded as an 
insertion into the text. According to Whybray (1994a:21) vv. 4b and Sb originally formed 
a couplet ("keep my commandments, forget them not and do not turn away from the 
commandments of my mouth") while v. Sa is a shortened form of v. 7. What is peculiar 
about these verses is the teacher's recollection of his own education, which consists of a 
quotation of a discourse within the discourse, something unique to this passage. 
According to Whybray (1994:7S), this quotation closely resembles some Egyptian texts, 
notably the Kemit, a school text from the Egyptian Middle Kingdom .. 
Verses 6-9 clearly differ in character and content from the preceding verses and are 
written to praise a personified Wisdom. It was probably originally a short poem, which 
has been inserted into the main body of the Instruction. According to McKane.(1970:7S) 
vv. 6-9 might be considered as textual evidence of the process of reinterpretation to 
which the Instruction was subject. Concerning the overall structure of this passage, 
I All translations of Hebrew and Greek texts are my own unless specified otherwis~. 
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Whybray (1994:76) is of the opinion that this Instruction differs from others in that there 
are no specific admonitions in this passage at all. The first verses correspond in their 
entirety to the introductions of other Instructions, after which this similarity abruptly 
ends. He suggests that the first part may be a fragment of a larger piece, therefore lacking 
the whole of the original body of the Instruction. The piece on Wisdom (vv. 6-9) can 
therefore be regarded as an independent section. 
2.1.3 The sense ofMT 
This passage begins with a familiar introduction to an Instruction, "Hear, 0 sons". This 
address is characteristic of Instructions in chapters 1-9, and to a lesser degree of 22: 12-
24:22 (compare also Prov 1:8; 3:1; 4:10; 4:20 and 5:1). In this introduction it is 
interesting that the plural form C!'J::l is used, and it has been suggested that the use of this 
plural form may indicate a sort of "school" where the teacher (the one who is addressing 
the pupils) would be something like a "professional teacher" (Whybray 1994:76). The ?> 
"father" is not used here in the strict (family) sense, but has a wider connotation as 
teacher. Two important words that are frequently used in Proverbs features in v. 1: ...,010,. 
which refers to "teaching, instruction and discipline"; and the word in'::l, which means 
"understanding, discernment". In v. 2 the reason for the exhortation is given: the 
teachings of the teacher are good. Another exhortation then follows in which the teacher 
encourages his pupils not to forsake his own teaching (inm). We can assume that the 
word il...,1n in this context refers to the instruction of the Wise man, rather than "law", 
although this could also be labelled as "moral law". 
Verse 3 is rather problematic. According to Toy (1914: 85) clauses a and b in this verse 
are "unnecessary and unnatural" because the son is described as the son of his father, 
which is an atypical construction. It is more probable that we should expect something 
descriptive of the son's relationship with the father, in the same way as the second clause 
describes the relationship with his mother. But, according to the Masoretes' division of 
the text, the word "tender" should be read in conjunction with the mother, rather than the 
father. Verse 4 starts with a reference to the father in his role as teacher, although both 
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the father and mother are mentioned in the previous verse. Although the mother is not 
quoted, we know that the mother did play a role in education, especially with the 
upbringing of young children and women. After this recollection of the role of the father, 
a quote follows in which the teacher recalls his wisdom as a teaching received from his 
father. The teaching he now teaches is therefore not his own direct revelation, but a 
tradition, tested, passed on to him by his own father. What makes. it a bit more 
complicated is the fact that it is not exactly clear where this quote ends. It could be at the 
end ofv. 5, because the character of the next four verses is at odds with the previous five. 
But, it might also be at the end ofv. 9, as Toy (1914:86) suggested. In this quotation the 
word i11~O "commandment" occurs, which is an important word in Proverbs. Here it is 
used in the familiar phrase to "keep my commandments and live", a phr.ase very similar 
to the first line of 7:2, and is therefore regarded by some scholars as a scribal insertion. In 
v. 5 the word for wisdom i1D:>n occurs for the first time in this Instruction. The sense of 
this verse is also difficult to grasp, since it is difficult to connect the two phrases in a 
meaningful manner. The RSV rearranged the three lines of v. 5, moving the phrase "get 
wisdom, get understanding" to the end of the verse. It is argued that it belongs there 
rather than at the beginning, since it is connected to the theme of wisdom, which occurs 
in the next verse. 
In the last section of vv. 6-9 the prominent theme is the personification of Wisdom 
(i1o;)n). Wisdom, here referred to in the third person, is personified in a similar way as her 
self-presentation in 1 :20-35 and in chapter 8. Some scholars argue that wisdom is 
presented here as a "bride", whom men must love and who will honour them if they 
embrace her (Tuinstra 1996:121). In the Old Testament the word i1o;)n appears in various 
contexts and has just as many meanings. According to Toy (1914:84) it can be used to 
refer to i) a practical sagacity (Jd 5:29; 2 Sam 13:3); ii) the skill of the artisan (Ex 31:3); 
iii) wide acquaintance with facts (1 Kings 4:29-34); iv) learning (Jer 8:9); v) skill in 
expounding secret things (Ezek 28:3); and vi) statesmanship (Jer 18:8). Wisdom is also 
equated with other abstract terms (1:2, 2:1-2, 3:13) and pictured as a precious object (2:4, 
3:14-15). Wisdom must be seen as a gift from YHWH (2:6) and is identified with the fear 
ofYHWH (1:7, 2:5, 9:10). 
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In this passage, however, it clearly denotes the personified Wisdom, a concept that we 
find elsewhere in the book of Proverbs as well, especially in the first part of the book 
(chapters 2, 5, 6, 7, and 9). Interpretations on the meaning of this personified Wisdom 
range from those who see her as a purely literary device to others who see her as a 
theological concept. 
In v. 6 the subject is this personified Wisdom, which refers back to v. 5. Since both v. 6 
and v. 5 refer to a shared subject, this could refute Whybray's argument that these two 
passages are not originally one. However, one can also argue that a later addition on the 
theme of wisdom could have been inserted just here because it would be appropriate 
thematically. The teacher is urging the pupil not to forsake wisdom, using the word :lTS), 
which is quite often used in relation to the law and the commandments. The pupils are 
also encouraged to "love" wisdom, and that their safety will be the reward for complying. 
The beginning of v. 7 is rather awkward since the phrase "the beginning of wisdom, get 
wisdom" is both grammatically and semantically unusual. The resemblance of this piece 
to the beginning of v. 5 is striking, especially the repetition of the Hebrew word i1:lp -
twice in v. 5 and twice in v. 7. The other similarity between these two verses is the 
occurrence of both the words i1:l'::l and i1~~n. Both these verses encourage the pupil to 
obtain Wisdom with the promise of a reward. If there is a possibility that v. 7 is an 
expansion and reworking ofv. 5, then vv. 8 and 9 might be a reworking ofv. 6. All three 
these verses attempt to encourage the pupil "to love" wisdom, "to exalt" her, "to honour" 
her and not "to forsake" her. Both vv. 8 and 9 are chiastic in their composition - v. 8 
follows the scheme of a-b-b-a and v. 9 of b-a-a-b. The meaning of the first verb in v. 8, 
7'0, is not quite certain. It may signify lifting or casting something up, or casting up a 
highway, or esteeming something highly - which is how Wisdom is to be treated. The 
verb '?'?o does not occur frequently in the OT and in only one other passage in Proverbs, 
namely Prov 15:19: 
The way of the slothful man is as a hedge ofthoms: but the way of the righteous is made 
plain/lifted up (il??O). 
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According to Tuinstra (1996:121) scholars have also proposed translations such as "to 
cherish" or "to caress" for '1'/0. This introduces a sexual connotation into the relationship 
between the pupil and Wisdom and the encouragement in v. 6 to love Wisdom confirms 
this allusion to a love relationship. The expression "bestow on you a beautiful crown" 
may originate from a custom of wearing chaplets and crowns at feasts, or on other joyful 
occasions, such as weddings (Ezek 16:12; 23:42; Isa 28:1; Job 19:9; Sir 32:2). The crown 
was a symbol of royalty, and was worn by kings (2 Chr 23: 11) and by queens (Est 2: 17). 
The head-dress of bridegrooms (Ezek 24:17; Isa 61:10; Bar 5:2) and of women (Isa 3:20) 
is also mentioned in the OT and Baruch. 
Crucial to the analysis of this passage is the understanding of its structure. The first two 
verses set the scene and draw this passage into the familiar Instruction genre. Then a 
discourse - a rather foreign tool in the Instructions - is used to capture the attention of the 
pupils and to bestow authority on the ilim of the teacher. This flows into a poem about 
personified Wisdom and from the language that is used in these verses it becomes clear 
that Wisdom is not only something that must be grasped at the intellectual level. Indeed, 
many of the verbs, which prescribe the reader's attitude and way with Wisdom, have an 
emotional and sometimes sexual connotation. 
A number of important themes from this passage must be highlighted: 
1) The family as an important social and educational institution (with phrases such as "I 
was a son", "father and mother"). The importance of the role of the family - in both 
education and the transmission of knowledge and wisdom - is underscored. 
2) The Instruction genre and the reference to the teachings of the teacher suggest a 
"school" environment and therefore "children" technically means pupil. 
3) Wisdom - she must be loved, honoured and exalted, and must not to be forgotten or 
forsaken. We can also detect a progression in the relationship between the pupil and 
Wisdom. At first there is some connotation of a love relationship between them, while 
later on there seems to be more of a focus on Wisdom as a guardian of those who depend 
on her. 
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2.2 LXX Proverbs 4:1-9 
2.2.1 The Greek text (LXX) with translation 
, AKOlJUaTE, TTaLOES, TTaLodav TTaTpOS 
Kai TTPOUEXETE YVWVaL EVVOLaV, 
20WpOV yap ayaSov OWPOUI-WL UIlLV, 
TOV EIlOV VOIlOV Il~ EYKaTaAL TTTlTE. 
3 VLOS yap EYEVOIlTlV Kayw TTaTpi UTT~KOOS 
" , , , , KaL ayaTTwllEvos EV TTpOUWTT(~ 11 TlTPOS, 
4 0 'L EAEYOV Kai Eo(oauKov IlE 
'EPELOETW 6 ~IlETEPOS AOYOS Els u~v KapOLav, 
5 </>UAaUUE EVTOAas, Il~ ETTLAaSl] 
IlTlOE TTap(Ol]S pfjULV EIlOU UTOllaTOS 
6 1lTlOE EYKaTaAL TTl]S mh~v, Kai avSE~ETaL uov, 
EpaUSTlTL mhfjs, Kai TTlP~UEL UE, 
8TTEpLxapaKWUOV alJT~V, Kai UtVWUEL UE, 
TLIlTlUOV aUT~V, '(va UE TTEpLAa~l], 
9'(va 00 TD uD KE</>aAD uTE</>avov XaPLTWV, 
UTE</>aV4l OE TPV</>fjS uTTEpauTT(Ul] uov. 
4: 1 Listen, you children, to the instruction of a father, and attend to know understanding. 
4:2 For I give to you a good gift, you must not forsake my law. 
4:3 For I was a son, obedient also to a father, and loved in the sight of a mother. 
4:4 They spoke and instructed me: Let our speech be fixed in your heart. 
4:5 Keep commandments, forget them not, and do not neglect the speech of my mouth. 
4:6 And forsake it not, and it shall cling to you; love it and it shall keep you. 
4:8 Surround it with a stockade and it shall exalt you; honour it, that it may embrace you. 
4:9 That it may give unto your head a crown of graces, and that it may cover you with a 
crown of delight. 
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2.2.2 Structure and content of LXX 
Verses 1-2 form an introduction to the passage and start with the common address to the 
pupils and the command to listen. The command "to listen" and "to attend to know 
understanding" is explained in v. 2 as being part of a "good gift". The teacher urges his 
pupils not to forsake his law. The reason why we must not forsake his law is that it is 
good and that it was given to the teacher through both his parents Cvv. 3-4). Verse 4b 
starts with a quotation, which ends at the end of v. 4. In the next section, vv. 5-9, the 
teacher addresses the pupils about the commandments and the "speech" of his mouth. 
2.2.3 The sense of LXX 
The beginning of this passage starts with the familiar address to the pupils "you children" 
as well as the plea for attentiveness (' aKouaaTE). Here, however, the plural of rrats" is 
used whereas ULOS" is used normally. Verse 1 has two imperatives and v. 2 a motive 
clause introduced by yap and an imperative. These two verses form an introduction to 
the Instruction of this passage. 
In v. 1 the pupil is asked to "attend to know understanding". This implies that there is a 
certain action required from the pupil to arrive at understanding. In contrast to that, v. 2 
refers to the teacher's precepts as a "good gift" which the teacher gives to the pupil. For 
this "good gift", which could be the teacher's law or instruction, there is no action 
required - it is a gift. The teacher further admonishes the pupil that his law must not be 
forsaken - as is asked of wisdom elsewhere in Proverbs. This is the only occurrence of 
the phrase TOV EIlOV vOIlOV in the LXX and the question is whether VOf.LOS" refers to the 
teachings of the teacher or to the Law of God. 
Verse 3 also begins with a motive clause in which the teacher explains the authority and 
trustworthiness of his teaching by referring to his own education. The word KclYW can be 
translated syntactically in two ways: "For I also was a son, obedient to a father" or "For I 
was a son, and also obedient to a father". Depending on the way this is translated, the 
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sense of this verse may differ. In v. 4 the teacher begins to quote the instruction his 
parents gave to him as a child. What is interesting is that in v. 4 both the father and the 
mother are quoted, since "they spoke and instructed me". However, in v. 5 we read "do 
not neglect the speech of my mouth", so it seems as if only one person is speaking. It 
could therefore be that only the phrase "Let our speech be fixed in your heart" forms the 
quotation, while vv. 5-9 are the admonitions and commands ofthe teacher. 
Verse 6 consists of two clauses, each containing an imperative and a motive clause. The 
subject of the imperatives refers to the "speech of my mouth" of v. 5 and the verbs that 
are used are ones that usually govern words such as ili1r1 and i'l1;£a. What exactly the 
meaning is of TTEpLxapa<JKow is not clear. LSJ gave the meaning as "to surround with a 
stockade" and it seems to refer to the way in which one is to protect the "speech" of the 
teacher (pfj<JLV ElloD <JTollaTos). This teaching of the teacher will then in exchange exalt 
you. 
In Proverbs 28:4 it is said that "They that forsake the law praise godliness, but they that 
love the law built a wall around themselves (TTEpL~cinoV<JLV)." In 28:4 those who iove 
the law will be fortified, but in 4:8 it is the pupil(s) who must surround (protect) the 
speech of the teacher and in return they will be embraced (TTEpLA.af1~civw). The sense of 
the phrase must be that the speech of my mouth must be protected and guarded. Verse 9 
starts with '(va and gives the final argument for why the commandments are to be kept, 
for it will give unto your head a crown of graces, and it may cover you with a crown of. 
delight. 
In order to discuss the interpretation of this passage further, a number of other important 
themes must be addressed. First, there is the question of the meaning of the word 
V0f10S in v. 2 (as.a translation for ili1r1). How is the noun VOIlOS used elsewhere in LXX 
Proverbs? How did the Greek translator understand the meaning(s) of the Hebrew word 
ili1ri and how did he choose to translated it? 
In what context did this passage, as an Instruction, function after it was translated? Did 
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this context have any influence on the lexical choices the translator made? Who is the 
teacher of the Greek Proverbs who is referring to "his law" and did he differ from the 
teacher of the social world of the Hebrew Proverbs? What role did the teacher play in the 
intellectual tradition of OT times and the Hellenistic period? 
The theme of wisdom (Wisdom) is an important one throughout the book of Proverbs and 
one that must be dealt with here as well. One of the remarkable differences between the 
MT and LXX of this passage, which I will discuss later, is the fact that MT has three 
references to Wisdom (i1I~:m), while not one of them occurs in the Greek text. What is the 
translator's attitude towards the issue of the personification of wisdom? In addition, what 
is wisdom's relationship with the Law and the fear of God? 
Before giving my final d~liberations on this passage in chapter 7, I will firstly compare 
the Greek and Hebrew of tl}i~ passage in detail and then address the issues as formulated 
in these questions. 
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2.3 Notes on the comparison ofthe Greek and Hebrew 
Verse 1 
MT: :i1r:;l n-PJ7 ~::l'~PiJl ::l~ "O~D O'~~ ~!)9~ 
Hear, 0 sons, the instruction of a father, 
and be attentive, that you may know understanding. 
LXX: ' AKOlJO"aTE, TTa1oES, TTaLodav TTaTpas 
Kat TTpoo"EXETE yVWVaL EVVOLaV, 
Listen, you children to the instruction of a father, 
and attend to know understanding. 
i) The plural, vocative of TTa1s is used in the LXX as equivalent for the plural of the 
Hebrew IJ'J:::l. Although IJ'J:::l also occurs in three other passages in MT Proverbs (5:7; 7:24; 
8:32), in those instances it is translated by the LXX into vlE, the singular, vocative of 
vlas. This is the only instance in Proverbs where the plural form of p is used in the 
introduction to an Instruction - in all the other instances the singular 'J:::l (vlas) is used 
(1:8; 2:1; 3:1; 3:21; 4:10; 4:20; 5:1; 6:20; and 7:1). If we look at the usage of the Greek 
noun TTaLS, we find that it translates two Hebrew words in LXX Proverbs, namely p (6x) 
and .,llJ (3X). 2 
ii) The word .,010 "instruction, discipline" is translated here with the feminine, singUlar, 
accusative of TTaLoda "teaching, instruction, discipline". The word TTaLOELa occurs 27 
times in LXX Proverbs and in only 5 instances is it not a translation of the Hebrew .,010 -
these two words are therefore common word equivalents in LXX Proverbs.3 
iii) The word ilJ':::l "understanding" is translated with the feminine, singular, accusative of 
2 The noun TTa'is occurs in LXX Pro v 1:4 (,)))); 4: 1 (p); 19: 14 (-); 19:28 (-); 20:7 (p); 29: 15 (,)))); 29:21 
(')))). 
3 The noun TTaL&;La translates the following in LXX Proverbs: 1:2 (,om); 1:7 (,OlD); 1:8 (,OlD); 1 :29 (n))1) 
(B S (Jo<j>Lav); 3: 11 (,OlD); 4: 1 (,om); 4: 13 (,om); 5: 12 (,OlD); 6:23 (,010) (omitted in AS); 8: 10 (,om); 
8:33 (omitted in A S2) (1010); 10:17 (omitted in A S2) (,OlD; nnJ:nn); 12:1 (,OlD); 13:18 (1010); 15:5 (10m); 
15:10 (1010); 16:3 (15:32) (10m); 16:4 (15:33) (1010); 16:17 (-); 16:22 (,OlD); 17:8 (+); 19:20 (,OlD); 19:27 
(1010); 22:15 (,OlD); 23:12 (,om); 24:31 (30:8) (+) (B, S TTEvLa); 24:47 (32) (,OlD); 25:1 (+) (A S2 
TTapoqJ.La). 
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EVVOLa "reflection, notion, idea", the only time this equivalent occurs in LXX Proverbs.4 
The Hebrew word iij':! occurs 38 times in the OT and is translated throughout the LXX 
with three other Greek equivalents as well: <PPOVllaLS", ETTLO"TTJllll, and 8LaVOEOllaL.5 
Verse 2 
MT: :l:lr~iTt;~ 'iJ)in D=?7 'i:'JO~ :li~ rij?? '~ 
For I give you good precepts. My teaching you must not forsake. 
LXX: 8wpov yap aya80v 8wpOUllaL VIlLV, 
TOV E 1l0V VOIlOV 11 ~ EYKa TaAL TTllTE. 
For I give to you a good gift, 
you must not forsake my law. 
i) The BHS notes that c::? in 4:2 should perhaps be read as the singular I?' The plural "to 
you" (c::?) refers to the "children" the teacher is addressing. BHS proposed in 4: 1 that the 
"children" should probably read "child" and therefore the singular form "you" is proposed 
here. LXX has the plural in both instances (TTaLbES" and VIlLV). 
ii) In 4:2 np? "precept" is translated with the Greek neuter, singular 8wpov "gift" (Vulgate 
has donum). The Hebrew word np? occurs only 8 times in the OT, and this is the only 
instance where it is translated as 8wpov. 6 But it is very interesting to note that np? is never 
translated - not in any of the 8 instances - with one Greek equivalent twice!7 
iii) Another important word equivalent occurs in 4:2, namely the translation of iiilri into 
VOIlOS'. This is the third occurrence of the word iiilrl in MT Proverbs and the first 
occurrence in LXX Proverbs of VOIlOS" (some mss have VOIlOS" in 1 :8). This is also the 
only time in LXX Proverbs where the phrase TOV EIlOV VOIlOV occurs. 
4 In LXX Proverbs the word EVVOta translates the following Hebrew words: 1:4 (ii~i~); 2: II (ii"i:,,); 3 :21 
(ii~i~); 4:1 (ii"':); 5:2 (ii~i~); 8:12 (ii~iC); 16:22 ('7:iD); 18:15 (",il); 19:7 (-); 23:4 (ii"':); 23:19 (Iii); 24:7 (-
). The word occurs in only one other passages in the LXX: Wis 2: 14. 
5 In Proverbs ii"'::! occurs in: 1:2 (¢POVllOlS'); 4: I (EvvOla); 4:5 (-); 4:7 (-); 8: 14; (¢POVllOlS'); 9:6 (¢POVllOlS') 
and 16:16 (¢pOvllOlS'). 
6 The noun 8wpov occurs elsewhere in LXX Proverbs as translation for 6:35 (iniD); 15:27 (iimc); 17:23 
(iniD); 21: 14 (iniD); 22:9 (+). 
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Verse 3 
MT: :'O~ '~~7 "n:l TJ ':;l~? 'i)"ij lY'~ 
For I was a son with my father, tender, 
and an only one in the sight of my mother. 
LXX: VlOS' yap EYEVO~T]V KUYW TTaTPL iJTT~KOOS' 
KaL uyaTT(0~EvoS' EV TIpo(JWTHp ~ T]TPOS', 
For I was a son, also obedient to a father, 
and loved in the sight of a mother 
i) LXX has a plus ofKuyw in the first stich ofv. 3. 
ii) The LXX has iJTT~KOOS' "obedient" in the first stich for the Hebrew word 11 "tender, 
weak". The Hebrew 11 occurs only three times iIi Proverbs, namely in 4:3 (iJTT~KOOS'); 
15:1 (lJTIOTILTITW); and 25:15 (~aA.aK6S') and nowhere else in the LXX is it ever translated 
as iJTT~KOOS'. It has been proposed that MT is corrupt at this point and that it should read 
either 11:J "poor" or 11 "oppressed", but unfortumltely none of these suggestions suit the 
context (Toy 1914:89). It may be that the Greek use ofthe word "obedient" instead of the 
Hebrew "tender" is a free rendering of the word "tender" (11) or it might represent a 
different Hebrew word (such as 10). From the Masoretic text itself - the pause and the 
topography - it seems as if the word 11 should be read in apposition with the mother, and 
not with the father, as is the case in LXX. 
iii) MT has '~r:T:l "and an only one" which the LXX translated as KaL uyaTIW~EvoS' "and 
beloved". This is the only instance in the LXX Proverbs where this specific word 
equivalent occurs, but in various instances in the OT the word ,'n' is translated with 
ciyamlw (Gen 22:2, 12, 16; Amos 8:10; Zech 12:10). Scott (1965:49) proposed that the 
Greek word uyaTIW~EvoS' "beloved" can be traced to a Hebrew reading of"" "beloved", 
instead of reading ,'n'. The resulting Hebrew would read "When I was a son with my 
father - tender and beloved in the sight of my mother". However, the fact that elsewhere 
in the LXX the Greek word ciyamiw is used to translate ,'n' suggests that the translator of 
7 The word np? is treated as follows in the LXX: 1:5 (ao<j>os); 4:2 (owpov) "gift"; 7:21 (OJ.1lA-La) 
"conversation"; 9:9 (OEXOj.1QL) "teaching"; 16:21 (aKouw); Deut 32:2 (cm6¢8EYj.1a) "prophecy"; Isa 29:24 
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Proverbs rendered the Hebrew in the same manner as, for instance, the translator of 
Genesis and that this Greek reading does not reflect a different Vorlage. s 
Verse 4 
MT: i1~rq 'l)i¥O "b~ o;P7 'J:fTl9t:"l' '7 "9~~1 'r)~1 
He taught me, and said to me, Let your heart hold fast my words; 
keep my commandments, and live. 
LXX: o'L EAEYOV Kat. Eo(oaaKOV IlE 
'EPELOETlu 0 ~IlETEPOS' AOYOS' Els a~v Kapo(av, 
They spoke and instructed me: 
Let our speech be fixed in your heart. 
i) In MT it is only the father who is quoted (19K;) 'D;1), while the LXX has it that both the 
father and mother (0'1. EAEYOV) are addressing the pupils. In the Vulgate, it is also singular 
with only the father speaking. 
ii) It is interesting that the order of the verbs in the first stich differs in the two versions 
under comparison. The LXX has "spoke and instructed" (EAEYOV Kat. E81oaaKOv), while 
the MT has "he taught me, and said to me" (19K;) 7);1). 
iii) The Hebrew phrase il'.r;q 'Oi~Q 1brq "keep my commandments and live" in MT is 
translated with <j:>uAaaaE EVToAaS' "keep commandments", which forms part of v. 5 in 
the LXX, and differs from MT with regard to: i) a minus in LXX - "my" does not occur 
in the Greek; and ii) another minus in LXX, namely the absence of il'nl "and live". The 
word E:VTOA~ is used here as equivalent for il1~a, as in most cases in LXX Proverbs.9 
iv) The Hebrew phrase "keep my commandments and live" is identical with the first line 
of Pro v 7:2, and could be regarded as a scribal insertion taken from 7:2. 
v) The Hebrew word lan "hold fast" is translated with the third person, singular, present, 
(aUVEalS-); Job 11:4 (AEYW) "saying". 
8 The Greek words 1l0VOYEVT]S- "only-begotten" (Jd 11:34; Ps 21(22):21; 24(25):16; and 34(35):17) and 
1l0VOTPOiTOU "solitary" (Ps 67(68):7) are also used as a translation for 1'n'. 
9 HR has it that the noun EVTOAT] occurs in LXX Proverbs as a translation of: 2: 1 (i11~m); 4:5 (4:4) (i11~1:); 
6:23 (i11~1:); 7:1 (i11~1:); 7:2 (i11~1:); 10:8 (i11~1:); 13:13 (i11~1:); 15:5 (nn::lln); 19:16 (i11~D). Also in EccI8:5; 
12:13; Wis 9:9,16:6; Sir 1:26; 2:15 (S2,omitted in A); 6:37; 10:19; 15:15; 23:27; 28:6; 28:7; 29:1; 29:9; 
29: 11; 35(32): 1; 35(32):4; 32(35):23; 32(35):24; 37: 12; 39:31; 45:5; 45: 17. 
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imperative of Epdow "to fix firmly": The word EPElOW occurs 9 times in LXX Proverbs 
and in 6 instances as a translation for lon. lo 
Verse 5 
MT: :'El-'J9~o. t!l~T?~l n~tqr:J-?~ iir~ ii~p ii9:;;r:r ii~p 
Get wisdom; get understanding. 
Do not forget, and do not turn away from the words of my mouth. 
LXX: <pUAOOOE EVToAas, 11 ~ ETTLAa8l] 
11110E TTOp18l]S' pfjeHv El1oi) OT0I10TOS' 
Keep commandments, do not forget 
and neglect the speech of my l1(outh. 
i) The first two clauses of MT (iTr:;l iT~? iTQ:;>1) iT~') are absent from the LXX. Some of the 
later MSS place the clauses after "forget it not" in the next line (Oesterley 1929:30). The 
phrase is very. similar to a portion of 4:7. 
ii) The second person, singular, aorist of TTopopaw "neglect" translates the Hebrew verb 
iTt!lJ "tum away". This is the only occurrence of the word TTOPLOELV in Proverbs and also 
the only instance in the LXX where it is used as translation for iTt!lJ. II 
iii) The Hebrewphrase "words of my mouth" is translated with pfjOLV E110i) OT0I10TOS'. 
The Greek word pfjOLS' "speech" is often used in LXX Proverbs as equivalent for .,O~.12 
10 The verb EpE[8w translates in LXX Proverbs 3:26 (1oili); 4:4 (lon) (S OlaVOLav); 5:5 (lon); 9: 12 (-); 
11: 16 (lon); 24:63 (30:28) (ili~n); 29:23 (lon); (8 S I Ep[(El; S2 EydpEl); 31: 17 (rm~); 31: 19 (lon) (A 
EpOEl; S Ep[(El). The word occurs only once elsewhere in LXX: Job 17:10. 
II The word nuploElV occurs elsewhere for: Lev 5:21 (6:2) ('?,!)o); Num 5:6 ('?'!)o); 5:12 ('?'!)o); Ps 
137(138):8 (i1~1) as well as several times in Sir and Macc. 
12 The noun pilal$' occurs in LXX Proverbs as translation for: 1:6 (1:n); 1 :23 (-); 2: 1 (10N); 4.:.5 (10N); 4:20 
(1J1); 7:24 (8 S pilIlU)(10N); 15:26 (10N); 19:27 (10N); 24:70 (31 :2) (*); 27:27 (*). It occurs only in one 
other passage in the LXX: 2 Esd 5:7. 
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Verse 6 
MT: :':r)~~l ij~ij~ T)9~~1 ij~Wlr?~ 
Do not forsake her, and she will keep you; 
love her, and she will guard you. 
LXX: 1l110e E'YKaTaALTTTJS' miT~v, Kat. aV8E~ETaL aov, 
Epaa811TL miTTlS' , Kat. TllP~aEL aE, 
And forsake it not, and it shall cling to you; 
love it and it shall keep you. 
i) In MT 4:6 the subject of the verse is the feminine i1o:m "wisdom", which was referred 
to in 4:5 with the imperative i1o;)n mp. In the LXX, however, the reference to wisdom in 
4:5 is lacking, therefore the subject of 1l110e E'YKaTaAL TTTJS' mh~v is either the 
"commandments" or the "speech of my mouth". However, the reference to the 
"commandments" is plunil, while "forsake her not" is singular. Therefore, it must refer to 
the "speech of my mouth" (pilaLV EIlOU aTollaToS'). 
ii) The Hebrew :lT~ "forsake" is translated with E'YKaTaAEL TTW "leave behind" - these two 
words are common equivalents in LXX Proverbs. J3 
iii) The third person, singular, future of ciVTEXW translates the Hebrew 'OID "to keep". The 
Greek word ciVTEXW "to cleave to, to hold out against" occurs only here in LXX 
Proverbs. 14 
iv) The Greek word Epciw is used to translate the Hebrew :li1~. The Greek word Epciw "to 
love" occurs only three times in the LXX and in all these instances as a translation for 
Ji1~ (l Esd 4:24; Est 2:17 and Prov 4:6). 
v) The third person, singular, future of TllPEW "to keep" translates the Hebrew "~J "to 
guard". The word TllPEW occurs as a translation for two Hebrew words in LXX Proverbs, 
13 The verb EYKaTaAElrrW translates 2: 13 (::H.!J); 4:2 (:ll.!J); 4:6 (:n.!J); 24: 14 (mJ); 27: 10 (Jl.!J); 28:4 (Jl.!J). 
14 The Hebrew word ,/:liD occurs as follows in Proverbs: 2:8 (<J>uAciuuw); 2: II (<J>uAciuuw); 2:20 (EUpLUKW); 
3:26 (EPElOW); 4:4 (EpELOW); 4:6 (TTjPEW); 4:21(<J>uAciuuw); 4:21; 5:2 (<J>uAciuuw); 6:22 (<J>uAciuuw); 6:24 
(<J>uAciuuw); 7:1 (<J>uAciuuw); 7:2 (<J>uAciuuw); 7:5 (TTjPEW); 8:32 (-); 8:34 0; 10:17 (<J>uAciuuw); 13:3 
(<J>uAauuw); 13:18 (<J>uAciuuw); 14:3 (<J>uAciuuw); 15:5 (<J>uAciuuw); 16:17 (<J>uAciuuw); 19:8 (<J>uAciuuw); 19:16 
(<J>uAciuuw); 21:23 (<J>uAciuuw); 22:5 (<J>uAciuuw); 22:18 (-); 22:18 (-); 27:18 0; 28:4 (ayarraw); 29:18 
(<J>uAauuw). 
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namely 1DV and 1~J.15 
Verse 7 
MT: ilr:;l il~p ~~:~P-?~:;l1 il9~r:r il~p il9~r:r mpKJ 
LXX: 
The beginning of wisdom is: Get wisdom, 
and in all your substance get understanding. 
i) The whole ofv. 7 is a minus in the LXX. As with the minus in v. 5, the words ilJ'J and 
ilDJn form part of this minus. The sense of the awkward Hebrew expression "The 
beginning of wisdom is: Get wisdom" is that wisdom must be obtained at all cost (see 
also Prov 23 :23 and Matt 13 :45-46). Many commentators have commented on the 
possibility that the MT might be corrupt (Toy 1914:92). It has, for instance, been 
proposed that the word r1'VK1 may be used here in the sense of "best, chief, principal", but 
it never occurs undefined, apart from Isa 46: 10 and Gen 1: 1 where it is connected to "the 
beginning". A reading such as "wisdom is the principal thing" (such as found in the RSV) 
can therefore not be supported. 
Verse 8 
MT: il~P:;JIjt;1':;> ~7~~t;1 191?i1t;11 v?9'?O 
Exalt her, and she will lift you up; she will honour you if you embrace her. 
LXX: TTEPLXapOKWGOV aUT~V, Kat. Utj;WGEL GE, 
TLllllGOV aUT~v, tva GE TTEPLAO~1J, 
Surround it with a stockade and it shall exalt you; 
honour it, that it may embrace you. 
i) The subject of MT Prov 4:8 is still Wisdom, while the LXX refers to the speech of the 
15 The word TllPEW is found in: 2:11 (i~J); 3:1 (i~J); 3:21 (i~J); 4:6 (i~j); 4:23 (i~J); 7:5 (ioib); 8:34 (ioib); 
13:3 (iDib); 16:3 (15:32) (!lDib); 16:17 (iDib); 19:16 (iDib); 23:18 (-); 23:26 (*,i~J); 24:70 (31:2) (-) (omitted 
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teacher (pflcJL v EIlOU uTollaToS'). 
ii) The Hebrew uses the verb '1'10 "to lift up, to exalt", while the Greek has the second 
person, singular, aorist, active, imperative ofiTEpLxapaKow "to surround with a stockade" 
with the meaning "to secure" (Codex B has XapL TOW "to show grace"). The word 
iTEpLxapaKow occurs elsewhere only in Isa 52:4 (mn), while '1'10 occurs in only one other 
passage in Proverbs, namely 15:19, where it is translated as Tp(~OS' "to crush, grind" or 
"to be worn smooth". It seems as if the translators of the LXX often had problems with 
the verb '1'10, since HR shows that it is translated with at least three different Greek 
words. The noun i1'1'10~ also gave them problems, since they translated it into oooS' (12 x), 
Tp(~OS' (9 x), and into civci~auLS' (4 x). 
iii) The Hebrew word on "lift high" is translated with the third person, singular, future of 
U4JOW "lift high". These two words are often used as word equivalents. 16 
iv) The second person, singular, aorist, imperative of TLllciw "honour" translates the 
Hebrew word ,~:> "to honour". The word TLflciw occurs in several passages in LXX 
Proverbs, apart from its usage in pluses it is always used as translation for ,~:>.17 
v) The Hebrew word p::m "embrace" is translated with the verb iTEpLAall~civw embrace". 
The wordiTEpLAall~civw occurs only here in LXX Proverbs, while in the rest of the LXX, 
it usually is a translation for p~n. 
Verse 9 
MT: :mOt;1 n)~~D n')~~ lrTn~l'? 1~~"'~ ltlD 
She will place on your head a fair ornament; she will bestow on you a beautiful 
crown 
LXX: tva 04> TU UU KE</>aAD uTE</>avov XaPL TWV, 
UTE</>civtp oE Tpv</>flS' lJiTEpaUiTLUl] uov. 
That it may give untoyour head a crown of graces, 
and that it may cover you with a crown of delight 
in S); 25:10 (-). 
16 The verb W;6w occurs in 3 :35 (011); 4:8 (011); 11: 11 (A B2 S2) (en); 14:34 (011); 18: 10 (JJiii); 18: 12 (i1jJ). 
17 The verb TlI.l<lW occurs in: 3:9 ('~J); 4:8 ('~J); 6:8 (-); 7:2 (-); 14:31 ('~J); 15:22 (-); 25:2 (+); 25:27 (+); 
27:18 ('~J); 27:26 (+). 
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i) The subject of these two versions still differs. 
ii) This verse is very similar to Prov 1:9: 
MT: ~'Q~~";1)~ tl'P~J?1 ~tP.~~~ tliJ 10 il:17 ':;l 
For they shall be an ornament of grace to your head and chains about your neck 
LXX: CYTE<j>avov yap xap( TWV 8E~lJ <JD Kopu<j>D 
KaL KAOlOV XP1J<JEOV TTEPL <J41 Tpax~A4>. 
Because you will receive a crown of graces on your head 
and a golden necklace around your neck. 
iii) The Hebrew expression 10-il:17 "fair ornament" is translated with <JTE<j>avov Xap( TWV 
"crown of graces". This expression occurs only here and in Prov 1:9 in the LXX (the only 
other passage where these two words occur together is Zech 6:14). The word il'1'/ 
"ornament, wreath" occurs twice inthe OT, both times in Proverbs. The Greek equivalent 
<JTE<j>avoS' occurs twice in 4:9, once'as'a ,translation for il'1'/ and once for iliil.!). 18 
iv) The phrase il}~~D il}~J? "beautiful 'crown" is translated with <JTE<j>civ~ TPU<j>TlS' 
"crown of delight". 
18 The noun uTEq,avo<) is used in several passages in LXX Prov as translation for: 1:9 (il'17); 4:9 (il'17); 4:9 
(illn!)); 12:4 (illn!)); 14:24 (illn!)); 16:31 (inn!)); 17:6 (illn!)) and is also found 9 times in Sir: 1:11; I:I~; 
6:31; 15:6; 25:6; 35(32):2; 40:4; 45:12; 50:12. 
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2.4 Synopsis of the translation technique 19 
2.4.1 Semantic and lexical level 
2.4.1.1 Hapax legomena 
One hapax legomena occurs, namely TIEpLxapaKow (vo 8)0 This UfIique word is used both 
a literary device (with TIEpLAa~D) and theological admonitiono The words of the teacher 
must be surroUfided, just as the Torah must be protected with a wall (see discussion on 
Proverbs 28:4) 
2.4.1.2 Common word equivalents 
Several common word equivalents occur: 
TIaLOEla for i01Q (vo 1); EYKaTaAELTIW for :IT,!) (vvo 2, 6); EVTOATl for i1'~Q (vo 4); pi)ov;- for 
iQ~ (vo 5); TllPEW for i~J (vo 6); ut\Jow for on (vo 8); Tq.lciw for 1::J~ (vo 8)0 
2.4.1.3 Uncommon word equivalents 
Uncommon to LXX: 
• owpov for np'? (vo 2); UTITlKOOS' for 1i (vo 3); TIapopciw for i1t;)J (vo 5); ciVTEXW for iQtD 
(vo 6); and TIEpLxapaKow for '?'?o (vo 8)0 
Uncommon to LXX Proverbs: 
• EvvOLa for i1J'::J (vo 1); Epciw for ::Ji1~ (vo 6); TIEpLAall~civw for p::Jn (vo 8) ciyaTIciw for 
1'n' (vo 3)0 
2.4.1.4 Words used uniquely 
• owpov as interpretation ofnp'? (vo 2); 
• ciyaTIciw (vo 3) as interpretation of1'n" as used by the translator of Genesis; 
19 In this synopsis I follow the methodology of Cook that was fruitfully applied on LXX Proverbso 
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• rrEpLxapaKOW (v. 8) for ??o. 
2.4.1.5 Greek and Hebrew particles 
The translator faithfully rendered the Hebrew particles: 
• yap for ';:' (v. 2, 3); 'Lva for ';:' (v. 8); and'Lva as plus (v. 9) in order to introduce the 
final arguments at the end of the Instruction. 
2.4.1.6 Unique expressions 
• TOV EI-l0V V0I-l0V (v. 2); 
• Tpu<j>fls imEpaarrlaTJ (v. 9). 
2.4.2 Syntactical level 
In general the translator of the LXX followed the structure of his Hebrew parent text, 
although there are some structural differences. Most o~ the syntactical differences 
between MT and LXX Proverbs are a result of the many pluses found in the Greek 
version. In this passage, however, this does not hold true. 
2.4.2.1 Pluses and minuses 
There are no significantly large pluses in the Greek text. The word KclYW (v. 3) was 
probably added to explain the rather difficult Hebrew syntax. More important, though, 
are the minuses in LXX. In v. 4 we have two minuses in a verse that is difficult in both 
MT and LXX. In LXX the "my" is absent as well as the phrase "and live". 
In verse 5 we have a large mmus that contains the phrase "get wisdom, get 
understanding". The explanation for this minus may be found in the next minus, which 
consists of the entire v. 7 ("The beginning of wisdom is: Get wisdom. And in 'all your 
substance get understanding"). Although the Hebrew of this phrase is very awkward, the 
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fact that in both these minuses il"n and ill':J occur is significant. Whether these minuses 
are the result of the translator's work or whether they refer back to a different Vorlage 
must be investigated. 
The LXX has a different division of verses in 4:4-5. The phrase "keep my 
commandments" in MT 4:4 occurs in 4:5 in LXX, without the "my". Some other 
syntactical differences can also be noted. In v. 4 in LXX both the father and mother are 
quoted while in MT it is only the father. In LXX v. 4 the word order of the first stich is 
also the other way around than in MT. 
2.4.2.2 Word order 
In several instances the Greek translator changed the word order: 
• in v. 4 the word order of LXX is different from MT in that LXX has "spoke and 
instructed" while MT has "taught and said"; 
• also in v. 4 MT has "let your heart hold fast to my words", while LXX changed the 
order into "let our speech be fixed in your heart", most probably because the AOY0S', 
and in the next verse PTl<JLS' are important subjects. 
2.4.3 Stylistic level 
The translator of the LXX followed his Hebrew parent text in the general structure of-this 
passage, since both the Greek and Hebrew versions have the characteristic form of an 
Instruction. 
2.4.3.1 Stylistic devices 
• lTaloES', lTmOELaV lTaTpoS' (v. 1); 
• Bwpov yap aya80v BwpOvJiaL (v. 2); 
• Jill ETTLAa81] Ji1l0E TIapL01]S' pfl<JLV EJiOV <JTOJiaToS' 6 Ji1l0E EYKaTaAL TI1]S' mJT~V 
(vv.5-6); 
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• Jl.Tt ElTlAU8TJ Jl.1l0E iTaplOTJS' l>TlCHV EJl.OV UTOJl.aTOS' 6 Jl.1l0E EYKaTaAl iTTJS' UliT~V 
(vv. 5-6); 
• 1TepLxapuKWUOV UliT~v, Kat Ut!JWUEL UE, Tll1llUOV UliT~v, tva UE 1TepLAU~TJ, (v. 
8). 
2.4.3.2 Internal relation of passages/verses 
The minuses in verses 5 and 7 are related to each other since both have the words iT"W' 
and iT:)'J. 
2.4.3.3 Relationship with other scriptural passages 
Proverbs 4:4 is identical to 7:2 and Prov 4:9 is very similar to another introduction to an 
Instruction, 1:9. 
2.4.4 Conclusion 
Thematically, the minuses in LXX have a great influence on the general theme of these 
two versions. In MT verses 5-9 are regarded as a poem dedicated to personified Wisdom, 
but in LXX there is never any mention of Wisdom. In other words, the whole of verses 5-
9 has a different theme than MT, in which the words of the teacher are praised. 
In several other instances in MT "wisdom poems" have been inserted into the text after a 
treatment of the theme of iTi'r1. It could be that later editors inserted these "wisdom 
poems" to align the theme of God's Law (iT,m) with Wisdom. It might be that this 
redaction by later editors was reversed by the translator of the LXX who decided to leave 
out any passage that speaks about Wisdom. 
It is, however, necessary to address certain. important questions first before I give my 
conclusions on LXX Proverbs 4:1-9 in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 3: No~6S' IN LXX PROVERBS 
3.1 il"11n in the Hebrew Bible 
3.1.1 The meaning(s} Ofil"11n 
The dictionaries inform us that the Hebrew word il"11n means either "teaching", 
"instruction" or "law". While KB gives the original meaning of il"11n as "instruction, 
direction", BDB holds that the word derives from the verb il"1', which means "to throw" 
or "to cast lots". In the Hebrew Bible il"11n is firstly used as a term for "instruction" and 
designates either human instruction (Prov 1:8; 3:1; 13:14) or divine instruction (Job 
22:22; Jer 8:8). It also refers to either a body of prophetic teaching (Isa 42:21-24; Job 
9:12), instruction in the Messianic age (Mi 4:4; Isa 42:4), or a body of priestly instruction 
(Ho 4:6; Jer 2:8; Ezek 7:26). Secondly, il"1,n also refers to "law" since it is used for 
special laws (Ex 13:9), codes of laws (Ex 24:12 E), and the Deuteronomic codes oflaws 
(Deut 1 :5, 4:8, 4:44). Lastly it is also used as a more general term for "customs" and 
"manners". 
From this we can see that the meaning of the word in the Hebrew Bible· oscillates 
between the meanings of "instruction" and "law", depending on the specific context in 
which it is used. These contexts include different genres; whether the il"1,n is human or 
divine; etc. Furthermore, the meaning of il"1m has changed over the centuries since it was 
first written down in the Hebrew Bible and also since it was translated into the Greek 
language in the Septuagint. This factor is most evident in the way in which il"1m is used in 
Judaism today, since it is often said that the word il"1m sums up (or is central to) the entire 
religious system of modem Judaism (Kugel 1987:997}. 
3.1.2 il"1m in the Pentateuch 
The word il"1m as well as the plural form n-,1n is used in the Hebrew Bible mostly in 
apposition to words for "law", "statute" or "commandment". According to Lopez 
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(1986:604) the word appears thirty-four times in the Pentateuch and in 26 of these 
instances it occurs in priestly literature. In Leviticus and Numbers it is used mostly in the 
singular to designate specific priestly cultic actions (Lev 6:9 and Num 6: 13) and is 
therefore closely connected to the priesthood and the priests as imparters of inm. In the 
book of Deuteronomy we find for the first time that iii1i1 is used (and almost always so) 
as an overall and inclusive designation for the Law, which clearly designates an entire 
corpus of laws, or even more broadly, the book of Deuteronomy as a whole (Deut 1 :5, 
4:44). So already within the Pentateuch we can witness a development in the use and 
meaning of iii1i1. 
The influence that the use of iiim in Deuteronomy had on later Jewish thought is 
emphasised by Blenkinsopp (1983 :76). According to him this book represents in many 
ways the divide between Israel and Judaism, and iii1i1 is central to that divide. The 
importance of the written law, and especially the book Deuteronomy, grew during the 
Exile and upon Israel's immediate return. According to some this was due to the Josianic 
reform, when Deuteronomy was accepted as the norm for religious observances and 
practices and when it was treated as a state law-code, quite contrary to the original 
intention. Thus iiim is still primarily associated with "law", although not limited to 
specific cultic laws, but signifying the Deuteronomic corpus of laws. 
Already in the Pentateuch we find an interesting link between wisdom and law: in Deut 
4:5-6 iii1i1 is said to be to Israel what wisdom is to other nations with rich and ancient .> 
, 
traditions. According to Kugel (1987:996-7) there is a relationship between the usage of 
the word iiim in Deuteronomy and the usage of Wisdom in the wisdom literature, since 
they share the same vocabulary of words and expressions. Just as Deuteronomy insists 
that Israel should "keep", "guard" and "heed" the divine covenant and not "forget" or 
"turn from" the law, the wisdom literature insists that Israel should treat Wisdom in a like 
manner. This we shall see also in the use of iiim in Proverbs. Ralph Marcus (1927:43) 
holds a similar opinion: 
In the later Old Testament literature Torah is identified with ilo:m, sofia, 'wisdom', which is 
sometimes personified, as in the eighth chapter of Proverbs. It is interesting to note that in other 
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parts of the Old Testament the word i1r.l:m is used in connection with the law or books of law (Deut 
4:5-6 and Ezra 7:25). 
3.1.3 ilim in the Prophets 
According to Anderson & Freedman (1989:297) the usage of ili,n in the prophets was 
that of divine instruction of "prophetic ili,n". This ilim was oracular and occasional, the 
same as "the word of the Lord" (cf. parallelism in Isa 2:3) and rejecting prophetic ilim 
would be the same as silencmg or spurning the prophets. This prophetic ilim differed 
from the priestly ili,n, which was concerned with the right conduct of liturgy and 
performance of ritual acts. 
According to some scholars, Hosea, Amos and Isaiah use the term in a very broad sense, 
perhaps meaning the totality of cui tic laws and decrees, although this broad interpretation 
is not shared by all scholars (Hos 4:6; Amos 2:4; Isa 1: 10, 2:3). In Amos 2:4 there is a 
reference to the "the Law of the Lord" on which Anderson & Freedman (1989:298) 
comment as follows: 
The references to torah in pre-exilic sources, such as Amos 2:4, which we are now studying, are 
not clear enough to permit us to say that Amos and others who used the term had the torah of 
Moses in their minds, let alone in their hands. The infrequency of such references and the low 
profile of Moses in the few that there are, suggest that any such body of received torah and 
statutes, whether written or still only or mainly oral, did not enjoy the kind of canonical status as 
sacred scripture that it eventually acquired by the time of Ezra. 
Hosea 4:6 also refers to the "the law of our God" (1'iJ'?~ n")ir-1) and, although some of the 
content of this verse resembles sections of the Pentateuch, there is no literal quotation 
from a known text. As is the case with Amos 2:4, it is very hard to connect ilim with any 
specific body of laws or teachings. According to Meyers the reference in Neh 8:1 to "the 
book of the law of Moses" was doubtless a reflection of the latest recension of the 
Pentateuch (Meyers 1965:153). Clines (1984:182) is also of the opinion that this is a 
reference to the law which was brought back by Ezra from Babylon (Ezra 7:6) and that it 
is "very likely the Pentateuch as a whole in more or less its present form". The ilim 
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mentioned in 7:14 ("the law of your God which is in your hand") probably also refers "to 
a well-defined document, perhaps the priestly edition of the Pentateuch" (Meyers 
1965:62). 
According to Clines (1984:182) scholars are divided as to the meaning of in1r1 in these 
instances. On the one hand, scholars argue that it is a reference to the whole Pentateuch 
(Wellhausen, Schaeder, Eissfeldt), others that it refers to only the priestly code (Meyer, 
Oesterley), while still others take it to mean Deuteronomy (Bowman, Kellerman). 
However, during the post-exilic time the references to ili1r1 suggest that we can link them 
to a specific body of teachings and that the use of the word ili1r1 in expressions such as 
"the ili,n of Moses" or "the ili,n of the Lord" appears in the latest stratum of biblical 
literature which may indicate the entire Pentateuch (see Neh 8:1ff.). This use of the word 
ili1n, which subsequently became the Torah, was carried on in the rabbinical texts as a 
designation for the Pentateuch and later as a synonym for the entire Scripture, including 
the oral and written Torah . 
. Another interesting fact to note is that, although the Pentateuch is often referred to as the. 
ili1r1, it is not primarily about the law(s). For the most part it is a narrative, beginning at 
the creation and ending with the death of Moses. 
3.1.4 ili1r1 in the Wisdom Literature 
According to Kugel (1987:996) it seems as if the word ili1r1 took on another meaning - it 
expanded or was displaced - in the wisdom literature. There it is used in apposition to 
words associated with wisdom teaching, such as "counsel" or "discipline". So we find 
that in Proverbs ili1r1 is used to describe the instructions or commands of parents (1 :8; 
6:20; 13: 14; 31 :26) and that it can also refer to an individual's capacity for learning 
(13:4). The use ofili1r1 is definitely bound more closely to wisdom in Proverbs than in the 
other books of the Hebrew Bible, although we saw that in Deuteronomy already the two 
concepts were linked with each other. According to Marcus (1927:43) it is only in the 
wisdom literature, some of the Psalms, Proverbs, Wisdom of Sirach and Wisdom of 
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Solomon that il1m is personified as "the divine wisdom, a preexistent spirit, whose 
philosophical relation to God is not clearly defined". 
It is, however, often said there are few, if indeed any, references to the Law in Proverbs. 
This is indeed one of the main concerns of this study - the role of the Law in both MT 
and LXX Proverbs. Just as "the failure of the book of Proverbs to reflect explicitly on the 
Torah" may provide us with possible clues to its dating (Camp 1985:234), so the 
references to the Law in LXX Proverbs might prove crucial in contextualising it.· This is 
crucial to the question that I formulated in the introduction to this investigation - is there 
a shift in meaning between the use of il1m in MT Proverbs and the use of vo~6S' in LXX 
Proverbs? 
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3.2. NOIlOS in the Septuagint 
According to Westerholm (1991:45) it was the publication of Schechter's Aspects of 
Rabbinic Theology that introduced the claim that the Greek word VOIlOS "law" is a 
distortion of the 'true' meaning of the word i11n According to Schechter and others the 
translation of i111r1 by the Greek VOIlOS resulted in a narrowing of the conception of i111r1 -
frbm God's way in general to a set of requirements and rules. Although this distortion of 
i111n is most evident in the anti-legalistic works of Paul, it is argued that it was introduced 
during the Hellenistic age through the Septuagint. 
Dodd describes the meaning of VOIlOS as an immanent or underlying principle of life and 
action that came to have the meaning of "law" - either as a single legal statute or as a 
legal corpus of a given community (Westerholni 1991:46). He made the important 
distinction between the different connotations of the word i111n and concluded that in 
some instances VOIlOS is a good translation for i111n and in others not. The use of VOIlOS as 
a translation for i111n in the Deuteronomic codes and the related literature is appropriate. 
When it comes to the use of ;111n where it has a prophetic connotation and where it means 
instmct.ion in the principles of religion, the use of VOIlOS could indeed involve a 
narrowing of the concept. 
3.2.1 The importance of the Law during the Hellenistic period 
Writings which have survived from the Second Temple period (538 BeE onwards), 
whether biblical or post-biblical writings, testify to the central place of the Torah in 
Jewish intellectual and religious life. According to Blenkinsopp (1983 :76) the focus on 
the Torah in this period can be traced back to the Josianic reform and the book of 
Deuteronomy. Others argue that the increasing influence of Hellenism on the Jewish 
communities unleashed a reaction among conservative Jews who, subsequently, 
increased their focus on the Torah. This is well attested to in the book of 1 Maccabees on 
the events surrounding the Maccabean revolt, which, although it was probably the 
'official' version of the events from the Hasmonean point of view, remains our greatest 
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historical source for the uprisings (Grabbe 1992:223). Already before the accession of 
Antiochus and the Maccabean revolt, Ben Sirach complains and warns about the level of 
Hellenisation20 under certain Jews: 
He that seeks the law shall be filled with it: and he that deals deceitfully, shall meet with a 
stumbling block therein (32: 19). 
Woe to you, ungodly men, who have forsaken the law of the most high Lord. And if you be born, 
you shall be born in malediction: and if you die, in malediction shall be your portion (41: 11-12).21 
These passages would refer to the Jews who were compromising or forsaking the law to 
accommodate the influences of Greek culture during the Hellenistic period - and which 
led to the Maccabean revolt (Hengel 1973 :503-564; Tcherikover 1959: 175ff ; Schiller 
1986: 151 ft). Our main source for the Maccabean revolt, an event that took place between 
168 and 165 BCE, is the first book of Maccabees, written about 100 BCE. Although the 
book stresses the influence of "foreign powers" - and they obviously played a crucial role 
in these events - it is important to note that the revolt was triggered primarily by an 
internal crisis in the Jewish community. 
The internal struggle between the Jews, as well as the oppressive reign' of the Greek 
kings, that included, for instance, the burning of the books of the law of God and the 
killing of those who observed the Law (1 Macc 1 :59-60), resulted in a revolt that was led 
by Matthias Maccabee (also referred to as the Hasmonean uprising). The author of 
Maccabees paints a very bold picture of Matthias, who set out to achieve religious 
freedom and the restoration of Jewish worship in Jerusalem (l Macc 2: 19-27). Matthias 
and his sons refused to listen to the words of the king Antiochus and continued to obey 
the law of their fathers. They refused to sacrifice and to transgress the commandments of 
their law. 
When Judas, the son of Matthias, eventually succeeded in driving out the Gentiles and 
20 Schtirer (1979:52) summarises Hellenism as follows: "It was a civilizing power which extended into 
every branch of life. It shaped the organisation of the constitution, the administration of justice and 
government, public institutions, art and learning, commerce and industry, the customs of daily life down to 
fashion and dress, and thereby set the stamp of the Greek spirit on the whole of existence." 
21 The English translations of the Greeks texts of Wisdom of Sirach and Maccabees are taken from the 
English translation by Sir Lancelot Lee Brenton (Bagster 1976). 
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Hellenised Jews, he chose priests without blemish to take stones and build a new altar, 
"according to the law" (1 Macc 4:47). The priests then offered sacrifices "according to 
the law", upon the new altar (1 Macc 4:53). There followed several years of continued 
fighting with hostile neighbours that led the leaders of the uprising to the second stage of 
the revolution - political independence. This was achieved when the last Greek garrison 
fell in Jerusalem in 141 BCE (Stone 1984:12; Grabbe 1992:285-311). 
Clearly the Law played an important role in the beginning and the completion of the 
revolt. Another illustration of the zeal for the Law is found in 3 Macc 7: 1 0-15, where it is 
noted that the Alexandrian Jews are said to have punished with death their fellow Jews 
who had "transgressed the Law". Even if this is not necessarily historically "true", such a 
reference alone signifies the importance the Law had for conservative Jews. 
Consequently we find that in the Wisdom of Sirach and the books· of Maccabee the Law 
or the Torah becomes a defining characteristic of the Jews. Some argue that they 
deliberately broadened the concept of the law, because they identified their law with the 
values of other societies. So the Jewish Law, or broadly speaking the Torah, became 
more than just a set of rules for them; it represented the social and moral fibre of the 
Jewish· communities - and that which distinguished them from the Gentiles. 
The renewed emphasis that was placed on the Torah is usually reflected in the literature 
dating from this period and onwards: 
A book like Daniel shows the traumas of the Maccabean persecutions. Any writing from the 
second century BCE, especially after 170 BCE, is likely to show some influence from the 
contemporary situation ... The post-Maccabean literature tends to reflect that crisis in some way 
(Grabbe 1995:208). 
3.2.2 NoJl.oS- in the first book of Maccabees 
The above section have given an overview of the political and religious situation in 
Palestine before and after the Maccabean revolt. We saw that one of the characteristic 
notions of the time was the renewed emphasis on the Law of Moses as a defining 
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characteristic of the Jews, also called the second concentration on the Torah. This 
emphasis had a political dimension in that the re-establishment of the Law as national 
religion and the sanctification of the temple coincided with national independence. 
In this section I want to look at the way in which the author of the first book of 
Maccabees, who clearly sided with the revolutionary Maccabees, envisaged the Law. I 
not only want to investigate this on a broad religious level, but also on a lexical and 
syntactical level. What are the words and phrases used to convey the importance of the 
Law? 
The word VOIlOS is found frequently in the first book of Maccabees. The first time the 
word is used is in 1 Macc 1:48-49: 
that they should also leave their children uncircumcised, and make their souls abominable with all 
manner of uncleanness and profanation: to the end that they might forget the law (TOU VOj.l.ou), and 
change all the ordinances (TCI OlKaLwj.l.aTa). 
This verse is part of a passage in which the author of 1 Maccabees describes the contents 
of the letters that king Antiochus wrote to the whole kingdom, including JeI1lsalem. In it 
he urged the people to reject the strange laws of the Jews in order to conform to Greek 
religious practices. In 1 :49 then, VOIlOS is used to refer either specifically to the Mosaic 
Law or the general Jewish way of life. 
And wheresoever was found with any book of the testament (~l~AtOV OLa8~KTJS'), or if any 
consented to the law (auvEuooKEl T<!l VOj.l.w), the king's commandment was that they should put 
him to death (1 :57). 
Those that forsake the law 
A few verses further the author describes how many people, because of the decree from 
the king, forsook the law: 
Then many of the people were gathered unto them, to wit, everyone that forsook the law (TOV 
VO j.l.O V ), and so they committed evils in the land (1 Macc 1 :52). 
The expression "to forsake the law" is well known to us from the Pentateuch and it is also 
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used in LXX Proverbs and the Wisdom of Sirach. In 1 Maccabees it is also frequently 
used to either encourage the Jews not to forsake the law or to warn against those who do. 
God forbid that we should forsake the law and the ordinances (2:21). 
Only in Bethsura certain of those that had forsake"n the law and the commandments remained" still: 
for it was their place of refuge (10: 14). 
The books of the law 
The author of 1 Maccabees also refers to the "books of the law", which refers to the 
written law that was used in the temple in Jerusalem. This expression does not occur in 
LXX Proverbs and a similar expression is used once in Sirach (Sir 24:23). 
And when they had rent in pieces the books of the law of God they found, they burnt them with 
fire (~(~AOS' 8La6~KllS' 6EOU Ul\J(UTOV) (1 :56). 
And laid open the book of the law (TO ~l~A(OV TOU VOIlOV), wherein the heathen had sought to 
paint the likeness of their images (3 :48). 
Both the words ~(~AOS' and ~l~A(OV are used in 1 Maccabees; Marcus (1927:69) is of the 
opinion that the plural refers to different copies of the law, each written on one scroll. 
The law, our fathers and the covenant 
A very important passage occurs in 1 Macc 2:20-21, where Matthias, one of the leaders 
of the revolt, answered the king's officers and said: 
Yet will I and my sons and my brethren walk in the covenant of our fathers. God forbid that we 
should forsake the law and the ordinances. 
In these verses the author relates the covenant of our fathers directly with the law and its 
ordinances. This is also the case in several verses where the author of 1 Maccabees 
praises the leaders of the revolt for their "zeal for the law" in which he also mentions the 
" " 
covenant. 
And Matthias cried throughout the city with a loud voice, saying, Whoever is zealous of the law, 
and maintaineth the covenant, let him follow me (2:27). 
Now therefore, my sons, be ye zealous for the law, and give your lives for the covenant of your 
fathers (2:50). 
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Conclusions 
The word VOl-lOS' is used in several instances in the first book of Maccabees and in 
familiar expressions such as "to forsake the law" and "according to the law". The use of 
these phrases is very similar to the vocabulary and style of Deuteronomy. The author of 
Maccabees also uses the word VOl-lOS' to refer to the "books of the law" (~L~A(a) and the 
covenant (8w8i}KT)). The covenant, together with the law and the zeal for the law, are 
frequently mentioned and occupy a very important place in the author's mind; indeed, 
according to the author, the Law is the centre of everything. This is to be expected since 
the author is clearly a supporter of the leaders of the revolt and faithful to the Torah 
(SchUrer 1986: 180). 
3.2.3 NOl-loS' in the Wisdom of Sirach 
The Wisdom of Sirach was originally written in Hebrew around 200 BCE and therefore 
reflects the anxieties of the Jews in the decades before the Maccabean revolt. The Greek 
translation, which was made by Sirach's self-proclaimed grandson, was made in 
Alexandria around 132 BCE. The importance of the Wisdom of Sirach for this study is 
the close relationship between LXX Proverbs and Sirach. Both these books fall within the 
so-called wisdom literature and share in the same vocabulary and style of writing. The 
Greek grandson of Sirach also had to deal with concepts similar to those faced by the 
translator of LXX Proverbs, which include the concept i111n and themes such as the 
covenant. 
The most detailed study to date on the Law in Sirach was executed by Schnabel (Law and 
Wisdom from Ben Sira to Paul, 1985). In his study he noted that the Law plays an 
important role in Sirach. Ben Sirach often invites his listeners to observe the Torah and to 
carry out its precepts - which is how true fear of the Lord is shown, and how wisdom is 
gained and preserved. It would seem as if Sirach shows little interest in the details of the 
Torah or in specifying them, but he uses the Torah when he urges his listeners to give the 
priest his share (7:31), to avoid rancour (28:7), to help the poor (29:9), or not to come 
empty-handed before the Lord (35:6-7). Therefore, it cannot be said that Ben Sirach's 
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teaching is based on the Torah; rather, he reads the Torah with "the eyes of a wise man". 
Siracn 24 is also very important because it contains a passage in which the Torah is 
presented as expressing God's wisdom; the Torah is God's wisdom. In this he carries on a 
tradition seen as early as Deut 4:6-8 and Ezra 7:14,24. Schnabel's (1985:62) concluding 
remarks on the law in Sirach is that, although the Torah is never the subject of a longer 
pericope, "it is nevertheless of fundamental importance to Ben Sira". 
On the lexical level, it is also interesting to see how Sirach's grandson used the word 
VOIlOS". According to Schnabel (1985:38) the word VOIlOS" appears 26 times in Sirach, of 
which nine instances are a translation for the Hebrew i1i1r1.22 Schnabel (1985:38) notes 
also that of the references to VOIlOS" that are extant only in Greek, a possible 12 or 13 refer 
to the Mosaic law (prol. 1:8; 2:16; 17:11; 19:17; 20:24; 21:11 (?); 23:23; 24:23; 32(35):1; 
38:34d; 39:8.). In at least four passages vOIlOS" is linked to the fear of the Lord (2:16; 
19:20; 19:24; 21: 11), a theme that I will look into more comprehensively later. 
According to Schnabel (1985:37) the references to VOIlOS" in the prologue clearly refers to 
the Pentateuch. Verses 1-2 refer to the "law, and the prophets, and others that have 
followed them" and 8-10 also mention "the law also itself, and the prophets, and the rest 
of the books". It would also be interesting to see how the Law is portrayed in the rest of 
the Wisdom of Sirach and what words and phrases are employed to allude to it. 
The law a/life 
They that fear the Lord will not disobey his word; and they that love him will keep his ways. They 
. that fear the Lord will seek that which is wellpleasing unto him; and they that love him shall be 
filled with the law (EJlTIAT)a8~aOVTaL TOU v6Jlou) (2:15-6). 
In Sir 2:16 VOIlOS" corresponds with God's {rillla and oMS" of 2:15, and can therefore be 
taken as referring to God's law. In the first part of chapter 17 Sirach describes the creation 
of man and the Lord's dealings with man from creation onwards: 
22 HR has v6JloS" in proJ. 1,8 (omitted in A), 12 (A B S2 EVVOJlOU), 17, and 27, and in 2:16 (omitted in S); 
9:15; 15:1; 17:11; 19:17; 19:20; 19:24; 21:1; 23:23; 24:23; 31(34):8; 32(35):1; 35(32):15; 35(32):24; 
36(33):2; 36(33):3; 38:34; 39:8; 41:8 (omitted in S); 42:2; 44: 19; 45:5; 45: 17; 46: 14; 49:4. 
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Beside this he gave them knowledge (EmUT~IlT\v), and the law of life (VOIlOV (wfjs) for an 
heritage. He made an everlasting covenant (8Lae~KT\V aLwvos) with them, and shewed them his 
judgments (KplllaTa) (17:11-12). 
This "law of life" must refer to the Mosaic law since the setting of these events is in Sinai 
(vv. 13-14) and "law of life" is parallel to 8La8~KTlV al.wvoS' and God's Kp(~.w (Schnabel 
1985:37). Also in Sir 45:5, where Ben Sirach praises the Heroes, he says regarding 
Moses at Sinai: 
He made him to hear his voice, and brought him into the dark cloud, and gave him commandments 
(EVTOAaS) before his face, even the law of life (VOIlOV (wfjs) and knowledge, that he might teach 
Jacob his covenants (8Lae~KT\V), and Israel his judgments (KpLllaTa). 
The law of the most High 
There are also some references in Sirach to the "law of the most High", which also refers 
to the Mosaic law: 
Admonish thy neighbour before thou threaten him, and give place to the law of the most High. The 
fear of the Lord is all wisdom; and in ail wisdom is the performance of the law. He that hath small 
understanding, and feareth God, is better than one that hath much wisdom, and transgresseth the 
law of the most High (19:17, 20, 24). 
According to Schnabel (1985 :38) Val-LOS' in 23 :23 also refers to the Mosaic law: 
For first, she hath disobeyed the law of the most High (VOIlI!> Utj!lUTOU); and secondly, she hath 
trespassed against her own husband; and thirdly, she had played the whore in adultery, and brought 
children by another man (23:23). 
To keep the law 
In Sir 21: 11 the keeping of the law is equated with the perfection of the fear of the Lord. 
In the previous verses there are references to the "assembly of the godless" (v. 9) and the 
"way of sinners" (v. 10), which suggest that VO[.loS' refers to the revealed will of God. 
He that keepeth the law of the Lord getteth the understanding thereof: and the perfection of the 
fear of the Lord is wisdom (21 : 11). 
In LXX Proverbs the phrase "to keep the law" also occurs in 4:5; 6:20, 22; 29:18 and 
28:7. 
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The law and the covenant 
In another passage in the Wisdom of Sirach, the Law of Moses is referred to as the "book 
of the covenant of the most high God". 
All these things are the book of the covenant of the most high God (~[~AO~ 8La8~KT]~ 8EOU), even 
the law which Moses commanded for an heritage unto the congregations of Jacob (24:23). 
Of the law of the most High, and his covenant; and of judgment to justify the ungodly (42:2). 
In his praises of the Heroes of Israel, Ben Sirach also uses both the words covenant and 
law in his praise of Abraham: 
who kept the law of the most High, and was in covenant with him (EV 8La8~K1J IlET' alJTou): he 
established the covenant in his flesh (EV oapKl. OliTOU EOTTjOEV 8Lae~KT]V); and when he was 
proved, he was found faithful (44:20). 
The law and commandments 
Sirach also often uses the word EVTOArl as a parallel for v6~os- to refer to the Mosaic Law: 
He that keeps the law (VOIlOV) brings enough offers, he that takes heed to the commandment 
(EvToAaL~) offers a peace offering (35:1). 
He that believes in the Lord, takes heed to the commandment (TTpOOEXEl EVToAaL~), and he that 
trusts in him shall fare never the worse (32:24). 
The law and the scribe 
In Sirach's passage on the ideal scribe, who is also a scholar of the Law, he uses v6~os- to 
refer to the Mosaic Law: 
But he that giveth his mind to the law of the Most High (VOIl4J UtjJ[OTOU), and is occupied in the 
meditation thereof, will seek out the wisdom of all the ancients, and be occupied in prophecies. He 
shall shew forth that which he hath learned, and shall glory in the law of the covenant of the Lord 
(EV VOIl4J 8La8~KT]~ KUp[OU) (39: 1,8). 
The law and the Heroes 
In his eulogy on the Heroes of the Jewish nation, Ben Sirach also uses the term v6~os- to 
refer to their keeping to the Mosaic Law. 
Abraham was a great father of many people: in glory was there none like unto him; who kept the 
law of the most High, and was in covenant (EV 8La8~K1J IlET' OliTOU) with him (44:19-20). 
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Conclusion 
We have found that the word is used frequently in parallel with words such as EVTOA~, 
8Lae~KTl, and Pl1lla and that it occurs in expressions such as "law of life" and "law of the 
most High". The word is also employed in sections such as the prologue, the eulogy on 
the Heroes and the passage on the ideal scribe to refer to the Mosaic Law. 
Both Wisdom of Sirach and the first book of Maccabees reflect the historical context in 
which it was written. Both authors make use of the word VOIlOS' as a designation for the 
Law of Moses and treat related themes, such as the covenant, with great respect. 
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3.3 ilim and VO~lOS' in MT and LXX Proverbs 
Is there a shift in meaning from the use of the word ilim in MT Proverbs to the use of 
VOflOS' in LXX Proverbs? If so, could this shift in meaning contribute to our picture of the 
translator and the context in which he translated this work? In the next section I will deal 
with all the occurrences of the word in MT Proverbs, firstly by discussing them in their 
nearest context (mostly as part of the introduction of an Instruction) and in the context of 
the specific chapter. 23 Then I will compare both the Hebrew and Greek versions of these 
passages, focusing on the important word equivalents and the interpretation of the Greek 
text. I make the distinction between the occurrences of ilim in the Instruction literature 
and the Sentence literature, following McKane (1970: 15) and Whybray (1994: 13). 
The word VOfloS' occurs in a number of pluses in LXX Proverbs in which the meaning of 
the word VOfloS' (and the intentions of the translator in employing it) is most telling?4 I 
wilt" discuss these as well as the one instance where VOflOS' translates another word. 
3.3.1 The occurrences of iliin in Instruction literature 
3.3.1.1 Proverbs 1 :8-9 
MT: :~9~ n'Jin iDtlr:r?~l ~r~~ i01D 'P .vO~ 
:~'r.'ln)7 Cl'P~~] ~tp~'l7 CliJ 11} n:17 '~ 
8 My son, hear the instruction of your father, and reject not your mother's 
teaching. 9 For they are a fair garland for your head, and pendants for your neck. 
LXX: aKovE, vtE, TTaLodav TTaTpoS' uov 
KaL fl~ clmDUl] SEUflOUS' flllTPOS' uov, 
uTE<pavov yap XaPL TWV OE~l] uD KOPV<PD 
KaL KAOl()V XPUUEOV TTEPI. u4) Tpax~A<p. 
8 Listen, (my) son, to the instruction of your father and do not reject your 
23 The word ili,n occurs in 1:8; 3:1; 4:2; 6:23; 7:2; 13:14; 28:4 (2x); 28:7; 28:9; 29:18; 31:29. 
24 The word VOIlOS' occurs in 1:8 (A S; B has·lTaLoElav); 3:16; 4:2; 6:20; 6:23; 9:10; 13:14; 13:15; 28:4 
(2x); 28:7; 28:9; 29: 18. 
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mother's ordinances. 9 Because you will receive a crown of graces on your head, 
and a golden necklace around your neck. 
Structure and content of MT Proverbs 1 
Most scholars agree that Proverbs 1: 1-7 serve as introduction to the first chapter and/or 
the entire book of Proverb. Others argue that only vv. 1-6 form the introduction, while v. 
7 is a later addition (see summary of views by Cook 1997:44). They agree, however, that 
v. 8 is the beginning of the introduction to the first Instruction in the book of Proverbs 
(Whybray 1994a: l3). This Instruction runs from v. 9 to 19 and exemplifies this type of 
teaching medium in its "simplest and most characteristic form" (Whybray 1994a:14). 
This is attested to by the characteristic elements of an Instruction, which include two 
imperatives in v. 8 and a motive clause introduced by ':l in v. 9, which serves to reinforce 
the imperatives of v. 8 with an argument. We also find the familiar address of 'J:J, which 
is a common stylistic feature of the Instruction genre. It is also found in the Babylonian 
Book of Proverbs, the Words of Achikar, the Egyptian Proverbs of Anni and also in 
Sirach 2:1, 3:12,·3:17, and 5:8 (Whybray 1994:14). The introductory plea for 
attentiveness 'J:J 3JatlJ is also common to the Instructions' introductions. The. rest of the 
Instruction depicts ~ hypothetical scene in which a band of ruffians attempt to lead the 
pupil into mischief, and it ends with a prohibition and a warning of the consequences of 
mischief. 
The sense ofMT Proverbs 1:8-9 
In this introduction to the Instruction the teacher is urging his pupils, who are young men 
no longer under parental authority, to remember and to hold onto the teachings and 
instructions they had received from their parents. What is important about 1:8 is the fact 
that the word in1n is used here in conjunction with the mother, something that occurs in 
only one other passage in Proverbs, namely 6:20. We know that the mother in Israelite 
society had an inferior position to that of the father, especially concerning matters that 
were strictly legal or ritual. She did, however, play an important role in the teaching of 
general behaviour and ethics, which is the general sense in which i111n is used here (see 
Deut 21 : 18-19; Prov 30: 17). Cl~arly, the i111n mentioned here is not connected to the wise 
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man, since he would hardly speak of himself as "mother". Neither is it possible to link it 
in any way to the "law". Whybray (1994:37) notes that in these verses the mother's i1"i1 is 
mentioned side by side with the teaching of the father, something which does not occur in 
any of the Egyptian or Babylonian Instructions, and which, so he argues, makes .a family 
setting for the Instruction plausible (see also Sir 3: 1-2). From what we know of social life 
in Israel, it is generally assumed that the mother was responsible for the education of the 
children up to a certain age. After that the father or teacher would take responsibility for 
the sons, while the mother educated the daughters (Collins 1997:140-2). It seems 
therefore as ifi1'1i1 in 1:8 refers to the general contents of the mother's education. 
Comparing MT and LXX of Proverbs 1 :8-9 
A number of important word equivalents occur in this introduction to the first Instruction 
as well as one plus in the LXX, the adjective xpuaEoS'. Of the word equivalents, the most 
important one is the first occurrence of the word i1,1i1 in Proverbs. The word i1"i1, here 
used in the singular, is translated in the LXX with the masculine, plural, accusative form 
of 8E alloS'. 
According to LSJ the word 8EaIlOS' has a meaning of "that which is laid down", "law", or 
"ordinance". It is used only 5 times in the LXX, in Prov 1 :8; 6:20; Wisdom of Solomon 
14:23; 3 Macc 6:36 and 4 Macc 8:7. In 3 Macc 6:35-36 the author is writing about the 
Jews who instituted a dance and thanksgiving and the declaration of a public ordinance to 
commemorate it. In 4 Macc 8:7 the king Antiochus is speaking to seven brothers and 
. their mother and urges them not to be foolish like the old man Eleazar, who had just been 
tortured and burned for his belief in the Law. In his admonition to the brothers, he uses 
the word 8EaIlOS' to refer to the Jews' national ordinance, which Hadas translates as 
"ancestral Law of your citizenship". In the previous chapter, Eleazar made use of the 
word VOIlOS' when he referred to the law of the Jews. In the Wisdom of Solomon 14:23 
the plural of 8EaIlOS' is used as a reference to certain "secret ceremonies" or "mysteries". 
In this passage the author is attacking the practice of idolatry and argues that the practice 
itself did not exist from the beginning, but that it originated as the result of human error. 
The other occurrence of the word 8EaIlOS' in Proverbs is in 6:20, a verse that is strikingly 
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similar to 1 :8. As in 1:8, both inm and 8EO"IlOS- point to the teachings/ordinances of the 
mother. What is furthermore important to note is that in both these verses the singular 
il-,m is used in MT, while the LXX has the plural form of8EO"IlOS-. 
A number of issues must be considered now. Why in the first place did the translator 
choose to use 8EO"IlOS- 1:8 and in 6:20 rather than the 'normal' equivalent for il-,m, namely 
VOIl0S-? Secondly, why did he, in both these verses, render the singular Hebrew into a 
Greek plural? Did the Greek translator read the plural form ofil-,m or did he consciously 
render the singular into the plural? 
It seems as the translator intentionally linked the meaning of8EO"IlOS- to the ordinances or 
teachings ofthe mother, for he used the word twice (1 :8; 6:20) in such a manner (see also 
Cook 1998:66). This would imply that the term VOIlOS-, which he used elsewhere in 
Proverbs, had a different and specific meaning for the translator. I think the translator 
intentionally used 8EO"IlOS here because he did not want to refer to the Mosaic Law, 
perhaps because women were not allowed to teach or to be taught in the Law. 
Unfortunately, the other occurrences of the word 8EO"IlOS- in the LXX do not shed much 
light on its specific meaning. 
Another important word equivalent that occurs In this verse is the Greek word 
lTaLoda for the Hebrew -'0'0. The word lTaLoda "teaching, instruction" occurs 27 times 
in LXX; of which it is in 22 instances it is a translation for the Hebrew -'0'0.25 The word 
-'0'0 is usually translated as "instruction, discipline", but Whybray (1974: 128) notes that, 
although the word is used in the OT in almost all cases as a designation for the discipline 
and punishment imposed by God upon Israel, it is used in Proverbs mainly in an 
educational context: unless "wisdom" is equated with the educational context, the word 
therefore does not form part of what he calls "wisdom vocabulary". 
25 HR has it that the noun TTaLodu translates the following in LXX Proverbs: 1:2 (,OlD); 1:7 (,OlD); 1:8 
(,010); 1:29 (mrl) (B S (Jo<j>lav); 3:11 (,OlD); 4:1 (1010); 4:13 (,OlD); 5:12 (,OlD); 6:23 (,OlD) (omitted in A 
S); 8:10 (,OlD); 8:33 (S2; omitted in A) (,OlD); 10:17 (omitted in A S2) (,OlD; nn:J:nn); 12:1 (,OlD); 13:18 
(,OlD); 15:5 (,010); 15:10 (1010); 16:3 (15:32) (,OlD); 16:4 (15:33) (,010); 16:17 (-); 16:22 (,OlD); 17:8 (+); 
19:20 (,OlD); 19:27 (,010); 22:15 (jom); 23:12 ('D1~); 24:31 (30:8) (+) (B, S TTEvla); 24:47 (32) (jom); 25:1 
(+) (A S2 TTapoLllla). 
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Verse 9, which is introduced by '~, is a motive clause in which the benefits of the 
teaching are explained. This verse is very similar to 4:9, which I discussed earlier. 
Interesting is the use of the word KOpU<Prl for tli~l, a unique word equivalent in LXX 
Proverbs. The word KAOlOS' is a plus and is found only in 1:9 (-); 25:11 (:li1T); and 25:12 
(Jilt). According to LSJ the word KAOlOS' has the meanings of "dog-collar" or "wooden 
collar worn by prisoners" What is interesting is that Sirach uses the word occurs in two 
passages when he speaks about the "yoke of the law' (6:24-31 and 51:26). In Sir 6:24-31 
Sirach describes the glorious reward for carrying the burden of Wisdom, or the law. 
In v. 9 the adjective xpuaEOS' is a plus and could be an exegetical addition in describing 
the necklace (Cook 1998 :68). A similar expression is also found in Sir 45: 14. The sense 
of 1:9 in MT is that these benefits are already a "fair garland for your head", while the 
LXX translates the benefit as a future promise: "you will receive a crown of graces". 
What is also interesting is that the description of the benefits of the instruction and 
teaching - as a garland and pendants - corresponds with what is said elsewhere regarding 
the benefits of wisdom. In Proverbs 4:9 it is said that Wisdom "will place on your head a 
fair garland; she will bestow on you a beautiful crown." So here in MT we have the first, 
albeit vague, connection between illm and Wisdom, a theme that I will address later in 
my discussion. 
Conclusion 
The text of MT refers to the ill'r1 of the mother, which must be a reference to her 
teachings and instructions. The translator of LXX Proverbs used the word 8Eall-oS' to 
translate ill'r1, as in 6:20, and thereby indicates firstly that he connects 8Eall-oS' with the 
mother, and secondly (indirectly) that the word vOll-oS' has a distinct and separate 
meanmg. 
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3.3.1.2 Proverbs 3:1-2 
MT: :~~? ,~: 'tli~O' n~t?iD-?~ 'D':lin 'p 
:l; '~'Oi' Cli?tql Cl'~r:r niJt?i' Cl'O: l)~ ':;> 
I My son, forget not my teaching, but let your heart keep my commandments, 
2 for length of days, and long life, and peace, shall they add to you. 
LXX: rLE, E j.1WV VOj.1L j.1WV j.1 ~ ETTlAav8avou, 
T<l oE p~j.1aTa j.10U TTJPEl TW a~ KapO(a, 
j.1TlKOS yap ~(OU KaL ETTJ CWTlS 
KaL EtP~VTJV TTpoa8~aouaLV aoL. 
I (My) son, forget not my laws, but let your heart keep my words, 
2 for length of existence, and years of life, and peace, shall they add to you. 
Structure and content of MT Proverbs 3 
According to McKane (1970:289) we can distinguish "by reason of their formal 
structure" that in chapter 3, vv. 1-12 and 21-35 are unmistakably Instruction. Other 
scholars, like Whybray, argue that v. 11 is the beginning of another Instruction because 
of the common address "My son" that occurs (Whybray 1994:58). McKane, however, 
holds that this address is not per se an indication for a new section, since this address is 
used in the Egyptian Instructions often without indicating a new section. Furthermore, he 
highlights that vv. 13-20 lack the imperative, that the exclamation "Happy is" (v. 13) is 
not appropriate to the genre, and that vv. 13-20 are more hymnic in style than the 'normal' 
Instruction. Whybray is also of the opinion that vv. 13-20 is a later addition since there is 
a lack of reference to wisdom in the preceding verses and this was rectified by the 
addition: "Happy is the man that finds wisdom ... " 
The sense ofMT Proverbs 3:1-2 
Verses 3:1-2 are, like 1:8-9, the introduction of an Instruction and it also starts with the 
"My son" address. As to the syntax of vv. 1-2, the negative imperative and jussive are 
arranged antithetically and are followed by a motive clause, which explains why the 
teacher's teaching should be followed. Again 'J introduces the motive clause. We also 
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find the second occurrence of i11,n in Proverbs in this introduction. In 1:8 the teacher 
referred to the teaching of the parents, but in this verse the teacher is speaking about his 
own teaching when he says: "My son, forget not my teaching (i11,n)",. According to Toy 
(1914:56) the i11m mentioned here and in general in Proverbs are moral and religious 
precepts, never national, but always individual, very rarely ceremonial, never dogmatic. 
This is in contrast with the i11m of the prophets, which is national-religious, and that of 
the priests, which is ritual. 
Interesting to note is the comparison of Prov 3: 1-4 with the language of Deut 6: 1-15. As 
is the case in 1: 8, we find the words i11m and i1'~~ grouped together in 3: 1. These two 
words reappear - together with others such as 1:11, 1~~, and 101~ - in the introductions to 
Instructions (see Prov 1:8; 2:1; 3:1; 4:1 and 4:20). According to Whybray (1994:58) they 
are used in combinations very frequently, which suggests that they are interchangeable. 
They occur mainly in parallel pairs, not always in the same order and the verbs that 
govern them - n:ltV, 1~', .l)~tii, 1~tV, etc. - are also interchangeable. 
Comparing the MT and LXX' 
If we look at the Greek translation of these verses, we find the only occurrence of 
VOIlLIlOS in LXX Proverbs in v. 1, as a translation for the Hebrew word i11,n. 
Furthermore, the Greek uses the genitive, plural form ofvOIlLIlOS for the singular i11m. It 
is, however, not an unfamiliar equivalent in the rest of the LXX, since HR shows that it is 
also found in Gen 26:5, Jer 33(26):4, Ezek 43:11, and Ezek 44:5. As with the first 
occurrence of i11,n in 1 :8, the translator of the LXX rendered or interpreted the word -
either the translator read 'n1m as the plural, or he rendered the singular consciously into 
the plural. However, whereas i11,n in 1:8 is used in connection with the teachings of the 
mother and translated with 8EO'Il0S, the i11m in 3:1 refers to the teaching of the teacher 
and is translated with VOIlLIlOS. Could this different context explain why the translator 
used V0j.1Lj.10S? 
LSJ gives the meaning ofvoj.1LIlOS as "conformable to custom, usage or law". This is the 
only occurrence of the word in LXX Proverbs and it is therefore difficult to establish how 
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the translator used it. According t~ HR it occurs elsewhere only seven times in 1 Macc 
and twice in 2 Macc?6 In the book of Maccabees vOllq.lOS is employed to refer to the 
body of laws of both the Jews and the gentiles. Therefore we read in 1 Macc 1: 14 that 
"they built a place of exercise in Jerusalem, according to the laws of the nations" (KUTU 
TU VOIlLllu TWV E8vwv), and in 1 :44-45 that "the king had sent letters by messengers to 
Jerusalem and the cities of Judah, that they should follow the strange laws of the land and 
forbid burnt offerings, and sacrifice, and drink offerings, in the temple, and that they 
should profane the sabbaths and festival days". But it is also used by Judas, a leader of 
the revolt, to refer to their own laws: "But we fight for our lives and our laws (TWV 
VOIlL IlWV ~ Ilwv)" (1 Macc 3 :21). It is also used by Jews in 2 Macc 11 :24 to refer to their 
own laws. So in the later books of Maccabees the word VOIlLIlOS is used in some contexts 
to refer to the Mosaic Law. 
As to the other important word equivalents in 3: 1, we find that EiTLAUv8avOllaL "to forget" 
is a translation of the Hebrew n:ltD, as in all the other instances in the LXX Proverbs. 27 
Another interesting equivalent is the use of the plural, accusative of ~)'fllla for the Hebrew 
i11~O. The word PTllla occurs only 5 times in LXX Proverbs and this is the only time this 
equivalent occurS.28 Apart from this verse and 6:20, where il'~O is translated with VOIlOS, 
it is elsewhere in Proverbs always translated by EVTOATl. 
Verse 2 serves as motive clause for the imperatives in v. 1 and describes the benefits of 
the il"Wl and il1~O - length of days, and long life, and peace. This same expression, "length 
of days", is used in 3: 16 to describe the effect of Wisdom and therefore this passage also 
links Wisdom and ililn in some way. In other passages the phrase "years of life" is also 
linked to the words of the teacher (4:10; 9:11). 
Conclusion 
This is the second Instruction in MT Proverbs where there is a reference to ililn. While 
26 I Mac I: 14; 1:41; 1:44; 3:21; 3:29; 6:59; 6:59; 2 Mac 4: 11; 11:24. 
27 See also Prov 2: 17,3: 1,4:4,4:5,31:5 and 31 :7. 
28 The word PTjIJ.U occurs in Prov 3: I (i1I~o); 4:5 (101\); 7:24 (101\) (A pTjULV) ; 8:8 (101\) (A KpLIJ.UTU) ; 
17:27 (101\). 
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1 : 8 spoke of the instruction ofthe mother, this reference to ;'11rl speaks about the laws or 
ordinances of the teacher. What is peculiar is that this is the only instance in the LXX 
where the word v6~L\l.oS' is used as equivalent for ;'11rl. Only by looking further into all 
the other occurrences of ;'1,n in Proverbs and the way in which the translator· of LXX 
Proverbs dealt with ;'1,n, can we perhaps establish why the translator used V6~L~0S' here. 
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3.3.1.3 Proverbs 4:1-2 
MT: :ilr~ rl.!cr:r,? 1:l'i4ipiJl :l~ '010 t:n~ 1.I)9i4i 
:1:lr¥tr?~ 't:1jin D?,? 'i:1m :lit!) ni??' '~ 
1 Hear, 0 children, the instruction of a father, and attend to know understanding. 
2 For I give you good doctrine, you must not forsake my teaching. 
LXX: ' AKouaaTE, mUOES', iTaLOELaV TTaTpoS' 
KaL TTpoaEXETE YVWVaL EVVOLaV, 
owpOV yap aya80v owpoD~aL V~LV, 
TOV E~OV v6~ov ~i] EYKaTaAL TTllTE. 
lListen, you children, to the instruction of a father and attend to know 
understanding. 2 For I give you a good gift, do not forsake my law. 
This text is treated in more detail in the discussion of Proverbs 4: 1-9 (see pp. 13-35). 
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3.3.1.4 Proverbs 6:23 
MT: :i9~Q nin=?in cp~1J Tr.J1 ii~ i1}inl i11~O i~ ':p 
For the commandment is a lamp; and the law is light; and reproofs of instruction 
are the way of life: 
LXX: on AUXVOS' EVTOA~ v6\lou Kat. <j>wS', 
Kat 600S' (WTlS' EAEYX0S' Kat TTaLoda 
F or the commandment of the law is a lamp and a light, 
and reproof and instruction a way of life. 
Structure and content of MT Proverbs 6 
According to McKane (1970:320) vv. 1-19 of chapter 6 do not belong to the genre of 
Instruction, mostly because of the lack of imperatives, even though v. 1 starts with 'J:J. 
There are, however, some imperatives in vv. 1-5, while vv. 6-11 are introduced by an 
imperative. Whybray (1994a: 1 02) states that Vv. 20-35 consist of an Instruction to which 
further material on the general theme of the folly of adultery has been added. The usual 
address by the teacher to the pupil ends in v. 25, but he also adds that this Instruction 
originally consisted only of vv. 20-22 and 24-25. Verse 23 was not part of the original 
Instruction and "consists of a gloss followed by what appears to be an originally separate 
comment". It also interrupts the normal passage from the introduction to the main body of 
the Instruction of which this verse forms part. The gloss is placed here to define the 
meaning of il'~D and il1m used in v. 20. According to Whybray these two words are 
always used in the Instructions to refer to parental teaching (1:8; 2:1; 3:1; 4:2; 4:4; 7:1; 
7:2). McKane (1970:328), however, does not agree with Whybray that v. 23 is a gloss. 
The sense of MT Proverbs 6:23 
The idea that is expressed in Prov 6:23, where the commandment and the law is 
metaphorically referred to as "a lamp" and "a light", is not unfamiliar to the Hebrew 
Bible. In Ps 119: 105 we have the phrase "Your word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light 
unto my path". Whybray (1994:104) notes the following concerning the relationship of 
6:23 with Psalm 119: 
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Although God is not specifically mentioned in Proverbs 6:23, the strong resemblance in the frrst 
line to Ps 119: 105, where in a psalm entirely devoted to the praise of the Law, the psalmist speaks 
of Yahweh's word - that is Law - as a iJ and an ,'!t, makes it probable that this gloss, inserted at 
the end of the introductory section of the Instruction as a kind of "footnote", had the Law in mind 
and reinterpreted v. 20 in this sense. 
McKane (1970:327-8) is also of the opinion that the figures of speech in v. 23 "are 
redolent of the piety inspired by the Law" and that they have been imported into the 
Instruction. Indeed, the description of the commandments as a lamp and the teaching as a 
light is the summary of the "quasi-personified" imm or inm of the preceding verses 
(McKane 1970:328). 
Comparing MT and LXX 
In 6:23 the singular ilim is translated into the familiar equivalent v6~os, also in the 
singular, genitive form. In addition, the word il1~a is translated with its 'normal' 
equivalent of EVTOA~, also in the singular. However, if we look at the way in which these 
nouns are used here in a construction in MT and how these constructions are translated in 
LXX, some peculiarities arise. Cook (1997: 184) pointed out that the construction in MT 
"the commandment is a lamp, and the law is light" is translated in the Greek into a 
genitive construction - "commandment of the law is a lamp and a light" (EVTOA~ v6~ou). 
Furthermore, the construction in MT "reproofs of instruction" is translated into the Greek 
phrase "reproof and correction" - so the genitive construction in MT is rendered in 
exactly the opposite manner to the previous one. Therefore, we have here two 
constructions in MT that were dealt with differently by the Greek translator. What could 
be the reason for this difference? Is it on the level of a different Vorlage or did the 
translator consciously render his text? 
If we reconstruct a possible Hebrew Vorlage of the Greek text, it could read i.!]j m~~1n, 
instead of MT's i.!]j m~~1n. The only difference between MT and this postulated text is 
that the 1 and the i1 have changed places. This rather small difference could lead one to 
think that the different construction in LXX might therefore only be the result of a 
reading error by the translator or a previous copier of the Hebrew text. Although this and 
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the possibility· that it could also be only a matter of stylistic variation are possible 
explanations, Cook (1997:184; 1999:25) argues that the translator of the LXX uses the 
expressions EVTOA ~ v6~ov and 080S' ("wllS' in various instances in LXX Proverbs as a 
deliberate reference to the Mosaic law. According to him, this is also the case in this 
verse, since v6~oS' is used here in the singular, not in the plural as in 6:20, where it refers 
to the father's teaching. The construction EVTOA~ v6~ov occurs only once in Proverbs 
. (6:23) and further also in Wisdom of Solomon 16:6; 1 Esd 8:7; Neh 9:14 and Ps 118:105 
(LXX). 
What is interesting is that, although i1"r1 and i1'~Q occur grouped together in several 
verses in Proverbs (3:1; 6:20; 6:23; and 7:2), this is the only verse in LXX Proverbs 
where their 'normal' Greek equivalents (v6~oS' and EVTOATl) appear together. In all the 
other instances either of the two words is rendered in another way - in 3: 1 Pll~a is used 
for i1'~Q; in 6:20 v6~oS' for i1'~Q; and in 7:2 i1,m is translated with AO)'OS'. The 
combination ofv6~oS' and EVTOArl occurs in four passages in Ben Sirach but not in 1 or 2 
Maccabees. 
Conclusion 
In MT Proverbs 6:20-25 we have two occurrences of the word i1"r1, once in 6:20 and 
once in 6:23. In 6:20 we have i1,m in the familiar setting of the introduction to an 
Instruction, referring again to the mother's ordinances. The translator was consistent in 
that he rendered this occurrence of i1,m in the same way as in 1 :8, a verse that has the 
same context and sense. 
In MT Proverbs 6:23 a verse that could be regarded as alien to the original Instruction, 
the i1,m is described as light, thereby making a link with the familiar idea that is 
expressed in Psalm 119. It could be that this verse is a later addition in order to explain 
the i1,m and i1'~Q of 6:20. Although MT could also refer to the Law, I agree with Cook 
(1999:26) that the LXX definitely speaks about the Law, because of the use of the word 
v6~oS', in the singUlar, and the way he translated the expression as a whole. 
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3.3.1.5 Proverbs 7:1-2 
MT: :l~~ 19~8 'lJi~01 ',)9~ 1b~ 'P 
:o;rr,!j liiD'~:p 'D')inl i1'rq 'lJi~O 1b~ 
I My son, keep my words, and store up my commandments with you.2 Keep my 
commandments, and live; and my teaching as the pupil (little man) of your eye. 
LXX: TiE, </>vAauuE EIlOUS- AOYOUS-, 
TaS- oE EllaS- EVToAas- KPUlj.Jov TTapa UEaUT<!l, 
t, I " ," ULE, TLlla TOV KUPLOV, Kat LaXUUELS-, 
TT.A~V OE alJTOU Il~ </>of3ou anov. 
</>uAacov EllaS- EVToAclS-, Kat. f3U.0UELS-, 
TOUS- OE EIlOUS- AOYOUS: wqTTEp Kopas- OllllclTWV, 
I (My) son, keep my words and hide with you my commandments. (My) son, 
honour the Lord, and you shall be strong, and fear none but him? Keep my 
commandments, and you shall live; and my words as the pupils of your eyes. 
Structure and content of MT Proverbs 7 
If we look at chapter 7 as a whole, the form of vv. 1-5, 6-23 and 24-27 clearly differ. Of 
these sections, vv. 1-5 and 24-27 have recognisably the form of Instruction. Both vv. 1 
and 24 have the usual form of address of 'J:l (v. 1) and C)'J:l (v. 24). Verse 24 also starts 
with the usual plea for attentiveness (.i]/Jib). The middle section, however, "constitutes a 
clear departure from the formal elements of the genre" (McKane 1970:332). While 
McKane considers vv. 1-5 and 24-27 as belonging to the Instruction genre, Whybray 
holds that in chapter 7 only vv. 1-3, 5 and 25-27 belong to an original Instruction. 
According to him (1994: 110) vv. 6-23 are a "vivid and polished moral story having its 
own introduction, development and conclusion. "Its theme and evident purpose show that 
it comes from the same circles as the Instructions, but there are many indications that it 
was originally an independent poem." The only difference between these scholC;lrs, then, 
is on the nature ofv. 4. 
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Ifwe focus on vv. 1-5, we find that the teacher is asserting his authority and imposing his 
commandments upon his pupils. Verses 2 and 3 are filled with words that McKane (1970: 
307-308) says demonstrates the "conservative nature of this educational discipline". He is 
referring to the use of verbs such as "keep", "store", "bind", and "write". McK~e is of 
the opinion that the use of the word i11~~ in v. 1 defines the mandatory form of this 
Instruction, while iT1m in v. 2 indicates that it has the character of "directive" or 
"guidance". Furthermore, v. 3 is phrased in such a way that it closely resembles passages 
which deal with law and covenant, and may be a deliberate literary conflation of these 
passages. In v. 4 we find the only reference to wisdom in this chapter. 
The sense of MT Proverbs 7:1-2 
According to McKane (1970:333) the meaning of these verses is that, in saying that his 
iT1m is to be kept as the "pupil of your eye", the wisdom teacher defines it as illumination 
or guidance: . 
The pupil, because it is the light of the eye, is precious beyond reckoning, and if a man does not 
'keep' it, he is consigned to a world of darkness. Likewise, the torah of the teacher is the light of the 
mind and without it men have no sure guidance for the conductoftheir lives. 
McKane then also refers to the metaphor used in Proverbs 6:23 where the figure of 
speech used there - which is also linked to light and law - is probably characteristic of 
Jewish legal piety. Other passages that are very similar in the language used are Ex 13:9, 
Jer 31 :33, and Prov 3:3. The first few verses of chapter 7 also correspond in some degree 
to other verses of the first three chapters of Proverbs: 
PROVERBS 
(7:lb) and store up my commandments with you (2:1b) and store up my commandments with you 
(7:2a) Keep my commandments, and live (4:4c) Keep my commandments, and live 
(7:3b) write them upon the table of your heart (3:3c) write them upon the table of your heart 
There is also an interesting similarity between the first line in Prov 7:2 and Prov 4:4-5. 
The Hebrew texts of 7:2 and 4:4 are the same, while the LXX version of these verses 
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differs. LXX Proverbs 4:5 does not have "my commandments", but only 
"commandments" and it does not have "and live". 
Comparing MT and LXX 
When comparing the Hebrew and Greek versions of these verses, a significant plus in 7:1 
as well as a number of important word equivalents are noted. The plus in LXX is very 
interesting, since it contains the idea that the Lord must be feared. 
LXX: utE, Tllla TOV KUPLOV, Kat. lOXU<JELS-, iTA~V BE aUTou Il~ <t>o~ou clAAOV. 
(My) son, honour the Lord, and you shall be strong, and fear none but him. 
Tov (1990:48) is of the opinion that the plus in 7: 1 is the result of inner-translational 
factors, but I think that there is also the possibility that the translator rendered the text 
intentionally, especially since the translator alluded, in the plus, to the notion of the fear 
of the Lord, something he did elsewhere in LXX Proverbs as well. The notion of the fear 
of the Lord is a very important concept in LXX Proverbs which I will deal with later 
more extensively. 
As to the word equivalents in 7:1-2, we find in 7:2 the sixth occurrence of the word inm 
in Proverbs, which is translated in the LXX with the masculine, plural, accusative form of 
word A6yos-. This is the only time in LXX Proverbs where this equivalent occurS?9 We 
also have twice in 7:1-2 the plural form of i11~Q, which is translated on both occasions 
with the plural (and normal equivalent) EVTOArl. 
So why did the translator decide to use the word AOyOS-? According to Schnabel 
(1985:120) the phrase Tel AOYW is used on two occasions in the Letter of Aristeas (155, 
168) as designation for the Mosaic Law and its commandments, although VOIl08E<Jla and 
29 The word A6yoS' also occurs in Prov 1:2 (lDI\); 1:3 (+); 1:6 (i1W'lD); 1:23 (1:11); 1:24 (+); 1:29 (+); 4:4 
(1:11); 4:10 (lDI\); 4:20 (v); 5:1 (i1)):1n); 5:7 (lDI\); 7:1 (lDI\); 7:2 (i11m); 7:5 (lDl\); 12:5 (+); 12:6 (1:11); 12:25 
(i1jl\l); 13:5 (1:11); 14:15 (1:11); 15:1 (1:11); 16:13 (lDl\D); 16:21 (i1EliD); 16:24 (lDI\); 17:14 (+); 18:4 (1:11); 
18:13 (1:11); 19:7 (lDl\); 22:12 (1:11); 22:17 (1:11, -); 22:21 (lDl\); 22:21 (lDl\); 23:8 (1:11); 23:9 (i1'1D); 23:12 
(lDl\); 23: 16 (lDl\D); 24:23(29:27) (-); 24:23 (29:27) (-); 24:28 (30:5) (lDI\); 24:29 (30:6) (1:11); 24:31 (30:8) 
(1:11); 24:41 (26) (1:11); 24:68 (30:33) (+); 24:69 (31:1) (1:11); 24:76 (31:8) (+); 25:2 (1:11); 25:11 (1:11); 
25:12 (+); 25:27 (+); 26:6 (1:11); 26:18 (+, -); 26:22 (1:11); 26:24 (+); 27:11 (1:11); 29:12 (1:11); 29:19 (1:11); 
29:20 (1:11). 
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VOIlOS are primarily used to refer to the Law. He is of the opinion that these passages in 
Aristeas are probably the earliest instances of the application of the phrase Tel Aoyul to 
the law as a whole (cf. Acts 7:38; Rom 3:2; Heb 5:12). Although this could be the case in 
LXX Prov 7:2 as well, it is doubtful since it is the only time the translator uses this 
specific word equivalent. In 7: 1 the translator also employed A6yos, but as translation for 
i:n. It could be that the translator used A6yos here only for literary reasons, since the 
phrase EIlOUS AOYOVS occurs now in both w. 1 and 2. In fact, the expression EIlOUS 
AOYOVS occurs in three other passages in LXX Proverbs as well- in 4:10; 5:7 and 30:1. 
Conclusions 
In MT the teacher urges his pupil(s) to keep his (the teacher's) ilim as the pupil of his eye. 
As in 3: 1, this ilim refers to the instruction of the teacher, which must guide the pupil in 
life. The fact that the first three verses of Prov 7 are so similar to other verses in the 
Instruction genre in Proverbs could suggest that these were all interchangeable phrases 
used in the education of young men. Even if this is the case, we cannot assume that the 
translator of the LXX used them likewise, since he translated these proverbs in a different 
context and with a 'new' meaning. However, the reason why the translator decided to use 
the Greek word A6yos to render the Hebrew ilim, and why he again did so in the plural, 
is uncertain. It could in this instance be for purely literary reasons, since the word is used 
three times in the five first verses of chapter 7. 
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3.3.2 The occurrences of il"W' in Sentence literature 
3.3.2.1 Proverbs 13:14 
MT: :nv~ 'tP.pbO 1107 c'~r:r 1ip~ C?r:t n'Jin 
The teaching of the wise is a fountain of life, to depart from the snares of death. 
LXX: VOl-LOS ao<j>oD TTT)y~ (wfls, 
6 OE avous lJTTO TTUY(OOS 8UVElTUL. 
The law of the wise is a fountain of life, 
but he without understanding shall die by a snare. 
The structure and content of MT Proverbs 13 
The dominating theme of chapter 13 is the need to accept instruction and discipline. In 
his discussion on chapter 13, McKane (1970:453) divides the verses in this chapter into 
different classes. The four verses under discussion belong to his class A - a group of 
sentences which deal with different aspects of the educational concept associated with 
wisdom (vv. 1, 10, 13-16, 18,20,24). According to Whybray (1994:99) vv. 12-19 could 
possibly constitute the core of the chapter, at least in its final form. This is so because of 
the various references to the teaching of the wise (3-16, 18) as well as the chiastic 
arrangement of the verses. 
The sense of MT Proverbs 13: 14 
Verse 14 is very similar in meaning to the previous verse, also since 1J', i11~Q and il1,n . 
are all used interchangeably in the first 9 chapters in Proverbs. The one who follows the 
teaching of the wise, or fears the commandment, will live, while those who despise the 
word (1J') will perish. With regard to form, McKane (1970:205) is of the opinion that v. 
14 appears to be a mixture of sentence and Instruction, since what is accomplished by the 
phrase t:l~n n1,n is indicated by the final clause. He also notes that, as is the case with the 
expression "water of life", the expression "snares of death" may have a mythological 
basis - it might be Death, envisaged as a hunter or fowler. However, the crux of this verse 
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is the meaning of the "teaching of the wise", a phrase that is unique to this passage in the 
entire LXX. Although we assume that in many of the other Instructions it is the wise man 
who is addressing his pupils, this is the only explicit reference to the i11'rJ of the wise 
man. 
Comparing MT and LXX of Proverbs 13: 14 
In this verse i11,n, which refers to the teaching of the wise, is translated in LXX into 
V6~1OS'. This is the first occurrence of i1im in the Sentence literature, but the second 
occurrence ofv6~0S', since it occurs in the plus in 9:10. It is also the only occurrence of 
the specific construction o:m n1m in the Hebrew Bible, as well as the only occurrence for 
the Greek equivalent. 
The teaching/law of the WIse is described as a "fountain of life" (TTTlY~ (WTlS'), a 
metaphor which also occurs elsewhere in Proverbs. In MT Prov 14:27 it is used in 
connection with the fear 0 of Yahweh, while the LXX relates it to the "commandment of 
the Lord". The LXX therefore somehow makes a closer connection between the law and 
the fear of the Lord in 14:27: Prov 16:22 also states that Wisdom is a fountain of life. A 
o similar coimection is made in Prov 10:11, although neither Yahweh nor Wisdom is said 
to be a fountain of life, but the speech of the righteous. In the Wisdom of Sirach we also 
find this metaphor - the counsel of the wise is said to be like "a pure fountain of life" (Sir 
21: 13). So we find that the theme that is addressed in Prov 13: 14 is also found in other 
Wisdom literature and that it relates °to some extent to other themes such as the law, the 
fear of the Lord and wisdom. These are all very important concepts in Proverbs and 
themes that the transiator of the LXX used extensively - the scope and aim of which I 
will address later. 
Conclusion 
The Hebrew text of 13: 14 is very clear in that i11m is coupled to the wise man. His 
"teaching" consisted of the general wisdom and skills that a certain group of intellectuals 
ohad and applied in daily practice. The text of the LXX, however, must be read as the "law 
of the wise". The use of the singular v6~0S' in this construction suggests that the translator 
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the Hellenistic period (of LXX Proverbs) was something different from the "teaching of 
the wise" of ancient Israel (of MT Proverbs). I will address this question in Chapter 5 
. where I argue that the "law of the wise" that LXX proverbs refers to is in fact the Mosaic 
Law. 
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3.3.2.2 Proverbs 28:1-9 
Structure and content of MF Proverbs 28 
Chapter 28 forms part of the genre known as Sentence literature. The chapter as·a whole 
has no formal structure, but Whybray (1994a:126) argues that two things make it 
probable that it has been assembled to fonn some sort of independent Instruction. The 
one reason is the frequency of the occurrence of the word il..,m, and the other is the fact 
that the majority of the proverbs in chapter 28 agree in content, since they all are of an 
"ethical nature", dealing with the righteous and/or the wicked. The word il..,m occurs 
twice in v. 4, once in v. 7, and once in v. 9. It occurs otherwise only in three other 
passages in the Sentence literature, namely 13: 14, 29: 18 and 31 :26. In all four instances 
in this chapter the word is governed by the verbs "keep", "heed" and "do not forsake", 
very much like most of the occurrences ofinm in the Instruction genre (1:8,3:1,4:2, 
6:20, 7:2). 
Proverbs 28:4 
They that forsake the law praise the wicked: but they that keep the law struggle 
with them (Toy: but those who observe the law are zealous against them) 
LXX: oihwS' 01. EYKaTaAEl TTOVTES' TOV VOJlOV EYKwllLa(ovaLv aaE(3ELaV, 01. oE 
ayaTTwvTES' TOV VOJlov TTEPL(3ciAAovaLV EaVT<)lS' TELX0S'. 
so they that forsake the law praise godlessness, 
but they that love the law fortify themselves with a wall. 
(Italics from Cook 1999:28) 
The sense of MF Proverbs 28:4 
The obvious issue at stake here is the interpretation of the word il..,m. We have seen 
earlier in Proverbs that it denotes the teaching of the mother, father and wise man. 
According to Whybray (1994:390) it is not clear whether il..,m refers to divine law, but 
there is a connection between this verse and v. 5 in that "to keep the law" is to fight the 
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evil men mentioned in v. 5. Toy (1914:496) also states that the interpretation of this verse 
depends on the meaning given to il1m. If it refers to the law of Yahweh, then "the 
reference is probably not only to the general fact therein announced, but particularly to 
the conditions of things in the Greek period when many Jews did give up the national 
religion and attach themselves to foreign rulers and magnates, who are often referred to 
in the Psalms as 'wicked"'. If this is indeed what is meant here, then this couplet forms, 
according to Toy, the only reference in Proverbs to such apostasy. If, on the other hand, 
il1m is taken to be the instruction of the wise, the couplet will mean that he who refuses 
this instruction actually endorses the wicked, and those who heed it will in effect oppose 
them. Toy therefore holds that the reference to il1'rl cannot mean "law in general", since 
such a use does not accord with the verb "forsake", which implies a body of instruction. 
For "law in general" the verb "transgress" would be used. Toy therefore builds his 
argument on the use of the verb "forsake" (:lTll). However, the same verb is used in Prov 
4:2, where the teacher refers to his il1m, and in Prov 3:3, where it is used in connection 
with "truth and mercy" . 
McKane (1970:622-3) holds that, even though il1'rl is used in Proverbs 1-9 as a 
designation of parental or scholastic instruction, the reinterpretation of il1m in chapter 28 
is associated with a new concept of discipline in which the directives of Yahweh ("the 
Law of Yahweh ") are substituted for the authoritative instruction of the wisdom teacher: 
"In brief, educational discipline is replaced by the discipline of piety". Murphy (1981 :34) 
states that the strong religious colouring of especially v. 9 ("hearing the law", "prayer") 
should lead us into taking the "law" as meaning "the will of the Lord". 
Comparing MT and LXX 
If we compare the first clause of both versions, we find some familiar word equivalents. 
Firstly we have the Hebrew word Jill, which is translated with the familiar equivalent of 
EYKaTaAEl iTW. Then we have the two occurrences of the word il1'rl in v. 4. On both 
occasions, il1m is translated with the singular v6~l.OS'. BHS suggests that nm' should 
probably read nllm' "rebuke". The word ciaE~ELa "godlessness" is used here as 
translation for the Hebrew llilh "wicked". The word ciaE~ELa occurs only 8 times in LXX 
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Proverbs, namely in 1:19 (-); 1:31 (ilTllO); 4:17 (1l(li1); 11:5 (illl(li1) (A, B, S2); 28:3 (+); 
28:4 (1l(li1); 28:13 (ll(li:l); 29:25 (+). Therefore, we find that three of the eight occurrences 
of ciaEpELa are in chapter 28! We also find the only occurrence of the word 
EYKWI-Ucl(W "to praise" in the LXX as a translation for the Hebrew '?'?T. 
If we compare the LXX and MT further, we find that the second clause is rendered quite 
differently in LXX. MT has "but they that keep the law struggle with them", while LXX 
has "but they that love the law fortify themselves with a wall". The first difference we 
note is the way the Greek translator treated the verb 10(li "keep". Here he translated it with 
the Greek verb ciYUTTclW "love", so that MT is speaking about those who "keep the law" 
and LXX about those who "love the law". Elsewhere in Proverbs, the verb 10(li is usually 
translated with the verbs <pvAcldaw or TllPEW and this is the only passage in Proverbs 
where ciYUTTclW translates 10(li.30 Cook (1998:28) observes that the use of ciYUTTclW might 
be an interpretation of the Hebrew, although he does not go into detail as to the content or 
purpose of the interpretation. Although this is the only passage in LXX Proverbs where 
the verb ciYUTTclW is used in conjunction with the law, 'it is a familiar idea also expressed 
in Psalm 118 (119). In Proverbs 28:7 there is also a reference to those who "keep" the 
law, although a different word (1~J) is used in MT. 
Looking at the second stich of28:4, we find a peculiar difference in the way in which the 
LXX translated MT. The LXX has "but they that love the law fortify themselves with a 
wall" (TTEpL~clAAovaLv EUVTOLS TELXOS), while MT only has "but they that keep the law 
struggle with them". There is no formal correspondence between the Greek and the 
Hebrew used in this phrase. In addition to that we find that this is the only occurrence of 
the word TTEplpaAAw in the LXX and the only occurrence of the word TELXOS in LXX 
Proverbs. It seems as if the translator consciously rendered the Hebrew in order to say 
that the law, when it is loved (=kept, obeyed), will protect those who love it - like a wall 
that protects people. There is probably more to it than just the defensive aspect, since a 
30 In LXX Proverbs ,/:lid is treated as follows: 2:8 (<!>uAclaaw); 2:11 (<!>uAclaaw); 2:20 (EupLaKw); 3:26 
(Epd8w); 4:4 (Epd8w); 4:6 (TTJPEW); 4:21 (<!>uAclaaw); 5:2 (<!>uAclaaw); 6:22 (<!>uAclaaw); 6:24 (<!>uAclaaw); 
7:1 (<!>uAclaaw); 7:2 (<!>uAclaaw); 7:5 (TTJPEW); 8:32 (-); 8:34 (<!>uAclaaw); 10:17 (<!>uAclaaw); 13:3 (<!>uAclaaw); 
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wall also establishes a boundary between people on either side. This is exactly what the 
effect (or the purpose) was of the dietary laws of the Jews. These laws established a cleru-
boundary between Jew and Gentile, especially so at a time when these two cultures were 
coming into frequent (and not always voluntarily) contact. 
In a recent article Cook (1998 :28) linked this unknown exegetical tradition concerning 
the Torah as a surrounding fence to similar passages found in later Jewish works, such as 
Aristeas and Mishnah Aboth. He argues that the exegetical tradition of LXX Proverbs 
28:4 is a tradition dating from the post-Maccabean era, while the later passages represent 
a later reworking of the earlier tradition. 
The idea that a wall is not only defensive, but that it creates boundaries as well, is 
illustrated with the later tradition which refers to the dietary laws. This is exactly the idea 
that is also found in the Letter of Aristeas, where it is said that Moses, the "lawgiver" (0 
VOIl08ETT)S' ) 
surrounded us with unbroken palisades and iron walls to prevent our mixing with any of the other 
peoples in any matter, since we have been constituted pure in body and soul, preserved from false 
beliefs, and worshipping the only God, omnipotent over all creation (Aris 139);31 
and a few paragraphs later: 
So, to prevent our being perverted by contact with others or by mixing with bad influences, 
[Moses] hedged us in on all sides with strict observances connected with meat and drink and touch 
and hearing and sight, after the manner of the law (Aris 142). 
Here then the law is referred to as a "palisade" and an "iron wall" which prevent the Jews 
from mixing with Gentiles. The Letter of Aristeas is important for our current inquiry 
also since two of the main theological features of the Letter are the doctrine of God and 
the significance of the Jewish Law (Schnabel 1985: 120). Another very similar passage 
13:18 (cpuAciaaw); 14:3 (cpuAciaaw); 15:5 (cpuAciauw); 16:17 (cpuAciaaw); 19:8 (cpuAciaaw); 19:16 (cpuAciaaw); 
21:23 (cpuAciaaw); 22:5 (cpuAciaaw); 22:18 (-); 27:18 (cpuAciaaw); 28:4 0; 29:18 (cpuAciaaw). 
31 The Letter af Aristeas was written, in excellent Hellenistic Greek, probably between 130 and 100 BeE 
by a Jewish-Alexandrian author as an apology for Judaism, defending the LXX and the temple in Jerusalem 
(see Schnabel 1985: 119; Hadas 1973. Aristeas ta Phi/aerates (Letter af Aristeas), KTA V Publishing 
House: New York (Thackeray's text». 
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occurs in the famous opening ofthe (much later) Mishnah Aboth: 
Moses received the law from Sinai and committed it to Joshua, and Joshua to the elders, and 
the elders to the prophets, and the prophets committed it to the men of the great synagogue. 
They said three things: "be deliberate in judgment, raise up many disciples, and make a 
palisade around the law" (1 : 1). 
Although this passage seems very similar, there is an ideological difference between 
LXX Proverbs and Aristeas on the one side, and Mishnah Aboth on the other. In Mishnah 
Aboth it is the law that is to be defended with a fence, while in Proverbs and Aristeas it is 
the law that is the fence which defends the Jewish people (Boccaccini 1991: 175). 
There are, however, also some differences between the two passages from LXX Proverbs 
and Aristeas. The passage from Aristeas is in a pericope in which the Jewish laws 
regarding food and purity are discussed. This is not the case with the passage in Proverbs. 
According to Cook (1998:31-2) there is a tendency in Proverbs to downplay or remove 
references to purity (~f. Prov 16:2, 20:9 and 30: 12) and to employ stronger· 
contradictions. He makes the case that the reason why these topics are treated differently 
. is that, apart from the fact that Proverbs is a biblical translation and Aristeas a de novo 
composition, Aristeas was written in Egypt with the purpose of reminding the Egyptian 
Jews there of their "Mosaic heritage". LXX Proverbs, on the other hand, was written in 
Jerusalem at a time when the Torah was banned and when the Jews were pressurised to 
Hellenise. 
Conclusion 
While scholars differ on the meaning ofil1m in 28:4 - McKane says it means Law, while 
Murphy associates the religious elements in chapter 28 with il1,n as the "will of the 
Lord", the interpretation of LXX Proverbs 28:4 is not that ambiguous. The LXX twice 
uses the singular VOl-LOS" as translation for il1m and there can be little doubt that the 
translator of LXX Proverbs refers to two groupings in (his own) society - those that love 
the Law and those who chose to forsake it. Why the translator decided not to say literally 
that those who keep the Law must struggle with the wicked, I do not know. Maybe he 
was, like the author of Daniel 6-12 and the Testament of Moses, not in favour of a 
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'violent' struggle between the groups and suggested instead that those who love the Law 
must protect themselves with the Law - a passive resistance (Grabbe 1992:310). 
Proverbs 28: 7 
MT: :":;l~ Cl'7?~ Cl'7?iT i1~-1l 1'::;lO P i1")in "~ij 
Whoever keeps the law is a wise son: but he that is a companion of riotous men 
(profligates) shames his father. 
LXX: <j>vAauuEL V0l10V vlas- UVVETOS-, 
os- oE TIOLI1ULVEL auwTLuv, aTLl1a(EL TIUTEpU. 
A wise son keeps the law, but he that keeps up debauchery dishonours his father. 
The sense of MT Proverbs 28: 7 
According to Toy (1914:498), the i1"n of v. 7 refers to the instruction of the 
father/teacher, and not the national law. McKane (1970:623) states that there is a 
"prevailing climate of piety" in chapter 28 and that it therefore would be reasonable to 
argue that i1i,n here mean~ the laws of Yahweh, rather than the wisdom of parental 
teaching. To Why1;>ray (1994:388-9) the four references to i1im in vv. 4, 7 and 9, shape 
the general character of this chapter. He holds that, apart from perhaps 6:23, elsewhere in 
the book of Proverbs i1im denotes the teaching of parents or teachers. In this chapter, 
however, it is used without qualification, and it appears to refer to divine law, although 
not necessarily the Deuteronomic Law (see also Murphy 1981:79). As in 28:4, v. 7 
contrasts those who keep the law against some other opposite, although here they are not 
contrasted with those who do not keep the law, but with a shameful son. 
Comparing MT and LXX 
Familiar word equivale!lts occur, such as <j>vAciuuw for i~J. In addition the Greek word 
UUVETOS- translates the familiar Hebrew word 1':1, one of only two times this word 
equivalent occurS. 32 The translator also employs some unfamiliar Greek words. The word 
32 The word auvEToS' translates in LXX Proverbs 12:8 ('iJ~); 12:23 (Dn!'); 15:24 ('iJ~); 16:20 ('i~); 16:21 
(:!'i DJn); 17:24 (]'J); 23:9 ('iJ~); 28:7 (p); and 31:30 (-). 
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TIOq.1aLVW "to tend, cherish" occurs in only 4 passages In the LXX and In two as 
translation for i1.!11.33 The word auvEToS' occurs in LXX Proverbs 10:4, 11:16, 12:4, 13:4, 
15:19,28:3, and 31 :10. The word ciawTla occurs only here in LXX Proverbs and once in 
2 Macc 6:4 and means "debauchery, wastefulness". The word ciTL~ci(w means "to esteem 
lightly, dishonour" and this is the only time that it translates 0?J.34 In this verse, the 
singular VO~lOS' again translates i111n. The phrase r::l~ p "wise son" is here translated with 
uLoS' auvEToS', which is the only time this combination occurs in LXX Proverbs, 
although auvETos- is also used with civrlP (12:23; 12:8; 17:24). In similar expressions in 
Proverbs, it is said that the wise son gladdens his father and a wise son is one who listens 
to the instruction of his father (13:1). 
Conclusion 
MT speaks about the wise son who keeps the i111n - whether that is the Law of Moses, the 
instruction of the teacher, or divine law in general. I would favour the interpretation that 
it means divine law or instruction, especially since it does not occur in conjunction with a 
given person. But what was the context in which the Greek translator placed this passage 
when he translated i111n with vo~oS'? It would seem that the translator had the Law of 
Moses in mind when he used the singular vo~oS' and this meaning would certainly suit 
this context as well. 
Proverbs 28: 9 
MT: :i1~l'in int:;~n-m i1iin l'bi,ljr., tli~ i'Or., 
T" T': - T -:. :T ." •• 
He that turns away his ear from hearing the law, even his prayer shall be an 
abomination. 
LXX: 6 EKKALVWV TO OUS' QlJTOU TOU ~~ ELaaKOUaaL VOIlOU 
Kat aUTOS- T~V TIpOaEUX~V aUTou Ef30EAUKTaL 
He that turns away his ear from hearing the law, even he has made his prayer 
abominable. 
33 The word TToL~a[vw occurs in 9:12 (-), 22:11 (+),28:7 (i1!""), and 29:3 (iU,..,). 
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The sense of MT Proverbs 28: 9 
The sense of this proverb is very clear: those who hear - that is, obey - the law, their 
prayers are acceptable to God. The interpretation of v. 9, as is the case with vv. 4 and 7, 
depends on the translation and meaning given to inm. It seems as if it also refers here to 
the "divine law". What is interesting is the coupling ofi11m with prayer, which, according 
to McKane, betrays the intention to "establish the place of the Law observance" 
(1970:623). 
Comparing MT and LXX 
The first clause of LXX Proverbs 28:9 is a very literal translation of the Hebrew text. We 
have familiar word equivalents such as the verb EKKALVW for the Hebrew 1'0 and 
ElaaKOUW for lJatJi, even though this is the only occurrence of ELaaKouw in LXX Proverbs. 
We also find another occurrence ofi11'r1, translated with the singular, genitive ofvOflOS. 
The second clause of 28:9 is also quite literal, with familiar word equivalents such as 
TTpoaEuXr1 for i1~Em.35 In one passage in the Wisdom of Sirach, Ben Sirach mentions the 
Law and prayer together: 
But they shall strengthen the state of the world, and their prayer shall be in the work of their craft, 
applying their soul, and searching in the law of the most High (38:39). 
We also find that the Hebrew word i1JlJm is translated with the uncommon third person, 
singular, indicative of ~8EAuaaw. The word ~8EAuaaw has the meaning of "to feel nausea, 
be sick" and this is the only time it occurs in the entire LXX. 
Conclusion 
Whereas MT could again refer to either the Law of Moses, the instruction of the teacher, 
or divine law in general, the LXX most probably refers to the Law. It could also be that 
the meaning of "to hear" the Law had a more distinct meaning in the time that the 
34 The Greek word aTlllu(w translates in LXX Proverbs 14:2 (inJ); 14:21 (ilIJ); 19:26 (11iD); 22: 10 (1'''p); 
22:22 (ilJ1); 24:52 (30: 17) (m); 24:67 (30:32) (-); 27:22 (+); and 28:7 (o"J); 
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translation was made than it did III MT. This could be linked to the practice III 
synagogues where the Law was read and interpreted, something that probably did not 
happen at the time of the compilation of the Hebrew Proverbs, but did by the time of the 
Maccabean uprisings (Schechter 1945:118). 
35 The Greek word lTpOaEUX~ occurs only in 28:9 in LXX Proverbs. It also occurs in Sirach 3:5; 7:10; 
31(34):26; 32(35):17; 39:5; 39:7; 50:19; 51:3 and 51:13. The word EUX~ appears in Pro v 7:14 ("11l); 15:8 
(i1?!lr1); 15:29 (i1?!lr1); 19: 13 (+); 24:70 (31 :2) (11l). 
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3.3.2.3 Proverbs 29:18 
MT: :nl}~~ ";9: 0::;;>,),;1 iDi?-9~l .p~r CPOI;! l7;i1 
Where there is no vision, the people perish, but he that keeps the law, happy is 
he. 
LXX: ou ~~ lmap6] ECllYllT~S E8vEl iTapav6~41, 
6 OE <j>uAaaawv TOV v6~ov ~aKaplO"T6s. 
There shall be no interpreter to a sinful nation, but he that keeps the law is 
blessed. 
The structure and content of MT Proverbs 29 
There are some similarities between chapter 29 and the previous chapter. This has to do 
with structure - the predominance of antithetical proverbs, which dominates both chapters 
- as well as their contents. For one, both chapters deal with the rise and fall from power of 
the righteous and the wicked respectively - this theme occurs twice in both chapters 
(28:12, 28; 29:2, 16). Apart from these similarities with chapter 28, chapter 29 exhibits 
no clear overall structure. 
The sense of MT Proverbs 29: 18 
According to Whybray (1994:403) and McKane (1970:640), the Hebrew can only mean 
that when no prophetic message is available to guide the people, chaos ensues, but that 
the individual person who observes the i11m will nevertheless be blessed. The i11m here 
may refer to either the Law in the Deuteronomic or priestly sense, or to the teachings of 
the sage. Some commentators have supposed that this verse must be a later addition to the 
book when, during the post-exilic period, prophecy had ceased and when the Law (the 
Pentateuch) had become the sole source of divine guidance (Whybray 1994:403). 
Comparing the MT and LXX 
The Greek version of the first clause is not a literal translation of MT. The Greek word 
ECllYllTllS, which means "interpreter, expounder", serves as equivalent for the Hebrew 
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1,m "vision" (LSJ has "one who leads on, adviser,,).36 Some scholars (Gemser, Driver) 
suggested that pm should be replaced with the Aramaic pn, meaning "magistrate" 
(Whybray 1994:403). This word has no equivalent in the OT, but in Mishnaic Hebrew it 
means "magistrate, overseer". In this these scholars follow to a degree the reading of the 
LXX, which refers to an "interpreter", rather than to a "vision", as MT does. While MT 
warns that the result of the absence of vision will be that the people will perish, the LXX 
speaks about the consequences for a sinful nation. The Greek word lmapxw "to be, be at 
hand, to belong to" occurs in only two passages in the LXX: here and in Ps 36: 1 0 (r~'), 
The word IlUKUPWToS' occurs in two other passages in LXX Proverbs as well: 14:21 and 
16:20. The singular, accusative ofvOIlOS' again translates the Hebrew word inm. 
Conclusion 
MT speaks about the result of happiness that will befall the person who keeps the inm. 
Since the contents of this chapter and chapter 28 are so similar, we can assume that this 
must be the same inm· that is referred to in chapter 28. The Greek translator also 
interpreted inm in this way by again using the singular VOIlOS' as equivalent. 
36 The word EeT]'YT]nlS" occurs in only three passages in the LXX, namely Gen 41 :8' (D'ot!)in); Gen 4.\ :24 
(o'Ot!lin); and in Prov 29: 18 (]lin). 
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3.3.2.4 Proverbs 31:26 
MT: :ilJiilil;-l;.iJ ion-n..,im ilD:ln:t ilnn9 il'9 
T: - -:-: -: T:T: T:TT" 
She opens her mouth with wisdom and the teaching of kindness on her tongue. 
LXX: 28 TO O"TOlla OE avol yEt O"o<\>WS' Kat. VOIl08EO"llwS', 
~ oE EAEllIlOQ"lJVll mhfiS' aVEO"TllO"EV Tel TEKva mhfiS' , 
Kat. EiTAOuTllO"av, Kat. 0 av~p mhfiS' DVEO"Ev mh~v 
But she opens her mouth wisely, and' according to the law. 
And her kindness sets up her children, 
and they grow rich and her husband praises her. 
The structure and content of MT Proverbs 31 
Verses 1-9 of chapter 31 are attributed to the mother of a non-Israelite king, Lemuel. 
They form a unitary composition and are sometimes labelled as the only known example 
of "royal instruction". They also resemble some Egyptian instructions, such as Advice to 
a Prince and Instruction for King Merikare. The rest of the chapter has no heading of its 
own, but it is a dependent literary unit since it is a complete alphabetic acrostic, with the 
initial letters of its 22 verses forming the Hebrew alphabet. As to the content, this is a 
poem, which describes the ideal wife and her activities. According to Camp (1985: 185) 
there is a connection between chapters 1-9 and chapter 31. Apart from the general theme 
of female imagery, the reference to the mother's teaching in 1:8 reappears thematically in 
31:1-9, where the teaching is linked to King Lemuel's mother. It is also linked to 31:26 
which speaks of woman's wisdom and teaching of kindness C19t;r-min). 
The sense ofMT Proverbs 31:26 
In this section of Proverbs 31 a picture of the ideal wife is sketched. One of the attributes 
of such a woman is that she opens her mouth with wisdom. She also has the teaching 
(inm) of kindness in her tongue, an expression that is unique to this passage. 
Comparing the MT and LXX 
It is the only occurrence of the verb avoL yw in LXX Proverbs, although it is used as 
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equivalent for ilE) in Job 35:16 and Isa 53:7. The word oTofla is a familiar equivalent for 
nnE) and occurs three times in chapter 31. The adverb oocpws is used for the Hebrew 
il1JJn::J, also a common word equivalent. The phrase lQITnJin is. translated with KaL 
vOfl08Eaflws, a unique expression in the Hebrew Bible. So this is the only instance in the 
LXX where ;'im is translated with the adverb vOfl08Eaflws, which means "according to 
law, legitimately", in fact, this is the only occurrence of the word in the LXX. According 
to Marcus (1927:69) and Schnabel (1985:120) the cognate word VOfl08E(YLa occurs in 
Aristeas as a reference to the Mosaic Law and its commandments: 
They entered, then, with the gifts which had been sent and the precious parchments in which the 
. Law was inscribed in Jewish letters with writing of gold. (Aris 176). 
Because the Law is holy and has come into being through God (Aris 313). 
There is a clear difference between the meanings of the Greek and Hebrew texts. The 
Hebrew speaks about the ideal woman who "opens her mouth with wisdom" and who has 
the "teaching of kindness on her tongue". The LXX states that she "opens her mouth 
wisely", which can be interpreted in the same way as in MT. The next phrase, however, 
differs drastically, since LXX has nothing about a "teaching of kindness", but speaks 
about her speech that is "acc9rding to the law" .. 
Since this is most probably the earliest use of the word vOfl68Eaflos, I think the translator 
combined the words vOflOS and 8EafloS in order to convey a specific meaning to his 
readers. The author wanted this passage to refer to the Mosaic Law, but did not want to 
use the word VOflOS in conjunction with a female person. He therefore used both VOflOS 
and 8EafloS, in the combination of vOfl68Eaflos: VOflOS so that the element of the Law 
will be present, and 8EafloS because he wanted to be consistent with 1:8 and 6:20 where 
he coupled it to the female. That gender played an important role in the mind of the LXX 
translator is illustrated a couple of verses further on in the poem on the ideal wife. 
Proverbs 30:30-31 
MT: : '?!iJi~t:1 ~'iJ i1ii1~-n~"!' i1$~ '~~iJ '?~iJl llJiJ 1Pi{,i 
:iP(U.i]Q [J'1.i]il;iJ i11'?'?il" il'1' '19Q i1'?-1Jrl 31 
T '; -: - • T : - T : - • T ': T .:. T : 
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Favour is deceitful, and beauty is vain: but a woman that fears Yahweh, she shall 
be praised. Give her of the fruit of her hands; and let her own works praise her in 
the gates. 
LXX: tVEUOElS- aPEO'KELaL Kat. ~(iTaLOv Kcinos- ),uVaLK6s-, )'UV~ ),ap O'UVET~. 
EUAO),ElTaL, <l>6~ov oE KUPLOU aihT} aLVEl TW. 3106TE aUTD ano Kapnwv 
XELPWV aUTTlS-, Kat. aLvEl0'8w EV 'TTlJAaLS- 6 av~p aUTTls-. 
Charms are false and woman's beauty is vain, for it is a wise woman that is 
blessed, and let her praise the fear ofthe Lord. Give her of the fruit of her lips, 
and let her husband be praised in the gates. 
In MT Proverbs 30:30 it is said that the woman who fears Yahweh will be praised. The 
LXX, however, renders the verse so that it only allows the woman to praise the fear of 
the Lord. It seems as if a woman is not allowed to fear the Lord herself, she may, 
however, praise the fear of the Lord. In Prov 30:31 we also encounter this thematical 
rendering since the woman is again treated differently in LXX. Whereas MT speaks of 
the "fruits of her hands", LXX speaks of "the fruits of her lips". The only reference to the 
woman speaking is in verse 26 and in 30 - in 26 where she speaks "according to the law" 
and in 30 where she praises the fear of the Lord. As we have seen already, both the Law 
and the fear of the Lord are two very important themes in Proverbs. Furthermore, MT has 
"let her own works praise her in the gates", while LXX has a completely different reading 
of "let her husband be praised in the gates". The woman in MT is allowed some praise, 
but in LXX it is not the woman, but her husband, that may be praised. 
Conclusion 
This reference to the i1nn of kindness is unique in the Hebrew Bible, but it is clearly an 
attribute of the ideal wife. The translator of the LXX was consistent in that he again used 
a similar word as in 1:8 and 6:20 (8EO'~6s-), when the m1n is linked to a female person. In 
addition, he linked this to the Mosaic Law by using a combination of both v6~0s- and 
8EO'~6s-. The fact that gender played a role in his creative approach to the text is 
illustrated in his treatment of the last couple of verses of this chapter, although a more 
thorough analysis of this topic is needed. 
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3.3.3 The occurrences of VOIlOS in pluses 
3.3.3.1 Proverbs 3:16 
MT: :1;:J~1 ..,tP.~ i17'~b~~ i1tO'~ Cl'O: TJ~ 
Length of days is in her right hand; and in her left hand riches and honour~ 
LXX: 16 11 TlKOS yap ~(ou Kat. ETTl <: WTlS EV Tfj OE~l(~. alhTls: 
EV OE Tfj apwTEpq aVTTlS lTAOlhos Kat. oo~a, 
16a EK TOU aTOllaTos aVTTlS EKTTOPEUETaL OLKaLOaUVTl, 
VOIlOV OE Kat. EAEOV ETTt. YAwaaTlS <POPEl. 
F or length of existence and years of life are in her right hand, 
and in her left hand are wealth and glory. 
16a Out of her mouth proceeds righteousness 
and she carries law and mercy upon her tongue. 
Structure and content of MT Proverbs 3 
As I mentioned in the discussion on Proverbs 3:1-2, chapter 3 can be divided into three 
sections, namely vv. 1-12, 13-20 and 21-35. Of these vv. 1-12 and 21-35 are 
unmistakably Instruction, while 13-20 is written in praise of Wisdom. The style of vv. 
13-20 are also hymnic rather than didactic in style, since no one is addressed and no 
demands are formulated. In form it closely resembles similar hymns in praise of various 
goddesses from the ancient Near East (see Whybray 1994:65). It also differs in content 
from the preceding verses in that Wisdom is mentioned in 13-20. In fact, Whybray (1994: 
65) is of the opinion that vv. 13-20 are a later addition to this chapter because of the fact 
that there is a lack of reference to wisdom in the preceding verses and a later editor found 
the reference necessary. The content of the motivation in v. 13, however, resembles those 
in vv. 2, 4, and 9 - the benefits of wisdom are similar to those which flow from the inm 
and ;n~o ofv. 1. 
The sense of MT Proverbs 3; 16 
Verse 16 forms part of the wisdom poem and describes Wisdom and also the "gifts" that 
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she can bestow on those who find her. Whybray (1994:76) remarks that the study of 
Kayatz pointed out the remarkable similarity between what is said of personified wisdom 
here and Egyptian pictorial representations of the goddess Maat. In these presentations 
she is shown as holding precisely the symbols of life and riches and honour in her hands. 
Comparing the MT and LXX 
There are a couple of differences between the text of MT and that of LXX. There are, for 
instance, several pluses in LXX: i) the particle yap; ii) the phrase KaL ETTl (wTls; iii) and 
the large plus EK ToD (JT6~aToS' mJTTlS' EKTTOPEUETaL OLKaLOCTUVT), v6~ov oE KaL 
EAEOV ETTL y AWCTCTT)S' <POPEL. 
The first plus in LXX, the particle yap, renders the Greek verse into a motive clause 
describing why she (wisdom) is more precious than rubies. The second plus, KaL ETT) 
(wTlS', seems to be an insertion taken from 3 :2. LXX Proverbs 3:2 talks about the benefits 
of the laws of the teacher· (3: 1) and describes them as adding "length of existence and 
years of life". A few verses later in 3: 16, Wisdom is described as the benefactor of "years 
oflife" ( KaL ETT) (wTlS'). 
So how do we evaluate this plus? It could be that the Greek translator wanted this passage 
to refer back to 3:1-2, either to bring about some form of coherence and continuity in the 
chapter, or to make an implicit link between wisdom and the teacher's law (Law of 
Moses). This last option seems the most likely, since the Greek translator added an 
explicit reference to the law in the next phrase. This brings us to the third plus, which is 
the most important one for our discussion, since the word v6~0S' occurs in this plUS. This 
is the first occurrence of v6~0S' in LXX Proverbs, apart from the use of the cognate 
V6~L ~OS' which occurs in 3: 1 (A and S have v6~0S' in 1: 8). 
So, whereas in MT this passage is dedicated to wisdom and explains the benefits to the 
man who finds her, the Greek text has a passage in which wisdom and law are mentioned 
side by side. It is difficult in this figurative speech to determine exactly what is meant by 
"Out of her mouth proceeds righteousness and she carries law and mercy upon her 
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tongue". However, the identification of wisdom and law, which is referred to in this plus, 
is not unfamiliar in a book such as the Wisdom of Sirach. 
According to Toy (1914:69) this large plus in LXX, which is not in keeping with the 
context, is the addition of an annotator who felt that the passage should not contain a 
Pharisaic glorification of the Torah, but a recognition of the ethical elements of wisdom. 
Tov (1990:49) uses this verse as an example of the differences between the texts of LXX 
and MT, which derives from a different Hebrew Vorlage than the one that was used by 
the Greek translator. Tov is of the opinion that the Greek plus EK TOU (JTOllaToS' aUTfjS' 
EKTTOPElJETaL oLKaLO<JuVT] is based on Isa 45:23, and that the LXX only uses a different 
verb. The other phrase in the plus - VOIlOV oE KaL EAEOV ETTL YAW<J<JT]S' <poPEL - is a more 
literal version of Prov 31 :26. 
PROV 3:16 
VOIlOV 
OE Kat. EAEOV 
ISA 45:23 
IlOU 
OlKaLOGUVT) 
ot X.OyOL IlOU 
OUK aTTOGTpa<p~GOVTaL 
on EIlOt. Kclll4>El 
PROV 31:26 
OE 
OVOl yEt 
Kat. VOIlOeEGIlWS, 
Although Tov's arguments for a different Vorlage must be taken seriously, it is very 
difficult to discern whether the plus in 3:16 is the result of a different Vorlage or of a 
contextual rendering by a Greek translator or even by a later reworking of the Greek text. 
Although Tov admits that inner-Greek activity cannot be excluded, he opts for an 
expanded Hebrew text. This is hard to prove since the dependency of the plus in 3: 16 can 
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be on either the level of the Hebrew or the Greek. 
Conclusion 
Deviations between the Hebrew and Greek texts are sometimes too easily ascribed to a 
different parent text. This was illustrated by Cook (1997:314-315) in his analysis of the 
difference of sequence of Proverbs 31 in LXX and MT. Previously it was an accepted 
notion that this difference was the result of a different Vorlage (Tov 1990:49-50). Cook, 
however, offers compelling arguments that it was the result of the translator's approach 
towards his parent text. 
I don't think the translator was afr~id to render his text creatively and to convey his own 
theological position (Cook, Gerleman). The previous plus in 3:16, which could refer back 
to 3: 1-2, would suggest that the translator wanted to make an explicit link to the law and 
therefore the large plus in 3: 16 should also be attributed to him. Furthermore, the 
translator thereby achieved a closer connection between the Law and Wisdom, something . 
that I think he did more than once in his translation of LXX Proverbs. 
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3.3.3.2 Proverbs 9:10-11 
MT: iit~ C'tP'p n.ltJl iilii~ n~'T iir~~O n7Dt;1 
:c'~r:r nij~ ~~ 1E)'Oi'1 ~'9: 1::l';1' '~-'::P 
\0 The beginning of wisdom is the fear ofYHWH and the knowledge of the holy 
is understanding. Jl For by me your days shall be multiplied, and the years of your 
life shall be increased. 
LXX: apX~ aO<!>LaS' <!>o~oS' KUPLOU, KaL ~OUA~ aYlwv aVVEalS', 
lOa TO yap YVWVal VO~OV OLQVOLaS' EaTLV uya8ilS', 
11 TOVTCf> yap T(!l TPOTTCf> TTOAVV (~aElS' XPOVOV, 
KaL TTpoaTEe~aETaL aOl ETll (wilS' aou. 
10 The beginning of Wisdom is the fear of the Lord and the counsel of holy ones 
is understanding; for to know the law is the character of a sound mind. II For in 
this way you shall live long, and years of life shall be added to you. 
Structure and content of MT Proverbs 9 
If we look at chapter 9 as a whole, the different character of this chapter with regards to 
the Instruction genre and the so-called wisdom poems is evident. McKane (1970:358) is 
of the opinion that vv. 6, 8, and 9 are possible remnants of the Instruction genre, but that 
there is otherwise little evidence of any formal influence from the Instruction genre on 
this chapter. The chapter can be divided into three sections, namely vv. 1-6, 7-12 and 13-
18. 
Verses 1-6 consist of a passage in which Wisdom is personified and where she issues a 
public invitation, as in 1 :20-33, to the simple and the fools. Some scholars argue that the 
imagery of these verses is borrowed from the previous chapters and that it served, 
together with vv. 13-18 (the invitation of Madame Folly), as a conclusion to chapters 1-9. 
Verses 7-12, in which the verses under discussion feature, are about the mocker and the 
wise. Although scholars have treated this section quite diversely, it is clear, though, that 
these verses do not form a single literary unit and that they consist of diverse subject 
matter. There is evidence from textual criticism of the growth of these verses. Indeed, 
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BHS records that vv. 9-10 are entirely missing from one Hebrew MS and that vv. 1-12 are 
entirely missing from another. Furthermore, the text of the LXX also differs in that it has 
three additional couplets after v. 12 and another three after v. 18. Most scholars agree, 
therefore, that vv. 7-12 in the Hebrew text are most probably an "intrusion". Cook 
(1997 :245) notes that chapter 9 has by far the most pluses of any of the first nine chapters 
of LXX Proverbs: 17 extra stichs and several individual pluses. 
The sense of MT Proverbs 9: 1 0 
This verse has three important elements, namely the theme o.f wisdom, the fear of the 
lord, and the knowledge of holy ones. The first two are found quite often in Proverbs, but 
the last one is unique. Whybray (1994:46) notes that v. 10 is clearly not original, since it 
constitutes the only reference to Yahweh in the chapter. Furthermore, it is also an 
impersonal and quite general maxim or motto concerning the nature of wisdom, which it 
refers to in the third person and without any suggestion of identification, asserting its 
close relation or near-identity with the "fear of Yahweh". 
Comparing LXX and MT 
If we compare the LXX text of Proverbs 9:10-11 with that ofMT, we find two important 
differences. Firstly we have in v. 10 the Hebrew phrase D'i4i'1P n.l,)' "knowledge of the 
holy", which is translated with the Greek phrase ~OVA~ UYLWV "counsel of the holy ones" 
(also in Vulgate). The word D'~'P usually refers to holy or saintly persons or heavenly 
beings or angels. It may be that in this verse, as in Proverbs 30:3 and Hos 11: 12, it is a 
reference to God. Although 9:10 and 30:3 do not correspond completely, 9:10 might be a 
reference to 30:3 since both deal with wisdom. The different translation in the Greek 
could either be the result of a different Vorlage or an exegetical rendering by a later 
editor or the translator. 
The second difference is the third stich ("for to know the law is the character of a sound 
mind") of v. 10, which is a considerable plus in LXX. This is of great importance since 
the word VOIlOS' occurs in this plus. What is also interesting is that a very similar plus 
occurs in LXX Proverbs 13:15: "Sound discretion gives favour, and to know the law is 
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the part of a sound understanding, but the ways of scoumers tend to ruin." 
The Greek texts of these verses compare as follow: 
PROY 9:10 PROY 13:15 
TO TO 
yap OE 
YVWVaL VOIlOV yvwvaL VOIlOV 
owvolas- EaTl.v aya8ijs- owvolas- EUTl. v aya8ijs-. 
So we have in LXX Proverbs 9:1 a plus that is very similar to another plus in 13:15 and 
both these pluses have the word VO[loS'. The question is whether the pluses are the result 
of a different Vorlage, the exegetical translation technique of the translator or of a later 
editor. According to McKane (1970:39) vv. 7-12 in MT are an insertion and the pluses in 
LXX are a further elaboration of this secondary theme. According to him the "fear of 
YHWH" is not an original constituent of wisdom and that the reference in this verse to 
"the fear of YHWH" is a clear statement of the "redefinition of wisdom in terms of 
Y ahwistic piety" (1970:368). The large plus in LXX thus forms part of the elaboration on 
this theme. He does not, however, say on what level the 'elaboration' of the LXX 
occurred. Cook (1999:27) agrees with McKane that the plus in 9: 1 0 was taken from the 
original passage in 13:15. Cook (1999:27-28) argues that the translator inserted the plus 
here to promote the value of the law (VO[loS'). The translator did this in order to contrast 
the dangers of foreign wisdom (Hellenism), which he mentions in 18b, with the law as a 
power that must sustain and protect the Jews. His renewed emphasis on the Law can 
therefore be seen as a reaction against the process of Hellenisation, "for to know the law 
is the character of a sound mind". 
Conclusion 
I agree with Cook (1999:27) that the translator placed a renewed emphasis on the Law by 
inserting this reference to the Law. He did this also to warn his people against the foreign 
wisdom contained in Hellenism. The resulting passage also illustrates the 
interconnectedness of Law and Wisdom. 
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3.3.3.3 Proverbs 13:14-15 
MT: :nl9 'iPpbo 1'07 O'~IJ 1iP9 o~Q n)in 
:1l:"n'~ o'·:qj 1')71 lcqr;J: Ji~-??(P. 
14 Good understanding gives favour: but the way of transgressors is hard. 
15 The teaching ofthe wise is a fountain oflife, to depart from the snares of 
death. 
LXX: V6~lOS CJo<j>ou TTT]Y~ (' wfls, 
6 OE avovs iJTTO TTay(oos 8aVELTaL. 
15 CJUVECJLS aya8~ O(OWCJLV XaPLV, 
TO OE YVWVaL v6~ov OLaVOlas ECJTI.V aya8fls, 
6001. OE KaTa<j>povouVTWV EV aTTwAEl<;t. 
14 The law of the wise is a fountain oflife, but he without understanding shall die 
by a snare. IS Sound discretion gives favour, and to know the law is the part of a 
sound understanding: but the ways of scoumers tend to ruin. 
The structure and content of MT Proverbs 13 
As I indicated earlier on the discussion of 13:14, the dominating theme of this chapter is 
the need to accept instruction and discipline. McKane (1970:453) groups this verse 
together with vv. 1, 10, 13-16, 18, 20, 24 into a group of sentences which deal with 
different aspects of the educational concept associated with wisdom. To Whybray 
(1994:99) vv. 12-19 could possibly constitute the core of the chapter, at least in its final 
form. 
Comparing LXX and MT 
When comparing the texts of MT and LXX for Prav 13: 14-15, two interesting features 
must be noted. The first is the occurrence in v. 14 ofil1,n in MT and v6~os in the LXX, 
which I discussed earlier. Then, in v. 15 there is a large plus in LXX of TO OE YVWVaL 
v6~ov OLaVOlas ECJTI.V aya8fls "and to know the law is the part of a sound 
understanding". This large plus in v. 15 is almost exactly the same as the plus in 9:10, 
discussed previously, and also has the singular v6~os in it. 
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So in these two verses MT speaks of "good understanding" and the "teaching of the 
wise". The LXX, however, speaks of "sound discretion", "to-know the law" and the "law 
of the wise". Why the different text in LXX? 
According to McKane (1970:46) VOIlOS' is here defined as knowledge of the Law and, as 
is also the case in Proverbs 9: 10, the plus constitutes a reinterpretation of the vocabulary 
of wisdom in terms of Yahwistic legal piety. According to Muller (1901:77) this plus is 
intended to explain what is meant by GUVEGLS' aya81l in v. 15a. 
Conclusion 
It seems to me that the translator wanted to elaborate on the theme of the law of the wise 
that was mentioned in the previous verse. If it is true that the translator of LXX Proverbs 
employed a creative approach towards the Hebrew text and that he wanted to stress the 
importance of the Law, then this view might hold true. The expression "law of the wise" 
is also very important and in my chapter on the wise man, scribe and teacher, I will refer 
to this verse again and illustrate that the wise man mentioned in v. 14 is also a teacher of 
. the Law of Moses. . 
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3.3.4 The other occurrence of VO~l.OS' 
3.3.4.1 Proverbs 6:20 
MT: :19~ nJin iDt.9i1-?~l 1':;l~ nl~O 'p ,~~ 
My son, keep your father's commandment, and reject not the teaching of your 
mother. 
LXX: llE, <!>vAaGGE VOIlOUS' TTaTpoS' GOU 
Kat. Il~ cmWGlJ 9EGIlOVS' IlTlTPOS' GOU, 
(My) son, keep the laws of your father, 
and do not forsake the ordinances of your mother. 
Structure and content of MT Proverbs 6 
I discussed this in more detail earlier in my commentary .6:23, but can summarise by 
saying that vv. 20-35 consist of an Instruction to which further material on the general 
theme of the folly of adultery has been added. 
The sense of MT Proverbs 6:20 
Proverbs 6:20 is the opening line of an Instruction and we find the familiar "My son" 
address as well as 2 imperatives. In v. 20 the son is urged to keep his father's 
commandment (i11~a) and not to forsake the teachings of his mother (ilim). As in 1:8 and 
4:9, there is a reference to both the father and the mother and their respective teachings or 
instructions. Unlike 1 :8-9 and 3: 1-2, there follows no motive clause in the next verse. 
Comparing the MT and LXX 
In this verse the p~ase "your father's commandment" (m~a 'J::l) is translated with VOIlOUS' 
TTaTpoS' GOU, so VOIlOS' translates the Hebrew il,~a, the only time this equivalent occurs in 
LXX Proverbs.37 In other words, i11~a is the only other word, apart from ilim that is used 
as an equivalent for vOIl0S'. 
37 The noun in~D occurs in Proy in 2:1; 3:1; 4:4; 6:20; 6:23; 7:1; 7:2; 10:8; 13:13; 19:16 - in all these 
instances, apart from 3: 1 (p~lla) and 6:20 (vOIlOS'), the word EVTOA~ is used as translation for it. 
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In the discussion on 1:8 I pointed out the similarities between 1:8 and 6:20. As in 6:20, 
il'~~ and VOl-lOS are used in conjunction with the teaching/law of the father. Also, in both 
these verses illm is used in conjunction with the mother and in both 1:8 and 6:20 ill,n is 
translated with the plural form of 8EO"Il0S. 
Prov 6:20 is also often compared to the similar passage of Deut 6:6-8, and, according to 
McKane (1970:326), v. 20-22 are best explained as a free adaptation of these verses in 
Deuteronomy. According to McKane (1970:327) these passages in Deuteronomy are set 
in a context of parental instruction and may have had some influence on the form of 
Proverbs 6:20, which also seems to be parental and not scholastic instruction. 
Conclusion 
This is the only instance in LXX Proverbs where vOllos is used as word equivalent for a 
word other than illm. The word il'~~, for which VOlloS is a translation here, is often used 
together with illm. The VOIlOS of the father, or of the teacher if phWTPOS is taken as 
synonym for teacher, could include the Law of Moses if the teacher was a teacher of the 
Law. 
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3.2.5 Summary of occurrences of inm and V6~lOS 
VERSE MT LXX CONTEXT 
1:8-9 ill1n 8Ea~oS' Introduction to Instruction; 2 imperatives and motive clause; 
(only here and 6:20 "my son" address; refers to mother's ordinances; rendered by 
in LXX Proverbs) LXX into plural; with 100D of father 
3: 1-2 illm vo~q.LOS' Introduction to Instruction; 2 imperatives and motive clause; 
(only equivalent in "my son" address; refers to teacher's teaching; rendered by 
LXX Proverbs) LXX into plural; with il1~D of teacher 
4:1-2 illm vo~oS' Introduction to Instruction; 2 imperatives and motive clause; 
"my sons" address; refers to teacher's teaching; vo~oS' is 
singular in LXX; with ,OlD of father 
6:20 il,m eEa~oS' Introduction to Instruction; 2 imperatives in v. 20 and a 
(only here and 1:8 in motive clause in 23; "my son" address; refers to mother's 
LXX Proverbs) ordinances; rendered by LXX into plural; with i11~D of father 
6:23 il,m vo~oS' il,1n is described as a light and i11~D as a lamp; LXX has 
singular vo~oS' 
7: 1-2 il,1n MyoS' Introduction to Instruction; 2 imperatives in v. 1 and no 
(only equivalent in motive clause; "my son" address; keep il,m as the "pupil of 
LXX Proverbs) your eye"; rendered to plural in LXX; with il1~D of teacher 
13 :14 illm vo~oS' MT: Teaching (il,1n) of the wise is a fountain oflife; LXX 
has singular vo~oS' (Jo<pou 
28:4 il,1n vo~oS' Those who forsake the illm/vo ~oS' praise the wicked 
ill1n vo~oS' Those that keep (MT) / love (LXX) the ill1n /vo~oS' 
28:7 il,m vo~oS' Who keeps the il,m/vo~oS' is a wise son 
28:9 il,m vo~oS' Who turns away his ear from hearing the il,m/vo~oS' 
29:18 illm vo~oS' He who keeps the i1'1n/vo~oS' is happy 
31 :26 illm vO~OeE(JllwS' Alphabetic acrostic in MT; poem on the ideal wife; LXX 
(only equivalent in refers to woman and Law; MT to woman and "teaching of 
LXX Proverbs) kindness" 
3:16 - - --- VOIlOS' Wisdom poem; in picturing wisdom LXX has plus of " ... . she 
carries law and mercy on her tongue" 
9:10 - ---- VOIlOS' LXX has plus of "for to know the law is the character of a 
sound mind" 
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13:15 ----- V61-lOS' Same plus as in LXX 9: 1 0; "to know the law is part of good 
understandin~" 
6:20 il'~Q v61l0S' il1~Q (VOIlOS') is the commandments of the father and ili,n 
(only equivalent in refers to the teaching/ordinances of mother (8WIlOS') 
LXX Proverbs) 
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2: 1 My son, if you receive my words, and treasure up my commandments with you; 
2:2 so that you make your ear attentive unto wisdom; inclining your heart to 
understanding; 
2:3 yes, if you cry out after insight, (and) lift your voice for understanding; 
2:4 if you seek for it like silver, and search for it as for hidden treasures; 
2:5 then you will understand the fear ofYHWH, and find the knowledge of God, 
2:6 for YHWH gives wisdom: out of his mouth comes knowledge and understanding, 
2:7 he stores up sound wisdom for the righteous: he is a shield to those who walk 
uprightly, 
2:8 he keeps the paths of judgment, and preserves the way of his saints. 
2:9 Then you will understand righteousness, and justice, and equity; yes, every good 
path. 
2:10 For wisdom will come into your heart, and discernment will be pleasant to your 
soul; 
2:11 discretion will preserve you, understanding will keep you: 
2: 12 to deliver you from the way of evil, from the men of perverted speech; 
2: 13 who forsakes the paths of uprightness, to walk in ways of darkness; 
2:14 who rejoices to do evil, and delights in the perverseness of evil; 
2: 15 whose paths are crooked, and who are devious in their ways, 
2: 16 to deliver you from the loose woman, from the stranger with her smooth words, 
2: 1 7 who forsakes the companion of her youth, and forgets the covenant of her God; 
2: 18 for her house sinks down to death, and her paths to the shades. 
2: 19 None that go unto her return again, neither take they hold of the. paths of life. 
2:20 That you may walk in the way of good men, and keep the paths of the righteous. 
2:21 For the upright will inhabit the land, and men of integrity will remain in it; 
2:22 but the wicked will be cut off from the land, and the transgressors will be driven out 
of it. 
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4.1.2 The structure and content of MT 
At first sight chapter 2 seems to be just another one of the Instructions found in chapters 
1-9, especially so because 2:1 corresponds with the other introductions to Instructions. 
The structure of chapter 2, however, differs from that of most of the other first nine 
chapters in that this entire chapter is actually a single sentence, of great complexity, 
starting with a conditional clause. There is, however, also evidence of the Instruction 
genre, hence Whybray (1994:50) believes that successive layers of material have been 
added to an earlier Instruction. 
McKane (1970:278) is very cautious in labelling chapter 2 as belonging to the Instruction 
genre and offers compelling reasons. Firstly, he notes the absence of imperatives in this 
chapter. Instead of the usual grammatical construction of imperatives followed by motive 
and final Clauses, chapter 2 has protases and apodoses ("if ... .if ... then ... then"). Worked 
into the apodoses are clauses that are similar to motive clauses, giving it the structure of . 
"for. .... so that". 
Whether or not it was originally an Instruction, the result is what Whybray (1994:50) 
calls "a constant wearisome repetition of the same thoughts" and McKane (1970:278) "a 
loss of compactness and precision over against the Instruction". Both also agree on the 
fact that there has been a (formal, according to McKane) development in the chapter and 
that there is evidence in vv. 1-9 of both a Yahwistic interpretation of piety and a 
moralism as well as the old educational framework of wisdom. 
Apart from it's lack of structure, McKane also argues against it being Instruction genre in 
that the chapter has a lack of "concrete, authoritative instruction" and specific matters that 
is addressed. What is interesting though, is the fact that wisdom and her equivalent are 
mentioned 12 times in vv. 2-11. Also, the words for "path" are repeated 9 times in vv. 12-
22. 
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4.1.3 The sense of MT 
In v. 1 we have the familiar introduction to an Instruction, which is perhaps the most 
significant sign that some part of chapter 2 previously belonged to the Instruction genre. 
In v. 2 the teaching of the teacher (;n~~) is equated with wisdom and in vv. 3-4 and 9-15 
the benefits of wisdom are described: "Then you ~will understand righteousness, and 
justice, and equity; yes, every good path"; "discretion will preserve you, understanding 
will keep you:"; etc. Vv. 5-8, on the other hand, are of a different nature in that they 
introduce YHWH as the source of wisdom. So we have the development in that the 
teaching of the human teacher is first mentioned (v. 1), then identified with wisdom (v. 2) 
and then related to YHWH. So in effect we have three "teachers", namely the human 
teacher, YHWH and wisdom, although the human teacher is the one who is speaking. 
Verse 12 introduces us to the metaphor of 2 paths (also used in 1: 15; 19 and 31) in which 
the contrast between those who take the path of evil and those who accept God's gift of 
wisdom (vv. 7-9) is made. Previously in the chapter the theme of the path is used to 
describe, how YHWH "keeps the paths of judgement and preserves the way of his saints" 
(v. 8). And if you receive wisdom you will know "every good path" (v. 9). The "men of 
perverted speech" is described in vv. 13-15 and it is from these men that wisdom will 
deliver you. 
Ifwe look at vv. 16-19, the part which Whybray (1994:50) calls the "nub" of the original 
Instruction, it starts with the infinitive "to deliver " (1'?'~iJ,?) that follows up on the same 
infinitive used in v. 12. Whereas v. 12 is about the "men of perverted speech", v. 16 
speaks about the "loose woman" (il":lJ ilt?~). The "loose woman" ofvv. 16-19 is used as an 
antithesis for wisdom in that her "smooth words" are placed against the familiar call of 
wisdom (9:4-6). 
The idea ofthe ilit mli~ is also known from other passages in Proverbs (7:5 also has illli~ 
ilit) and in all these passages it usually refers to a loose woman, her seductive speech and 
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and the fatal consequences of associating with her. This is also the case in vv, 17-19, 
which describe the "loose woman" and the results of associating with her. This loose 
woman is described as a "stranger with her smooth words" and whose "house sinks down 
to death". She is also one who "forsakes the companion of her youth, and forgets the 
covenant of her God". There are different opinions on the 'correct' interpretation of the 
phrase i1'T i1tZj~, with Scott and Bostrom interpreting her as the representation of a foreign 
goddess and McKane seeing her as someone ethnically foreign, acting as a metaphorical 
warning (Cook 1994:461). 
Various interpretations have been offered for the phrases "companion of her youth" 
(y'}'lJ~ ~'?~) and "covenant of her God" (y'iJ"'?~ n'}~). McKane (1970:286) interprets ~'?~ 
as meaning "teacher, father" and therefore argues that the loose woman forsook her early 
education. The more 'natural' interpretation, according to Whybray (1994:55), is that it 
refers to her marriage vows and that she left her husband, as in Mal 2: 14. 
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4.2 LXX Proverbs 2 
4.2.1 Greek text (LXX) with translation 
TtE, EaV OE~aIlEVOS PlluLV EllllS EVToAlls KPU4Jl)S TWpa UEaUT<!>, 
2imaKOUUETaL UO</>Las TO 01)S UOU, Kat TIapa~aAEtS KapOLav UOU ELS UUVEULV, 
TIapa~aAEtS OE alJT~V ETIl Vou9ETT)Ulv T<!> ut<!> UOU. 
3 EaV yap T~V UO</>Lav ETTlKaAEUl) Kat Tfj UUVEUEl 00s </>WV~V uou, T~V OE atu9T)UlV 
(T)T~Ul)S IlEyaAl) Tfj </>wvfj, 
4 Kal EaV (T)T~U1JS aUT~V WS apyuplOV Kat WS 9T)uaupous E~EPEUVT]U1JS aUT~V, 
S T6TE UUV~UElS </>6~ov KUPLOU Kal ETIL YVWUlV 9EOU EVp~UElS. 
60Tl KUPlOS OLOWULV UO</>Lav, Kal aTIO TIPOUWTIOU aUTOU YVWGLS Kat UUVEUlS, 
7 Kal 9T)UaupL(El TOtS KaTop90uUl UWTT)pLaV, VTIEpaUTTlEl T~V TIOpELaV aUTWV 
8 TOU </>UAa~aL aoous OlKaLWllaTWV Kat aoov EUAa~OUIlEVWV aUTOV OLa</>uAa~EL. 
9 T6TE UUV~UElS OlKaLOUUVT)V Kat KpLlla Kat KaTOp9wuElS TIaVTas cl~ovas 
, 9 I aya OUS. 
10 EaV yap EA91J ~ UO</>La ELS U~V OlaVOLaV, ~ OE atu9T)UlS Tfj ufj 4JUxfj KaA~ ELVaL 
06~1J, 
II ~OUA~ KaA~ </>uAa~El UE, EVVOLa oE aULa TT)P~UEl UE, 
12tva pUUT)TaL UE aTIo aoou KaKllS Kat aTIO avopos AaAOUVTOS IlT)OEV TTlUT6v. 
13 W 01. EYKaTaAEL TIOVTES aoous EU9das TOU TIOPEUEU9aL EV OOOtS UK6TOUS, 
140t Eu</>paLV6IlEVOl ETIt KaKOtS Kat XatPOVTES ETIl OLaUTPO</>fj KaKfj, 
IS 6>v a1. TPL~Ol UKOALat Kat KallTIUAaL a1. TPOXLat aUTWV 
16 TOU llaKpav UE TIOlllUaL aTIO OOOU Eu9ELas Kat an6TplOV TllS olKaLas YVWIlT)S. 
17 utE, Il~ UE KaTaAa~1J KaK~ ~OUA~ ~ aTIOAEL TIouua OloaUKaALav VE6TT)TOS Kat 
OLa9~KT)V 9dav ETTlAEAT)UIlEVT), 
18 E9ETO yap TIapa T0 9avaT<p TOV OLKOV aUTllS Kat napa T0 ~01J IlETa TWV 
YT)YEVWV TOUS cl~ovas aUTllS, 
19 naVTES 01. TIopEu61lEVOl EV aUTfj OUK aVaUTpE4JOUUlV OUOE Il~ KaTaAa~wuLV 
TPL~OUS Eu9ELas, ou yap KaTaAall~aVOVTaL VTT<J EVLaUTWV (wlls. 
20 EL yap ETIOPEUOVTO TPL~OUS aya9as, Eupouav (IV TPL~OUS olKaLOUUVT)S AELOUS. 
21 XPT)UTOt EUOVTaL OLKT]TOPES YllS, clKaKOl OE VTIOAEl</>9~uOVTaL EV aUTfj, OTt 
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Eu8Els KaTaaKTJVWaOU(H yf)v, Kal. OaLOl UTTOAElcp8~aOVTal EV aUTU, 
22 6801. aaE~WV EK y~s OAOUVTaL, 01. 8E TTapcivollol E~wa8~aOVTaL aTT' aUTf)s. 
2:1 My son, if you will receive the word of my commandment, and hide it with you 
2:2 your ear will hearken to wisdom, and you shall apply your heart to understanding, 
and shall apply it to the instruction of your son. 
2:3 For if you call out to wisdom, and raise your voice for understanding; and you seek 
with a great voice insight, 
2:4 and if you seek it as silver and search diligently for it as for treasures; 
2:5 then you will understand the fear of the Lord, and find the knowledge of God. 
2:6 For the Lord gives wisdom; and from his presence come knowledge and 
understanding, 
2:7 and he treasures up salvation for them that walk uprightly; he will protect their way 
2: 8 that he may guard the righteous ways and he will preserve the way of them that fear 
him. 
2:9 Then you will understand righteousness, and justice and shall direct all your course 
aright, 
2: 10 for if wisdom comes into your mind, and discernment will seem pleasing to your 
soul, 
2: 11 good counsel will guard you, and holy understanding will protect you, 
2: 12 to deliver you from the evil way, and from the man who speaks nothing faithful. 
2: 13 Woe to those who forsake straight paths, to walk in ways of darkness; 
2: 14 who rejoice in evils, and delight in wicked perverseness; 
2: 15 whose paths are crooked, and their courses winding; 
2: 16 to remove you far from the straight way, and to estrange you from a righteous 
opinion. 
2:17 My son, let not evil counsel overtake you, that has forsaken the teachings ofthe 
youth, and has forgotten the divine covenant; 
2: 18 for it has fixed its house near death, and its pathways near Hades with the giants. 
2: 19 All those who go to it do not return, nor do they take hold of right paths, for they are 
not apprehended of the years of life. 
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2:20 For had they gone in good paths, they would have found the smooth paths of 
righteousness. 
2 :21 The upright will dwell in the earth, and the innocent will be left behind in it; because 
the upright will live in the earth, and the holy will be left in it. 
2:22 The paths of the ungodly will perish from the earth, and transgressors will be driven 
out of it. 
4.2.2 The structure and content of LXX 
This chapter is divided up into several sections with even smaller subsections within the 
larger units. There seems to be much more structure and coherence in chapter 2 of LXX 
than in MT (Cook 1997:111). This chapter can be divided into four main sections: 
i) The first section, consisting of vv. 1-5, generally follows MT and introduces the 
"Instruction" and the themes of wisdom and the fear of the Lord. 
ii} The second section consists ofvv. 6-12, which can also be divided further into vv. 
6-9 and 10-12. This section deals with those who walk in the paths of the Lord 
and who receive the wisdom of the Lord. 
iii) The third section ofvv. 13-16, which starts with the exclamation <1, contrasts the 
previous section by elaborating on those who forsake the paths of righteousness. 
iv) The last section (vv. 17-22) deals with the consequences of these choices, whether 
good or bad. 
4.2.3 The sense of LXX 
The chapter begins with the -familiar address to the son (pupil) and the call for 
attentiveness to the word of the commandment of the teacher. In v. 2 the teaching of the 
teacher is identified with wisdom and the teacher urges or commands the pupil to apply 
wisdom to the instruction of his (the pupil's) son. This is a very peculiar phrase in that it 
is unique to the Instruction genre, apart from the passage in Proverbs 4 where the teacher 
recalls his own education. 
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Verses 3-4 are both conditional clauses urging the pupil to search for wisdom, while v. 5, 
which is introduced by TOTE, describes the benefit of a pupil's search for wisdom: "you 
will understand the fear of the Lord and find the knowledge of God". Wisdom is 
therefore described as the way to YHWH, "for the Lord gives wisdom" (v. 6), he 
(YHWH) "treasures up salvation" (v. 7) and he "guards the righteous" (v. 8). If you have 
searched for wisdom, and found it, "then you will understand righteousness, and justice 
shall direct all your course aright" (v. 9). 
The result of wisdom is therefore linked to the right path/course, a theme that is used 
often in this chapter and also in the rest of the book of Proverbs. In v. 7 it is said that the 
Lord will protect the way of the upright and in v. 8 that he will preserve the way of those 
who fear him. In v. 9 it is stated that justice, a result of wisdom, will direct all your 
course aright. Only in v. 12 is the "evil way" (ooou KUKTlS-) introduced to create the 
opposition between the previously mentioned ways, which.were all positive, and the evil 
way. The result of wisdom (v. 10), discernment (v. 10), good counsel (v. 11), and holy· 
understanding (v. 11) will be "to deliver you from the evil way, and from the man who 
speaks nothing faithful" (v. 12). 
The theme of the paths is further elaborated on in vv. 13-15, where references are made 
to the "straight paths" (ooous- EUSElUS-), "ways of darkness (OOolS UKOTOUS-) and those 
whose "paths are crooked" (Tpl~Ol UKOAlat). Verse 16 also refers to the "straight way" 
(ooou EUSElUS-) in that the evil way and those who walk evil ways will remove you from 
the straight way. That is not all, since they will also estrange you from "a righteous 
opinion" (OlKUlUS- yvwl1T}s-). 
Although a new section starts with v. 17 with the familiar address "My son", the same 
themes are addressed in the next verses. The opposition between the good and evil ways 
are emphasised by another opposition that is introduced into the text, that of the "evil 
counsel" (KUK~ ~OUA~) versus the "good counsel" (~OUA~ KUA~) of v. 11 and the 
"righteous opinion" (OlKUlUS- yvwl1T}s-) of v. 16. This "evil counsel" is described as one 
that has forsaken the teachings of the youth and the divine covenant. Since this "evil 
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counsel" refers to 'something of the mind', it could refer to foreign influences, most 
probably influences from Hellenism (Cook 1994:465; 1997:131). 
The last 4 verses (v. 19-22) first deal with those who associate with the "loose woman" 
and then contrasts them with the upright, the innocent and the holy. 
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4.3 Comparing the Greek and Hebrew versions 
Since this section of my inquiry deals primarily with the reference to the "covenant", I 
will not investigate all the differences between the Greek and Hebrew of this chapter, but 
will look globally at the structural and thematic differences and specifically at vv. 16-17. 
4.3.1 Large pluses in LXX 
V. 1: and shall apply it to the instruction of your son. 
V.2: and you seek with a great voice insight. 
V. 17: My son, let not evil counsel overtake you. 
V. 19: for they are not apprehended ofthe years of life. 
V. 21: because the upright will live in the earth, and the holy will be left in it. 
4.3.2 Structural differences 
While the text of the LXX can be divided into the 4 sections ofvv. 1-5, 6-12, 13-16, and 
17-22, and these sections into even smaller subsections, the text of MT has a more 
flowing structure - a single sentence. According to Cook (1997: 149) the translator ofthis 
. chapter intentionally gave the text this structure in order to explicate structurally the 
religious perspectives of the text. This religious perspective is based on the dualism that 
is presented by opposing the "good way" and the "evil way':, as well as contrasting the 
"good counsel" with the "bad counsel". This contrast is not so explicit in MT, since the 
LXX translator rendered the MT or even added stichs (v. 17) in order to create this 
dualism: 
Significant, therefore, is the fact that the subtle changes, even on the level of syntax, were brought 
about by the translator in view of his religious perspective. (Cook 1997:149) 
4.3.3 Comparing Proverbs 2:16-17 
MT :i1j?'7!Ji) iJ'}9~ i1:":1~~O i1";1J i1~l:tO 1'?'~iJ,? 
:i1N~ iJ'ij?~ rn:;J-n~l iJ'}1l}~ rp?l5 n~.J!JiJ 
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16 to deliver you from the loose woman, 
from the stranger with her smooth words, 
17 who forsakes the companion of her youth, 
and forgets the covenant of her God. 
LXX: ToD \.wKpav UE rrOL llum arro oooD Eu8das-
KaL anOTPLOV TllS- OLKaLas- YVWllllS-. 
utE, Il~ UE KaTaAa~1J KaK~ ~OUA~ 
~ arrOAEL rrouua oLoauKaALav vE<hT}TOS-
KaL OLa8~KllV 8ELav ETTLAEAT}UIlEVll, 
16 to remove you far from the straight way, 
and to estrange you from a righteous opinion. 
17 My son, let not evil counsel overtake you, 
that has forsaken the teachings of the youth, 
and has forgotten the divine covenant. 
Verse 16 
In MT v. 16 starts with aninfinitive "to deliver you", which is what YHWH will do if 
you receive his gift of wisdom. In v. 12 the same infinitive was used, although the object 
from which YHWH will deliver differs. In v. 12 it was the "man of perverted speech" and 
in v. 16 it is the "loose woman", who is a "stranger" who flirts and flatters with her 
"smooth words". 
The LXX, on the other hand, begins with the infinitive "to remove you" (rroLllum) and 
the object from which you will be removed is "the straight way (oooD EU8dus-i8 and "a 
righteous opinion" (oLKaLus- yvwllT}S-). The LXX makes no reference to the "loose 
woman" who is so prominent in MT; rather, it introduces two concepts (oooD EU8ELUS-
and oLKaLus- yvwllll) which are not in MT. MT's "loose woman" must probably be taken 
38 The adjective EUSUS is used 10 times in LXX Proverbs of which four occurrences are in chapter 2: 2: 13 
(1~'); 2: 16 (*); 2: 19 (1~'); 2:21 (1ID'). Otherwise it occurs in 11:3 (1~'); II: 11 (1ID'); 20: II (1~'); 21 :29 (1~" 
*); 28: I 0 (1iD' ,*); and 29: 10 (1iD'). 
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as a reference to an individual who is looked down upon because of her "sexual 
foreignness" (Cook 1997: 131), while the LXX, which has nothing on sexual issues, refers 
to strangeness/9 which has to do with intellectual influences, the "righteous opinion". 
This "righteous opinion" is similar 'to phrases such as referred to in 1: 11 (OlKaLOV 
aOLKws); 3:9 (KUPiTWV OLKaLOauVTlS); 32 (OLKUlOLS ou auvEopLCI(EL); 33 (OLKUlWV 
EUAoyoDvTaL); 9:9 (YVWpL(E OLKUlW). 
Cook compared this passage with the other passages in both MT and LXX where the 
loose woman is mentioned (chapters 5, 6, 7, and 9). He concludes (1994:474) that the 
LXX of Proverbs interprets this metaphor of the loose woman as a reference to foreign 
wisdom, and that this "dangerous" wisdom refers to the Greek philosophical influences 
encountered during the Hellenistic period. 
What is interesting is that this is the only instance in the LXX where the word yVWflTl is 
used (Codex A also hasyvWflTl in Prov 12:26). The theme of "the straight way" is 
common to Proverbs - it is also used in 2:13 (08oD EU8ElUS); 20:11 (EU8ElU ~ 600S).40 
The word 600s itself is used 7 times in this chapter (vv. 8, 12, 13, 16, 22), while words 
with a similar meaning are also used (iTOPElU "course"; a~wv "course"; Tp(l3os "road"; 
TPOXLcl "path"). 
But how are we to explain or to understand the differences between these versions? 
According to Cook (1997:132) there are many indications that the text of the LXX 
represents a reworking of a Hebrew text.41 The first indication is the exegetical rendering 
of the verb ?~J (to save) with the words fluKpav and ToD iTOL ilaaL to indicate the act of 
removing. The second indication of this is the fact that the LXX makes no reference to 
39 The adjective UAXOTPLOS' is found in LXX Proverbs in 2: 16 (I::>J); 5: 10 ('111); 5: 1 0 (I::>J); 5: 17 (In); 5:20 
(111); 6:24 (I::>J); 7:5 (111); 9:18 (-), (-), (-), (-); 11:24 (*); 23:27 (*) (I::>J); 23:33 ('111); 26:17 (1'11''1); 27:2 
(I::>J); 27: 13 (I::>J). 
40 Similar. passages include Prov 2:12 (08oD KUKllS'. 11'); 2:13 (08ouS' EUsduS', nil', 11'); 2:16 (08oD 
EUSduS', *); 2:22 (08ol aaE~wv, -); 4:27 (08ou KUKllS', *); 8:13 (08ouS' KaKwv, -); 20:11 (Eu8ELU ~ 000S'); 
25: 19 (o80uS' KaKOU, *). 
41 Toy (1914:51) made the interesting comment that the different text in LXX is not "a scribal heterogram 
of the words in MT, but an independent allegorizing reading of the schools". According to him this reading 
is an illustration of the way in which the expounders and scribes, be they in Jerusalem or Alexandria, 
sometimes dealt with ethical texts such as this one. 
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the "strange and foreign woman", although the Greek translator of Proverbs did not 
hesitate to mention her in other passages where the "strange and foreign woman" was 
discussed. The explanation for this variation, according to Cook, is to be found in the 
next verse. 
Verse 17 
When comparing the Greek and Hebrew texts, the first remarkable difference is an extra 
stich in LXX "utE, ~~ UE KaTaAci~1J KaK~ ~OUA~" at the start ofv. 17. Verse 17 ofMT 
continues on the previous verse by describing the "loose woman" of v. 16 as one who 
"forsakes the companion of her youth" and who "forgets the covenant of her God". Since 
LXX does not refer to the "strange woman" in v. 16, the context of v. 17 will also be 
different to that ofMT. This thematic break between vv. 16 and 17 in LXX is structurally 
achieved by the extra stich that the translator inserted into this verse - "My son, let not 
evil counsel overtake you". The rest of v. 17 is then a reworking of the text of MT, not to 
describe the ".loose woman", but the "evil counsel" (KaK~ l3ouA~).42 According to Cook 
(1997:134) the extra stich in 'LXX can be taken as part of the OG, since it appears in all 
the main manuscripts and because it makes perfect sense in this context. He further takes 
the reference to the "strange woman" in v. 16 as a metaphor for foreign wisdom and 
views the "evil counsel" ofv. 17 as an elaboration on that theme. 
The rest ofv. 17 in MT describes the "loose woman", while the LXX reworks the text of 
MT in order to describe the "evil counsel". While MT describes the "loose woman" as 
one who "forsakes the companion of her youth" (iJ')1,1]~ :'j1?l::.\), the LXX refers to the evil 
counsel that has "forsaken the teachings of the youth (oloauKaAlav VEOTTlTOC;- ).43 The 
question is whether there is any difference between the use of oloauKaAla for the 
Hebrew word ~1'?~. 
Unfortunately the word oloauKaAla "teaching, instruction" does not appear elsewhere in 
42Thenoun~OUA~ is also used in 1:25; 1:30;2:11;2:16;3:21;8:12;8:14;9:10; 11:13; 11:14; 15:22; 19:21; 
20:5; 21:30; 22:20; 24:71(31:3); 25:28. 
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LXX Proverbs, so it is not possible to see how the translator uses the word in another 
context.44 It is used, however, in Isa 29:13, where it has 10? as basis. The Hebrew word 
r"j1?~ also occurs elsewhere in Proverbs: in 16:28 and in 17:9 it is translated with the 
Greek word <pLA-oS' "friend", which indicates that the translator of LXX Proverbs- knew it 
had both the meanings of "friend, confidant" and "companion". 
McKane (1970:286) argues that r"j1?~ should here be taken as meaning "teacher" or "father 
of my youth", in the same manner in which the word is used in Jer 3:4. So when MT 
refers to the loose woman who has forsaken the "teacher of her youth", it refers to her 
early education. She therefore both leaves her education behind as well as forgetting her 
religious duties (Cook 1994:465). Whybray (1994:55) would favour the interpretation 
that MT is speaking about the strange woman leaving her husband and abandoning her 
marriage vows, calling it a more "natural interpretation". So, while MT is referring to her 
husband when speaking about the "companion of her youth", the LXX clearly refers to 
the evil counsel "that has forsaken the teachings of the youth". While MT refers to a 
person, the translator of the LXX Proverbs, who elsewhere translated r"j1?~ with "friend", 
rendered the text intentionally so that the "teachings of the youth" would refer not to a 
person, but to the Jewish education, the Jewish way of life, the Torah. This was done in 
order to elaborate on the "evil counsel". 
The last stich of v. 17 of MT also describes the loose woman as one who "forgets the 
covenant of her God", while LXX's (third) stich refers to another aspect of the evil 
counsel that "has forgotten the divine covenant". According to Whybray (1994:58) the 
reference in MT to "the covenant of her God" refers to the marriage as a covenant to 
which YHWH is witness. This would complement the interpretation of the previous stich 
(companion of her youth) as referring to her husband. According to Whybray the idea 
that YHWH is witness to a marriage ceremony is also found in Mal 2:17. Both he and 
Toy (1914:47) therefore favour an interpretation of v'i1?~ l"l'"}J as meaning simply the 
"general idea of sacredness" involved, or maybe as referring to a religious marrIage 
43 The noun VEOTllS' occurs in Pr 2: 17 (ill,)Jj); 5: 18 (iliU)j); and in 24:54 (30: 19) (ilO?!). 
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ceremony. 
The LXX uses the noun OLa8rlKll "covenant" for the Hebrew n'1:::l. Although this is the 
only occurrence of both these words in Proverbs, they are frequently used as word-
equivalents elsewhere in the LXX. Although the reading of OLa8r1KllV 8ELav may refer 
back to a Hebrew reading of D'i1?~ n'1:::l, it is clear from the verses under discussion that 
the translator of LXX Proverbs wanted his Greek text to 'speak' to a certain audience, 
rather than giving a literal translation. The question therefore is the meaning of "divine 
covenant" within the context of this chapter and the book of Proverbs. If the phrase 
"divine covenant" in LXX Prov 2: 17 refers to the covenant between God and Israel, it 
would reflect very significantly on the "theological" position of the translator. It would be 
a clear instance of the text of MT being reworked in order to transmit a 'different' 
theological message to the readers/listeners of the LXX. 
Ralph Marcus (1927:11) notes that the apocryphal authors frequently appealed to the idea 
of the covenant that God has made with His People - both as a mark of Israel's glory as 
well as encouragement to Israel in times of struggle. Thus, we read in the Wisdom of 
Sirach, in the passage on Israel's Heroes (Sir 44-45), that the covenant was of great 
importance to all of these men. Also, in Sir 24:23, after Ben Sirach's poetic description of 
the beauty of Wisdom, Sirach refers to the Lord's covenant: 
All these things are the book of the covenant of the most high God, even the law which Moses 
commanded for a heritage unto the congregations of Jacob (TUUTU lTaVTU ~(~>"os 8LaS~KT)S SEOU 
\ 
ul)J(aTOlJ, V0l10V 0V EVETEl>"UTO ~IJ.lV MWlJafjs K>"T)POVOI1(uv auvuywyalS IUKw~). 
Likewise, in the first and second books of Maccabees the leaders of the revolt on" several 
occasions reminded the Jews of the covenant that God had made with their fathers (1 
Macc 2:20). And when condemning the Hellenised Jews, the author of 1 Maccabees 
refers to the covenant (1.Macc 1: 15). Sirach, in his praises of the Heroes of Israel, also 
uses both tl).e words "covenant" and "Law" in his praise of Abraham, "who kept the law 
of the most High" and with who he (YHWH) was "in covenant with in his flesh" (44:20). 
44 The noun 8l5uaKa>"[u occurs only here in LXX Proverbs as well as in Sir 24:33; 39:8 and in Isa 29:13 
(1~'1). 
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So we see that the idea of the covenant that God made with Israel was used to warn 
against those who are rejecting the Law of Moses and those who are selling themselves to 
evil, the ungodly. An interesting passage occurs in the Sirach 39:9, where mention is 
made of both OW8TtKT] and OLOaO"KaALa, both of which also occur in our passage of 
Proverbs 2: 17: 
He will show the wisdom of what he has learned and the glory in the Law of the Lord's covenant. 
In this passage Ben Sirach is talking about the man who "gives his mind to the law of the 
most High" (39:1) and he states that this man will "show the wisdom of what he has 
learned and the glory in the Law of the Lord's covenant". Apart from Ben Sirach's 
identification between the Law and the covenant of the Lord, he also links the Law here 
with the OLOaO"KaALa of the man in some way. The only other reference to the noun 
oLoaaKaALa in the LXX (apart from Prov 2: 17 and Isa 29: 13) is in Sir 24:33 in a passage 
which deals with wisdom and only a few verses after the passage on the "book of the 
covenant of the most high God, even the law which Moses commanded" (Sir 24:23). 
Although the context of this passage in Sirach differs from the one in Proverbs, Ben 
Sirach is clearly speaking about the Law here and the ideas of covenant and teaching are 
also very important. 
4.4 Conclusions 
This chapter, and especially vv. 16-17, shows to what extent. the translator of LXX 
Proverbs interpreted his Hebrew parent text in order to give it a new meaning in a new 
context (see also Cook 1997:153; 1994:464-465). For this purpose he added several lines 
in the text of the LXX; he completely omitted any reference to the "loose woman"; he 
introduced the antithesis of the "good counsel" in the form of the "evil counsel" which 
refers to Hellenism; and he made use of some very suggestive word-equivalents. This 
underlines the importance of studying any passage of the LXX within its own context and 
as a literary work in itself. 
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According to Cook (1994:464) the translator did not avoid the sexual connotation 
concerning the foreign lady. Rather, he interpreted the lady as a deserter who forsook the 
instruction of the youth and the divine covenant. The bad counsel must be linked to some 
sort of foreign wisdom and corresponds to what we know of the Greek influences during 
the Hellenistic period (Cook 1997:153). The translator uses this passage to warn his 
readers not to do away with their early education and with the divine covenant which 
exists between YHWH and Israel. On the contrary, they must remain faithful to the Law, 
then they, the holy and the upright, will remain in the land. There are therefore strong 
indications that, as Cook demonstrated, the translator of LXX Proverbs, or this chapter at 
least, was a Jewish and not a Hellenistically inclined.scribe (1997:153). 
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CHAPTER 5: THE TEACHERS OF THE LAW 
In the discussion on Proverbs 4: 1-9 it became apparent that the Greek text must be 
interpreted against the social and religious background in which it functioned. In that 
passage there is a reference to the law of the teacher in the Greek and the teaching of the 
teacher in the Hebrew. Who are these teachers and what were they teaching? 
In Proverbs 13: 14 the Hebrew text speaks about the blessing of the teaching of the wise, 
while the LXX interprets that as the "law of the wise". Who are the so-called wise men? 
Are the wise men of the Persian period (MT) the same as those to which the Greek text 
refers? 
In this '2hapter I will illustrate that not only are there hints in the Greek text of Proverbs 
on the importance of the Law of Moses, but that by the time the Greek translation was 
probably made, the scribes/wise men of LXX Proverbs were also the teachers (and 
custodians) ofthe Law. 
5.1 The pre-exilic period 
We read in Jer 18:18 of the priest, wise man and prophet who plotted against Jeremiah, 
for they feared that the priest's torah, the wise man's counsel and the prophet's message 
will cease. We know more about the prophets and the priests than the wise men of the 
OT. This passage in Jeremiah might be an indication that the wise men of the Old 
Testament were some form of "third force" alongside the priests and prophets. This 
notion finds resonance in the division of the Hebrew Bible into the Law, the Prophets and 
the Writings, since the wise men were most probably responsible for (at the least) 
collecting the proverbs and sayings of Proverbs (Grabbe 1995:155; Scott 1965:xv). 
These wise men (D'OJn) were not coupled to the national religion of Israel; rather, they 
were concerned with practical religious issues which were directed towards individuals. 
Wisdom played a pivotal role in their teachings as the principle and skill of life. 
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According to Scott (1965:xix) the book of Proverbs was used as a source book of 
material for the instruction of youths - and we can assume primarily for young men. 
Some of the proverbs in Proverbs are structured in a form of Instruction, a genre that is 
very similar to other such Instructions found in the ancient Near East. The distinction that 
McKane draws between Sentence and Instruction literature in Proverbs is a very helpful 
tool in establishing the context of proverbial material, even though it is not one that is 
always easy to make, especially since Sentences are often used in the context of 
Instructions. The Instructions, for instance, presuppose a more formal educational- setting, 
since they are more structured, formed according to "their own rationale". Although 
opinions differ, it is usually accepted that the genre of Instruction is found in Proverbs 
22:17-24:22, which bear a close resemblance to the Egyptian Instruction of Amenemope. 
In Proverbs 1-9 there is also a development of this genre as well as in 31: 1-9. On the 
other hand, Sentence literature is found in 10:1-22:16 and chapters 25 to 29. 
There is, however, no unanimity among scholars with regard to the "social worlds" of the 
authors of Proverbs and the contexts in which these proverbs were used in the education 
of young men (Why bray 1995 :21). We can establish that there were mainly three formal 
settings in which education took place in ancient Israel: the family, the school and the 
royal court. According to Crenshaw (1990:208-9) the formal setting of learning in Israel 
changed over the years. The royal court schools started out as a pragmatic venture to 
provide the state with educated "civil servants" to work in the fields of international 
diplomacy, record keeping, commercial activities and even to entertain royalty. This 
coincided with the change to monarchy, when trained personnel were needed to run the 
administrative side of the monarchy. 
Although there is no direct evidence from the OT of the existence of schools, we can 
assume that schools were established for the purpose of training an elite group of 
government employees. The basis for claiming the existence of such schools is usually 
based on a comparison with neighbouring cultures in the ancient Near East, where they in 
fact did exist, and the supposed training that scribes, government officials and royal men 
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had received. Not all scholars agree on this issue, though (See Grabbe 1995:173). We 
know at least that by the time of the Wisdom of Sirach, which dates from the Greek 
period, there indeed were such schools. 
In the pre-exilic period we also find evidence of a group of people who were so-called 
'secretaries' or 'scribes' in the administration of the Israelite monarchy. Of these, the so-
called royal secretaries were the most important and were responsible for maintaining the 
state annals and the king's correspondence (Grabbe 1995: 160). These secretaries and 
scribes were most probably also linked, at least on an international level, to the "wise 
men". 
5.2 The post-exilic period 
After the exile the internal development of Israel was influenced greatly by two 
influential groups in Jewish society: the priests and the scribes. In the first post-exilic. 
period until well into the Hellenistic period, the priests. were dominant. After the exile 
they were the ones who organised the new community and who acted as leaders in both 
spiritual and material matters. Although they were also originally the expert interpreters 
of the Torah, there came into existence an independent group of Torah scholars alongside 
the priest, namely the scribes (sopherim). As the zeal for the Torah cooled down among 
the priests, especially after the Maccabean revolt, the vigorous study of the Torah 
increased in the circles of the Torah scholars. It was during this period that these scribes 
took over control of most of the Jews' spiritual affairs (Schiller 1965:238). 
Although the scribes became dominant in religious matters and the 'teachers of the 
nation', so to speak, the priests remained an important and influential factor in religious 
life. This was mainly due to their exclusive right to sacrifice, which was enshrined in the 
Torah (See Ex 28-29; Lev 8-10 and Num 16-18). For the religious Jews living in this 
period, the Torah not only regulated the priestly service, but also the whole life of the 
nation in all its aspects. The piety of the Jews was directed entirely towards obeying the 
Torah in all its details (Schiller 1965 :315). This interest in the Torah was sparked off 
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when Ezra and the Israelites returned from exile and Ezra read the Torah to the people 
and they solemnly bound themselves to it (Neh 8-10). Although it is not certain whether 
the il"n referred to in Nehemiah is the entire Pentateuch or only the Priestly Code, the 
use of the word il"n is very significant. It introduced an era in which the (written) 
Pentateuch was recognised as the Torah of God, a canonical God-given work that is the 
binding rule of life. 
Therefore it is said that Ezra, on his return to Palestine, started "scribism" and with it an 
ideology that saw the Mosaic Law as binding upon the nation. The need arose therefore 
that this Law had to be interpreted authoritatively and applied in daily affairs. Thus we 
read already in Ezra 7:6-10 something of the work of the scribe, which included the study 
of the Torah and its interpretation, which was to be made known to the entire community . 
. "He was a scribe, well-versed in the law of Moses which was given by the Lord, the God 
oflsrael ... Ezra had set his heart on the study and practice of the law of the Lord and on 
teaching statutes and ordinances in Israel" (Ezra 7:6, 10). 
Although these scribes were also wise men in the sense that they were also learned and 
wise, the fact that they focused primarily on the Torah as a written document constitutes 
the major difference between these groups. 
5.3 The Greek Period 
During the Early Greek period, there was also a group of the sopherim who were linked 
to the temple (Ant 12, 142). They were literate priests who copied the Scriptures, 
especially the Pentateuch, and are therefore sometimes labelled "custodians of the Law". 
During this time there also featured another group called the hasidic sopherim who 
interpreted the law in new situations as 'legal experts' (1 Macc 7:12-13). 
The importance of this class of sopherim, which was not the name of a party but a 
professional or educational designation, is clearly showed in the Wisdom of Sirach, and 
especially in the passages on the ideal scribe, Sir 38:24-39: 11 (Schnabel 1985:63). In this 
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passage Ben Sirach first contrasts the (superior) occupation of the scribe with the farmer, 
engraver, smith and potter before exclaiming: 
How different the person who devotes himself to the fear of God and to the study of the Law of the 
Most High! (38:34). 
He then continues by describing the occupation of the scribe as one who "studies the 
wisdom of all the ancients ... [and] the hidden meaning of proverbs", who "travels among 
the peoples of foreign lands", and who "opens his lips in prayer". Furthermore, "if it 
pleases the Lord Almighty", he will "pour forth his words of wisdom and in prayer give 
praise to the Lord. He will direct his counsel and knowledge aright, as he meditates upon 
God's mysteries. He will show the wisdom of what he has learned and glory in the Law 
of the Lord's covenant" (Sir 38:24-39:11). 
Now Ben Sirach himself was a professional scribe who lived in Jerusalem. He was most 
probably also a priest since he was a descendant of Eleazar. He wrote the Wisdom of 
Sirach in Hebrew, two thirds of which have been discovered up to date. We do have the 
entire Greek translation of the Book, which was made by his 'self-proclaimed' grandson 
in Egyptcirca 132 BCE. According to the grandson's prologue, by which we can date the 
Greek translation, the original Book was probably compiled between 200 and 170 BCE. 
The importance of Sirach for our current inquiry lies in the fact that he gives us valuable 
insight into the contemporary anxieties of his day, both political and religious. These are 
the same anxieties that faced the Jews for whom the Greek translation of Proverbs was 
made. 
Ben Sirach, being a scribe himself, provides us with useful information on the profession 
of the scribe during the pre-Maccabean period: 
Whereas the sopher of the Persian period focused his interest exclusively on the Torah (cf. Ezra), 
we find that the sopher of the pre-Maccabean period includes topics and traditions of traditional 
wisdom (Sir 39,2-3). Ben Sira's sopher is an intellectual, not a 'scribe' in the old sense, a scholar, 
not a copyist, a sage, not a secretary. This fusion of traditional scribal (Torah) erudition and 
wisdom teaching can also be seen in telling phrases, mentioned already, of the aO</>la 
ypa\l\laTEwS" = ,::310 i11:l:m (Sir 38,24). With Ben Sira, o:m and ,~no are essentially identical terms 
(Schnabel 1985 :65-66). 
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He uses the word i:ll0 for the first time in a "technical sense" and as a designation for a 
scholar who is both o:m and i:ll0 at the same time (38:24). Not only do we find in the 
Wisdom of Sirach the merging of o:m and i:ll0 as designations for a class or order, but we 
also find a closer identification between the Law and Wisdom, two prominent themes in 
the Wisdom of Sirach. 
The scribe of Sirach is not only scribe and wise man, but also a teacher, since the position 
of the priest declined after the Maccabean revolt and the scribes took over the main 
responsibility as teachers. This process was completed by the time of the New Testament, 
when the scribes (YPUIlIlUTEWS') are represented as the undisputed spiritual leaders. That 
they were teachers is also evident from the functioning of the bet ha-midrash in Sirach as 
well as the ideal scribe "who will show the wisdom of what he has learned" (39:8). These 
teachers most probably taught admonitions and proverbs such as are contained in the 
Wisdom of Sirach, and they would as Torah scholars teach the Law and wisdom: 
In the Judaism of Ben Sira's time, the scribe (in Heb soper) was a well-travelled, cultured, an pious 
Jew who was highly trained in the Sacred Scriptures, espe'cially in the Law; his principal 
responsibility was to instruct others in the glories of Israel's religious heritage and wisdom (Skehan. 
1987:450). 
Another important aspect that I pointed out earlier is that Sirach mentions the existence of 
schools in Palestine, namely the bet ha-midrash, "place of study" (Sir 51 :23). It is an 
institution that is often coupled with that of the synagogue, and in such a way as to show 
that they were distinct but closely associated. In Palestine, and most probably also 
elsewhere, the schools were frequently adjacent to the synagogue: In fact, it was later 
assumed that every synagogue had its own school. This may well indicate that by 200 
BeE the school was an established institution (Moore 1927:312, Blenkinsopp 1983:120). 
Ben Sirach, being a teacher, most certainly imparted to his pupils such religious and 
moral teachings as are collected in his book and the Law must also have played a primary 
role in his teachings (Blenkinsopp 1995:15; Schechter 1945:65). During the Hasmonean 
period we find the second concentration on the Torah as a reaction against the attempt to 
abolish the law by the Hellenisers, which strengthens the argument that the Law. was 
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important in the time of Ben Sirach. 
5.4 A scribe, wise man and teacher of the Law in LXX Proverbs 
Ben Sirach provides us with valuable insight into the contemporary anxieties of his day, 
which are very important in our quest for the Sitz im Leben of LXX Proverbs. He also 
sheds valuable light on the position of the scribes and their relationship with the Law. 
In the Wisdom of Sirach there is a definite association between the scribe, teacher and 
wise man. This is evident from the significant use of words such as ao<!>(u ypUl-lI..lUTEWS, 
the existence of schools, and the general identification between Law and Wisdom which 
was prevalent in his time. I will make a deeper examination of the latter in the next 
chapter, where I argue that there is closer identification of these two concepts in LXX 
Proverbs than in MT Proverbs. 
It would be reasonable to argue that the proverbs and admonitions of LXX Proverbs were 
also used in schools such as Sirach's and by the same teachers of the Law who operated 
in his time. It could also be that the translator of LXX Proverbs was educated in such an 
environment or even that the translation was made by a scribe/teacher in one of these 
schools. Since this thesis deals with the historical context of LXX Proverbs, we have to 
establish if there are any links between LXX Proverbs and the teachers of the Law of the 
time of Ben Sirach. 
Although the word (YPUl-lI.lUTEWS) does not occur in LXX Proverbs, we have other 
indications that the teacher of LXX Proverb~ was not only a teacher of Wisdom, but also 
a teacher of the Law. The most important passage in this regard is the one that led to the 
question of the role of the teacher in LXX Proverbs. In LXX Proverbs 4 the urges his 
pupils not to forsake "my law" (n)v EIlOV VOIlOV), while MT has "my teaching ('t:l")in) 
you must not forsake". In the context of the LXX Proverbs this reference to "my law" can 
only refer to the laws that the teacher teaches his pupils. What was the content of this 
teaching? 
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The teachers of Sirach's school were not only teachers, but also scribes. Moreover, since 
it was the scribes who were the chief custodians of the Law, we can assume that the 
teacher of LXX Proverbs also instructed his pupils in the Law of Moses. Or rather, the 
Law of Moses would have been the main focus of his teachings (Grabbe 1995:159). 
Therefore, we can argue that this reference to "my law" is not only a reference to the law 
of the teacher, but also to that which he was a teacher of - the Law of Moses. Another 
important aspect is the fact that V0I-l0S- is here used in the singular. Although the text of 
MT could also be read in the singular, we have shown that the translator of the LXX does 
not take the singular or plural use ofi1i1n into account when translating it. Rather, he uses 
the context of LXX to decide which Greek word he wants to use as a translation for il"W) 
and whether it should be singular or plural. 
Another passage of great importance is Proverbs 13: 15: 
MT: The teaching of the wise is a fountain of life, to depart from the snares of death. 
LXX: The law of the wise is a fountain of life, but he without understanding shall die by a snare. 
While the context. of MT suggests that the ili1rl of the wise refers to wisdom, the . 
reference in the LXX to the "law of the wise" most probably refers to the Mosaic Law, 
which the wise man, who was also a scribe, taught. The fact that the translator inserted a 
plus in the previous verse ("and to know the law is part of a sound understanding"), 
which refers to the Law, as well as the fact that he uses the singular form ofvoI-lOS-, are all 
indications that the reference to "law" of the wise should be taken as the Mosaic Law. 
This "law of the wise" is the same one that is referred to when the teacher speaks of TOV 
EI-l0V V0I-l0V in Proverbs 4. 
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CHAPTER 6: WISDOM AND LAW AND THE FEAR OF THE LORD 
In our discussion of Proverbs 4: 1-9 and in several ofthe passages in Proverbs where there 
is a reference to i1i1il or v6~0S', there was frequently some form of identification between 
"law", "wisdom" and the "fear of the Lord". All of these concepts are well known in 
sapiental literature and to some extent they are a dominant theme in books such as 
. Proverbs, the Wisdom of Sirach, the Wisdom of Solomon and Baruch. Although this 
enquiry into the relationship between these concepts cannot be dealt with at length, I will 
continue to look at some passages and commentaries on the Wisdom of Sirach and the 
Letter of Aristeas in order to put these themes in a context where I can compare them 
with Proverbs (MT and LXX). 
The concept of Wisdom is central to sapientalliterature. It is a concept that evolved in the 
course of time and that has taken on different meanings in different times and contexts. In 
the Hebrew Bible there is an acknowledgement of the limits of human wisdom (Prov 
16:1-2; 19:14,21) and the fact that God has supreme wisdom in creation (Ps 104:24; Jer 
10: 12) and in history (lsa 31 :1-2; Job 12: 13). It is also God who bestows wisdom on man 
(Gen 41: 16, 39; Dan 1 :7) and on kings (lsa 11 :2). 
Wisdom is also personified in the book of Proverbs (1:20-33; 8; 9:1-6), where the female 
figure of Wisdom is pictured as addressing a crowd, praising her own words and her' 
close position to God. Opinions on the nature and origin of this personification differ 
widely. Some regard it as a purely literary technique, while others claim Wisdom to be 
the remnant of some ancient goddess or myth (see Whybray 1996:71-71). Another 
feature of wisdom in the Hebrew Bible is that it is often linked with the Torah. In the Old 
Testament some passages point out that the Torah is Israel's authentic wisdom (Deut 4:6; 
Jer 8:8; Ezra 7:14). This 'identification' is explicitly stated in later books such as Sirach 
and Baruch (Sir 24; Bar 4), where the Torah is the expression of the wisdom God gave to 
Israel. 
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6.1 The Wisdom of Sirach 
It is often said that Ben Sirach was the first writer who explicitly identified wisdom with 
the Torah. Schnabel (1985:69-92) lists 7 passages in which there is a "clear and direct 
identification of wisdom and law" (15:1; 17:11; 19:20; 21:11; 24:23; 34:8; 45:5) and 
several other passages in which there is implicit evidence of such an identification. His 
view is that this "evidence" for the identification suggests that this is an important 
theologoumenon for Sirach. Schnabel argues that this identification is characterised by 
four dimensions, namely the particularistic, theological, ethical and didactic dimensions 
("When we say that Sirach identified or correlated law and wisdom, we assert an identity 
in diversity", Schnabel 1985:91). The particularistic dimension, which lies at the basis of 
the identification, implies that both the law and wisdom belong to Israel and have .an 
important function. The theological dimension is summarised by the concept of the fear 
of the Lord, which is the goal of both wisdom and law. The notion that both law and 
wisdom are the basis and prerequisite, the reward and result of personal piety, is the 
foundation for the ethical dimension. The last dimension, the didactic one, is personified 
in the scribe and the wisdom teacher who studies and teaches both law and wisdom: the 
coming together of the concepts of law and wisdom is personified by the fusion of the 
roles of C1:>n and I~'O in the scribe (ao</>f.a ypaI-LlWTEWS). 
The text that is mostly quoted in any discussion on wisdom and law is Sir 24:23, in which 
he sums up all his statements regarding Wisdom: 
All this is the book of the Most High's covenant, the law which Moses imposed upon us, the 
inheritance for the assemblies of Jacob. 
Boccaccini (1991 :89) warns, however, that we must be very careful in the way we 
'identify' law and wisdom, especially in 24:23, in that saying that the law is the historical 
manifestation in Israel of a pretemporal wisdom is far from an affirmation of identity. It 
is more the indication of a relationship conceived in strongly asymmetrical terms. It is 
also possible that the influence oflater conceptions, such·as the pretemporality of the law, 
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has conditioned commentators on the reading of this passage. 
He further notes that the law has no function outside the relationship between God and 
man, while wisdom has a degree of autonomy as God's eternal possession. The law is an 
already-given gift and its application depends on the choice of the individual; wisdom is a 
gift that is sought after by many, but denied to the majority. He also argues that the law is 
not so much identified with wisdom as it is identified with the "education" (nm8da) of 
wisdom. This education in tum equips him to be able to transform the law into "teaching" 
(8l8aaKaALa) so that others can benefit from the law as well, since he is a teacher. 
Therefore, the relationship between law and wisdom is not an identification, "but a 
complex play of balances within the synergetic prospect proposed to humankind as the 
road to salvation" (Boccaccini 1991:89). 
6.2 The Letter of Aristeas 
We find in the Letter of Aristeas the notion that there is a definite link between the law 
and wisdom. Although Aristeas is not primarily concerned with theological problems, the 
significance of the Law is a major theme in the book (Schnabel 1985 :69-120). In Aristeas 
the law is described as "full of wisdom" (par. 31), that wisdom and right way are the 
same as keeping the commandments (par. 127), and it is said that Moses, the lawgiver, is 
wise (par. 139). 
This led Schnabel (1985:123) to say: 
Several passages in EpArist prove that the identification of law and wisdom was taught and 
presupposed in the Palestinian wisdom and scribal schools had started to exert significant 
influence in Alexandria too. 
He is further of the opinion that the identification of law and wisdom in Aristeas has 
primarily an ethical dimension in that "the Jewish law which is true wisdom contains 
everything which is needed for a morally perfect character and a perfect life." The 
particularistic dimension is also present in that the Mosaic Law (which also embodies 
wisdom) is the law of the Jews, which must be commended to the Gentiles. 
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6.3 Wisdom and Law in Proverbs 
In our discussion on the use of j,.,m in Proverbs, we saw that several passages referred to 
some form of identification between law and wisdom. First there are the passages which 
describe the benefits of i1"'1m, which are strikingly similar to those which explain the 
promises of Wisdom (1:8; 3:2; 4:9; 4:10 and 9:11). Then there is Prov 13:15, where MT 
mentions the "teaching of the wise". Although the reference to i1"'1m most probably does 
not refer to the law, the i1"'1m is described as a fountain of life, which is the same way in 
which the "fear of the Lord" is described in 14:27. This also brings to mind passages in 
the Wisdom of Sirach where it is said that "The knowledge of a wise man shall abound 
like a flood, and his coUnsel continues like a fountain of life" (21: 16) and that "Wisdom 
inspires life into her children" (4: 12). 
So in MT Prov 13: 14 there is some loose assoCiation between wisdom, law and the fear 
of the Lord. What is even more interesting is that the Greek text of 13: 15 has the reading 
of "law of the wise" (VOl-lOS' Cro<po1)). Although VOj.loS' is the 'normal' Greek equivalent for 
i1"'1m, the reference here must refer to the Law, which would indicate that the LXX 
translator made an even closer identification between the Law and the wise man, and 
therefore Wisdom (didactical dimension). I therefore think that LXX 13: 14 refers to the 
Law, since there is a plus in 13:15 in which vOj.loS' is used to refer to the Law, and also 
because the singular VOj.loS' is used. 
Another passage in LXX Proverbs confirms this closer identification between law and 
wisdom. In Prov 3: 16, which falls within a pericope in which Wisdom is praised, there 
occurs a plus in LXX that also has a reference to the Law. 
MT: Length of days is in her right hand; and in her left hand riches and honour. 
LXX: For length of existence and years of life are in her right hand: and in her left hand are wealth and 
glory. (a) Out of her mouth proceeds righteousness and she carries law and mercy upon her tongue. 
So here we have another plus in LXX in which the translator inserted a reference to the 
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Law in a passage that is dedicated to Wisdom. This is another sign that in the time of the . 
translator of the LXX the identification of these two concepts was a common feature of 
sapiental literature. Another passage that must also be mentioned here is Prov 9: 1 0, 
where the LXX has a plus that is very similar to the plus in 13:15. 
MT: The beginning of wisdom is the fear ofYHWH and the knowledge of the holy is understanding. 
LXX: The beginning of Wisdom is the fear of the Lord and the counsel of holy ones is understanding; 
(a) for to know the law is the character of a sound mind. 
Apart from the plus in LXX that refers to the ethical dimension of the identification 
between law and wisdom, the LXX also rendered the text into "counsel of the holy ones", 
which could just as well be a reference to the teaching (or counsel) of the wisdom 
teachers. Another theme is also touched upon in 9:10 (as in 13:14 and 14:27), namely the 
"fear of the Lord". It seems therefore as if these three concepts, namely the law, wisdom 
and the fear of the Lord, are used together frequently. Furthermore, it seems as if there 
are indications that already.in LXX Proverbs there is some closer (or more explicit) foim 
of identification between law and wisdom than in MT Proverbs. 
But what. can be said about the nature or origin of this identification in the LXX? This is 
very difficult to answer, since the LXX Proverbs is a translation and not a de novo 
composition, as is the case with the Wisdom of Sirach and the Letter of Aristeas. The best 
therefore is to compare it with the dimensions of identification that Schnabel found in the 
Wisdom of Sirach and Aristeas. The didactic dimension of the identification of wisdom 
and law is one that is definitelY.present in LXX Proverbs. This is so because by the time 
the translation was made, the scribe was both wise man and Torah scholar, thereby 
identifying the concepts of wisdom and law in his own make-up. This is also evident ( 
from the LXX text in Prov 13:15, where there is a reference to the "law of the wise". This 
law, which was also the law he taught, was the Mosaic Law. The ethical dimension of the 
identification can be seen in Prov 9: 1 ° and especially in the plus, where it is said that "to 
know the law is the character of a sound mind", which is structurally linked (yap) with 
"the beginning of wisdom" . 
The most important foundation for the identification IS, however, the theological 
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dimension. According to Schnabel this dimension is summarised by the concept of the 
fear of the Lord, which is the goal of both wisdom and law. 
6.4 The fear of the Lord in Sirach and Aristeas 
The theme of the fear of the Lord is so prominent in the Wisdom of Sirach that some 
scholars have labelled it the most important theme in the book (Schnabel 1985 :24 on the 
study of J. Haspecker: Gottesfurcht bei Jesus Sirach; Garnmie 1990:369). Although the 
Wisdom of Sirach has no systematic theology - it is rather a compilation of reflections 
and aphorisms - it is possible to establish that the doctrine of the book is traditional and 
conservative (Skehan 1987:75). The theme of the fear of the Lord is usually taken as one 
of the features of this "traditional" viewpoint. 
The expression "fear of the Lord" or similar expressions number between 55 and 60 in 
the Wisdom of Sirach. The Wisdom of Sirach starts with a passage on wisdom (1: 1-10), 
which is directly followed in verses 11-20 with a lengthy passage on the fear of the Lord. 
The placement of this important consept so early on may already be taken as an 
indication of the importance it had in the time of the Wisdom of Sirach. The close 
structural link with the theme of wisdom is also carried through with regard to the 
content, since the fear of the Lord is described as the way to wisdom: the fear of the Lord 
is the beginning of wisdom (v. 14), the fullness of wisdom (v. 16), the crown of wisdom 
(v. 18), and the root of wisdom (v. 20). The fear of the Lord is also "wisdom and 
instruction" (v. 26) and it shares -the same fruits as wisdom, namely glory (1: 11 and 4: 13, 
24:16-17), joy and gladness (1:11-12 and 4:12,6:28), honour (1:13 and 6:29,24:16) and 
length of days (1: 12 and 1 :20). 
Apart from the link that Sirach makes early on between Wisdom and the fear of the Lord, 
he also links the latter with the Law (1:14, 16, 18, 202:15, 16; 6:36; 15:1; 19:20), as in 
21:11: 
But he that keeps the law gets the understanding thereof; and the perfection of the fear of the Lord 
is wisdom. 
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In several passages the fear of the Lord and obedience to the Law are used together (and 
apart) as prerequisites for wisdom - in some even as the source of wisdom. In Sir 19:20· 
Ben Sirach says that the keeping of God's law is all wisdom and that all wisdom equals 
the fear of the Lord. 
Sirach identifies the fear of the Lord with another theme, namely the love of the Lord. 
Those who fear and love the Lord i) "will not disobey his word"; ii) "will keep his ways"; 
iii) "will seek that which is well pleasing to him"; and iv) "shall be filled with the law". 
Skehan (1987:79) notes his view on this as follows: 
Ben Sira teaches that believers must love and fear God, must walk in his ways and keep the 
commandments of the Law. By doing so, they are living out God's own wisdom, which is revealed 
in the Law, and as a result their practical wisdom approaches in some significant way the divine 
wisdom (cf. 24:28-29). 
In 7:31 Sirach's regard for the priests is also shown as he links.the fear of the Lord to 
faithful sacrifices. 
Fear the Lord, and honour the priest, and give him his portion as it is commanded to you: the 
firstfruits, and the trespass offering, and the gift of the shoulders, and the sacrifice of 
sanctification, and the frrstfruits of the holy things. 
According to Skehan (1987:75-76) the primary theme of the Wisdom of Sirach is also 
linked to the theme of the fear of the Lord, since he notes that the book deals primarily 
with "wisdom as fear of God .... the fundamental thesis of the book is the following: 
wisdom, which is identified with the Law, can be achieved only by one who fears God 
and keeps the commandments." Moore (1994:312), on the other hand, has it that 
"Subjectively wisdom is 'the fear of the Lord' (Ecc 1: 1-15); objectively it is the Law of 
Moses". 
The fear of the Lord is also an important theme in the Letter of Aristeas, attesting to its 
significant position in Hellenistic writings. This is clearly shown in the scene where the 
King asks the men from Jerusalem how he could preserve his kingdom to the end. One of 
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the men replied: 
By making your starting-point the fear of God you would nowhere fail (Aris 189). 
6.S Wisdom and fear of the Lord in Sirach and Proverbs 
The idea that wisdom and the fear of the Lord are closely linked is one of the features of 
Ben Sirach: the fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom (1:14), the fullness of 
wisdom (1:16), the crown of wisdom (1:18), and the root of wisdom (1:20). The fear of 
the Lord is also "wisdom and instruction" (1 :26). Although it is great to find wisdom, 
Sirach seems to regard the fear of the Lord as superior (25: 1 0). 
The expression "fear of the Lord", used in the nominal form i11i1~ n~';1:, occurs 14 times in 
the book of Proverbs, while other expressions such as "to fear the Lord" or "those who 
fear the Lord" occur another 5 times (Whybray 1996:136). In the first 9 chapters the 
concept is closely associated with wisdom and in the latter part it usually denotes a way 
of life which is characteristic of the righteous. 
The theme of the fear of the Lord is not unique to Proverbs - in fact it is a common theme 
throughout the Hebrew Bible. There is a general agreement between scholars that the 
theme of the fear of the Lord in wisdom literature differs somewhat from its use in the 
rest of the Hebrew Bible. Outside the wisdom literature it is sometimes used to denote 
literal terror (Ex 3:6, 20:8) or to refer to less dramatic and "positive human reactions to 
God" (Whybray 1996:137). In Deuteronomy, on the other hand, it is used more in a cultic 
sense. We also know that it was a familiar concept in other Near Eastern religions. 
According to Blenkinsopp (1983:24-25) the theme of the fear of the Lord as the epitome 
of the moral life (e.g. 10:27) is characteristic of the modification and supplementing that 
Proverbs underwent under religious leaders after the Babylonian exile. This is also the 
view of Derousseaux and McKane, especially with regards to chapters 10-29. 
Schnabel (1985:5) remarks on a study done by T.K. Koo, Wisdom and Torah, with 
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Special Reference to the Wisdom Psalms, in which Koo established a profound 
theological connection between the Torah as the revelation of God's wisdom and (more 
importantly) man's fear of the Lord as a manifestation of wisdom. Therefore, in some 
passages the "fear of the Lord" means, per matonymiam, the Law (Ps. 19: 10; 111: 10 
LXX; 112:1; 119:38,63; 128:1,4; Sir 1:28; 6:37; 9:16; 28:7). 
Are there any differences in the way that LXX and MT Proverbs portray the relationship 
between wisdom and the fear ofthe Lord? 
Proverbs 1: 7 
In Proverbs 1:7 it is said that the fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom. This is the 
first occurrence of the expression in both MT and LXX, and the text of LXX differs quite 
significantly from MT. The added two lines in LXX are the first major plus in LXX 
Proverbs. Verse 7 forms part of the introductionary' verses of the book (1: 1-7) and 
therefore early on establishes the importance of the concept of the "fear ofthe~ord". The 
plus adds the following: "and piety toward God is the beginning of discernment; but the 
ungodly will set at nought wisdom and instruction", which also contains another 
reference to wisdom. 
Proverbs 22: 4 
MT: By humility and the fear of Yahweh are riches, and honour, and life. 
LXX: The fear of the Lord is the offspring of wisdom, and wealth, and glory, and life. 
The Sense of LXX is completely different in that LXX refers to the fear of the Lord as the 
offspring of wisdom. This is close to ideas that are expressed in Sirach, where he states 
that "The root of wisdom is to fear the Lord" (1 :25) and "The fear of the Lord is the 
beginning of wisdom (1 :14). 
Proverbs 1 :29 
MT: Because they have hated instruction and received not the fear of Yahweh, 
LXX: For they hated wisdom, and did not choose the fear of the Lord. 
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The Hebrew 1n:l "receive" is translated with iTpOmpEW "choose", which makes quite a 
difference to the interpretation, since there is a definite difference in the viewpoint that 
one must choose the fear of the Lord rather than receive it. 
Proverbs 14:27 
MT: The fear of Yahweh is a fountain of life, to depart from the snares of death. 
LXX: The commandment of the Lord ('lTpOuTaY[la KUplOU) is a fountain oflife, it causes men to tum 
aside from the snares of death. 
While MT has the familiar expression i1ji1~ r115"!:, LXX has iTp0O'TaYlla KVpLOV. This is 
the only occurrence of the word iTp0O'TaYlla "ordinance, command" in LXX Proverbs. 
The phrase iTp0O'TaYlla KVPLOV also occurs in Sir 6:37: 
Let your thoughts be upon the precepts of God, and meditate continually on his commandments: 
and he will give you a heart, and the desire of wisdom shall be given you. 
Schnabel.(1985:29) notes that although the word iTp0O'TaYlla is only used 4 times ~n the 
Wisdom of Sirach, in 6:37 it is of great theological importance since iTp0O'TaYlla KVPLOV 
is used parallel to EVTOAr)Ii1'~1J and therefore refers to the law. J. Marbock in his study 
Weisheit (1971 :86) lists iTp0O'TaYIlQ as one of the four expressions for the Law in Sirach. 
In the Letter of Aristeas the expression 8ELCp iTp0O'TaYIlQn occurs in paragraph 279, 
where it also refers to the Law: 
The guidance of the laws, so that by just dealing they'may repair the lives of men; just as you say, 
by such conduct, have laid the foundations for an eternal memorial of yourself, through following 
the divine commandment. 
This verse is indeed very important, since the translator of LXX Proverbs interpreted the 
phrase "fear of the Lord" as "commandment of the Lord". Since the word VOIlOS' is used 
elsewhere as denoting the Law, this is a clear instance of the translator of LXX Proverbs 
making a closer connection between Torah and fear of the Lord in LXX than MT: 
Pluses in LXX Proverbs withfear of the Lord 
Proverbs 15:27 
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MT: He that is greedy of gain troubles his own house: but he that hates bribes shall live. 
LXX: A receiver of bribes destroys himself, but he that hates the receiving of bribes is safe. By alms and 
by.faithful dealings sins are purged away: and by the fear of the Lord every one departs from evil. 
There are 2 stichs extra in LXX, of which the fourth contains the expression "fear of the 
Lord". 
Proverbs 14:16 
MT: A wise man fears, and departeth from evil: but the fool rages, and is confident. 
LXX: A wise man fears and departs from evil, but the fool trusts in himself, and joins himself with the 
transgressor. In the fear of the Lord is confidence of strength, and there shall be hope for his children. 
Minuses in LXX Proverbs with fear of the Lord 
Proverbs 16:6 
MT: By mercy and truth iniquity is purged: and by the fear of Yahweh men depart from evil. 
LXX: minus 
This is the only minus the LXX has that has "fear of the Lord" as basis. 
Conclusions 
In both MT and LXX Proverbs the idea that wisdom and the fear· of the Lord are 
explicitly linked is stated early on ~n the book. In this passage, Prov 1:7, the LXX has a 
large plus, the first major plus in LXX Proverbs. Through this plus LXX links the fear of 
the Lord with personal piety towards God and wisdom. 
This connection between the fear of the Lord and wisdom is taken further by LXX in a 
couple of passages. In Prov 1 :29 the LXX links these two concepts by rendering MT's 
"Because they have hated instruction and received not the fear of Yahweh" into the Greek 
"For they hated wisdom, .and did not choose the fear of the Lord". So whereas MT 
connects "instruction" with the fear of the Lord, the LXX links it with wisdom. Likewise, 
LXX renders the MT text of Prov 15:33 "The fear of Yahweh is the lesson of wisdom: 
and humility goes before glory" into "The fear of the Lord is instruction and wisdom and 
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the highest honour will correspond therewith". 
The identification between wisdom and the fear of the Lord also has a dimension that 
links their results. Therefore we see in Prov 10:27 that the benefits of the fear of the Lord 
are the same as those of Wisdom, as was the case with the passages in 1:9 and 4:9. 
The LXX text of Prov 22:4 also differs from that of MT. MT has "By humility and the 
fear of Yahweh are riches, and honour, and life" and LXX has "The fear of the Lord is 
the offspring of wisdom, and wealth, and glory, and life". Although LXX has in 1:7 that 
the fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom, the idea that the fear of the Lord is the 
. offspring of wisdom is not found elsewhere in Proverbs. It is closer to Sirach's "The root 
of wisdom is to fear the Lord" (1 :25). 
Another passage in which the fear of the Lord and wisdom are related is Prov 9: 1 0; a 
passage that is very sirriilar to 1 :7. An interesting feature about the Greek text is that it 
has a large plus which also brings the Law into the picture: "for to know the law is the 
character ofa sound mind". So the LXX not only links the concept of the fear of the Lord 
more closely to wisdom, it also brings the Law into the equation. This is another feature 
that is familiar to the Wisdom of Sirach, who states that "But he that keeps the law gets 
the understanding thereof; and the perfection of the fear of the Lord is wisdom" (21: 11). 
Also, the person who has knowledge of the Law shall obtain wisdom (15: 1). 
The notion that the LXX relates these concepts to one another more closely than MT does 
is supported by a very interesting reading in Proverbs 14:27. Here the translator of the 
LXX read "The fear of Yahweh is a fountain of life" and translated it into "the 
commandment of the Lord is a fountain of life", which is a reference to the Law. By the 
time of Ben Sirach the meaning of wisdom had undergone considerable change, being 
identified in Jewish circles with the Jewish Law, the Torah. Gerleman (1956:42) 
observed that there is no trace whatever in LXX Proverbs of any identification between 
Wisdom and Torah. This view was also challenged by Cook (1998:330-331), for he 
argues as well that there is a closer identification between law and wisdom in LXX 
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Proverbs than previously accepted. 
In the discussion on this theme I also detected some peculiar differences between the way 
in which these concepts are linked in the Hebrew and Greek texts. The Greek translator 
had no difficulty with this identification and agrees in that sense more with the writings 
of Ben Sirach, although he does not go as far as Sirach. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS 
7.1 The use ofv6~0S' in LXX Proverbs as designation for the Law 
7.1.1 The occurrences OfiTim in MT Proverbs 
The word iTi,n occurs 13 times in MT Proverbs, six times in the Instruction literature and 
seven times in the Sentence literature. Of the six occurrences in the Instruction literature, 
five appear in the introductions to Instructions, with only 6:23 that is not situated in an 
introduction. While many believe 6:23 to be a later addition to the text, it is the only time 
in the Instruction literature that iT.,m could have the meaning of "law". On two occasions 
(1:8 and 6:20) iT."n is used to denote the teaching of the mother, while the other 
occurrences of iT.,m in the Instruction literature refer to the instruction/teaching of the 
teacher. 
In the Sentence literature the word iT."n is use4 seven times, of which five are governed 
by the verbs "keep", "forsake" and "hear". Once it is used in the expression "iT."n of the 
wise" (13: 14) and once to describe the ideal woman as one having the "iTim of kindness" 
(31:26). Four ofthese occurrences ofi1lm are in chapter 28, with two iIi v. 4, one in v. 7, 
and one in v. 9. While these four references to iT.,m might be translated with "law", 
signifying the Law of Moses, the other two references to iTim have the meaning of 
"teaching" . 
7.1.2 The translations OfiTim in LXX Proverbs 
The two references to the iT.,m of the mother in the introductions to Instructions (1:8 and 
6:20) are both rendered in exactly the same way by the Greek translator. On both 
occasions the translator used the word 8EUlioS' and rendered the singular iT.,m into the 
plural Greek form. In addition, MT Prov 31 :26 speaks of the "iT."n of kindness" as a 
characteristic of the ideal woman. The Greek translator used a combination of both 
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VO[loS' and 8E<J[lOS' (VO[l08E<J[lWS') in order to translate the word iTi1r1. Since I am of the 
opinion that he uses the word 8E<J[lOS' in conjunction with females and VO[loS' when 
signifying the Law, his use of the word VO[l08E<J[lWS' also confirms this. In 31 :26 both the 
ideal woman and the Law are important, thus the combination of the words is used. 
The translator also renders the second occurrence (3: 1) of in1r1, where it refers to the 
teaching of the teacher, into the plural. However, he uses the word VO[ll[lOS', which is the 
only time it occurs in LXX Proverbs. He did the same in 7:2, where he renders the 
singular iTi1r1 into the plural of the Greek word AOY0S', another unique equivalent to LXX 
Proverbs. 
In Proverbs 4:2, where MT refers to the teaching of the teacher, the translator translates 
the singular iTi1r1 with the singular of VO[loS'. This is the first time VO[loS' occurs .in 
Proverbs (some mss have VO[loS' in 1 :8). The only other occurrence of iTi1n in the 
Instruction Literature, 6:23, is dealt with likewise by the translator and translated with 
VO[loS'. It seems as if 6:23 certainly refers to the Mosaic Law. 
So, when iTi1n concerns the teaching of the teacher, it is translated into VO[loS' and 
rendered into the plural in 3:2 and into the singular VO[loS' in 4:2. And when the iTi1r1 is 
described, it is translated with the singular VO[loS' (6:23) and with the plural of AOYOS' 
(7:2). In the Sentence literature the translator used only the word VO[loS' as equivalent for 
iTi1n, apart from 31 :26, where he used VO[l08E<J[lWS- because it is linked to the woman. In 
all the six other passages in the Sentence literature where VO[loS' is used, it can be linked 
to the Law. 
If we look at the overall picture, we see that the term iTi1r1 is translated in 3: 1; 7:2 and 
31 :26 into Greek words that occur only once in LXX Proverbs. And in 1:8 and 6:23 an 
equivalent is used that occurs only there in the entire LXX. For the rest VO[loS' is used. 
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7.1.3 Other occurrences ofv6~0S' in LXX Proverbs 
The word v6~0S' is also used as equivalent for i11~Q once (6:20) and in three passages in 
LXX Proverbs in pluses (3: 16; 9: 10; 13: 15). The plus in 3: 16 is very similar to Proverbs 
31 :26, while the pluses of 9: 1 0 and 13: 15 are nearly identical. In all these cases the 
singular form of v6~0S' is used. In all these passages the importance of the Law of Moses 
is illustrated as well as the closer link between Wisdom and the Law in LXX Proverbs. 
It is my opinion that the translator of LXX Proverbs used the word v6~0S' in a way which 
suggests that he meant it as a designation of the Law of Moses. This would imply that 
there occurred a significant shift in emphasis between the Hebrew and the Greek versions 
of Proverbs on the subject of the Law. Whereas the Hebrew version scarcely refers to the 
Law of Moses, which was after all probably not a finalised corpus yet, the Greek version 
is certainly not oblivious to the Law as was previously accepted, 
7.2 The covenant in LXX Proverbs 
The notion that the Greek translation is very conscious of the Law is strengthened by my 
analysis of LXX chapter 2, in which I demonstrate that: 
i) the Greek translator approached his text creatively and rendered it, both on the lexical 
and structural levels, in order to state his own theological viewpoint; 
ii) the theological viewpoint of the Greek translator is one which led him to reinterpret 
this Hebrew chapter in order to warn his pupils against foreign, Greek philosophical 
influences; 
iii) the Greek translator wanted to remind his pupils of the divine covenant, of the most 
integral part of the relationship between Israel and Yaweh, the Torah. 
7.3 The teacher of the Law LXX Proverbs 
The Greek version of Proverbs also functioned within a certain context, one that was 
considerably different than the one in which the Hebrew version functioned. In Chapter 5 
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I illustrated that the teacher(s)/scribe(s) of LXX Proverbs was different to the wise men 
of ancient Israel and that they were much more concerned with the Law, both as a result 
of the Hellenising process and because their scribal activities were focused on the written 
Torah. We can assume that the teacher of LXX Proverbs was very much like the scribe of 
Ben Sirach, who was both scribe and teacher of the Law. 
7.4 Wisdom and Law in LXX Proverbs 
Not only is LXX Proverbs closely linked with the Wisdom of Sirach in this aspect. There 
is evidence that the identification between wisdom and law, which is so prevalent in 
Sirach and the later writings, is not absent from LXX Proverbs as formerly advocated by 
Gerleman. Thus my cursory analysis in Chapter 6 showed that even though the Greek 
translator was bound by a parent text, he consciously stated this identification more often 
and more explicitly in his translation than was the case with his parent text. This also 
strengthens the case for the fusion of the wise man and scribe in LXX Proverbs as a 
teacher of the Law. 
7.5 LXX Proverbs 4:1-9 
If the above is all accepted as true, our understanding of the Greek version of Proverbs 
I 
must change. No longer can we accept that the Greek translator is ignorant of the Law. 
Consequently our interpretation of the Greek text must change, as I illustrated in my 
analysis of LXX Proverbs 4. In our use of the Greek text of Proverbs in textual criticism, 
either in amending the Masoretic text or in reconstructing a Hebrew Vorlage, we must 
admit that the Greek text of Proverbs does not necessarily reflect a different Hebrew 
Vorlage than MT. 
7.6 The historical context of Septuagint Proverbs 
The translator of the Septuagint Proverbs placed a renewed emphasis on the Law of 
Moses. He used the idea of the covenant and the Torah to warn his people against the 
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foreign philosophies of Hellenism. He accomplished the above through the translation 
technique he employed, which must count as one of the most interpretative in the LXX as 
a whole. His emphasis on the Law and his warnings against Hellenism reflect on the 
historical context in which this translation was executed. 
The translator's relationship with the Wisdom of Sirach on the theme of Wisdom and 
Torah indicates that the Septuagint Proverbs must be dated in the second century BCE. 
The process of Hellenisation was already making inroads into the established Jewish 
communities, but it seems as if the work was executed during or most probably after the 
Maccabean revolt in 168-165 BCE. The author, as a conservative Jew and highly 
proficient in the Greek language, could have executed his work either in Palestine or 
Alexandria. 
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